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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigation No. 731-TA-473 (Final)
CERTAIN ELECTRIC FANS FR.OH THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Determination
On the basis of the record1 developed in the subject investigation, the.
Commission determines, 2 pursuant to section 735{b) ·of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) (the act), that industries. in the United States are
materially injured by reason of imports from the People's Republic of China of
certain electric fans, provided for in subheading 8414.51.00 of the Harmonized
Tariff Schedule of the United States, that have been found by the Department
of Commerce to be sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV). 3

1 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR. § 207.2(f)).
2 Acting Chairman Brunsdale dissents from this determination.
3 Commerce defined the scope of its investigations as follows:
•Imports
covered by these investigations constitute two separate classes or kinds of
merchandise: (1) Oscillating fans; and (2) ceiling fans.
Oscillating fans are electric fans that direct a flow of air using a fan
blade/motor unit that pivots back and forth on a stationary base
('oscillates•). Oscillating fans incorporate a self-contained electric motor
of an output not exceeding 125 watts.
Ceiling fans are electric fans that direct a downward and/or upward flow
of air using a fan blade/motor unit. Ceiling fans incorporate a selfcontained electric motor of an output not exceeding 125 watts. Ceiling fans
are designed for permanent or semi-permanent installation.
Window fans, industri~l oscillating fans, industrial ceiling fans, and
commercial ventilator fans are not included within the scope of these
investigations. Furthermore, industrial ceiling fans are defined as ceiling
fans that meet six or more of the following criteria in any combination: a
maximum speed of greater than 280 revolutions per minute (RPMs); a minimum air
delivery capacity of 8000 cubic feet per minute (CFM); no reversible motor
switch; controlled by wall-mounted electronic switch; no built-in motor
controls; no decorative features; not light adaptable; fan blades greater than
52 inches in diameter; metal fan blades; downrod mounting only--no hugger
mounting capability; three fan blades; fan blades mounted on top of motor
housing; single-speed motor.•

2

Background
The Co111JRission

ins~ituted

this investigation effective May 31, 1991,

following preliminary determinations by the Department of Commerce that
imports of oscillating fans and ceiling fans from the People's Republic of
China w•re being sold at LTFV within the meaning of section 733(b) of the act
(19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)).

Notice of the institution of the Commission's

investigation and of a public hearing to be held in connection therewith was
given by posting copies of the nQtice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S.
International Trade Commission, Vashington, DC, and by publishing the notice
in the Federal Register of June 19, 1991 (56 F.R. 28170).
~eld

The hearing was

in Washington, DC, on October 29, 1991, and all persons who requested the

o.~portunity

were permitted to appear in person or by counsel.

3

VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER SEELEY G. LOJ>WICIC, COMNISSIONIR DAVID 8. IOBI,
. AND COMMISSIONER DON E. NEWQUIST
.
Based on the record in this final investigation, we determine that
domestic industries in the United States are being materially injured by
reason of imports of certain electric fans from the People's Republic of China
(PRC) that the Department of Commerce has determined are sold at less than
fair value · (LTFV) •
I.

Like Product and Domestic Inciustry
To determine whether there is a "reasonable indication of material

injury" the CoJlllllission must first make factual determinations with respect to
the "like product" and the "domestic industry."

"Like product" is defined as

"a product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in
characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an
·investigation. • • • " l/ The Commission applies "like" and "most similar in
characteristics and uses" on· a case-by-.case basis.

lJ The statute defines the

domestic industry as. "the domestic producers as a whole of the like product,
or those producers whose output of the like product constitutes a major
proportion of the total domestic production of the product." l/
The Commission generally considers a number of factors in analyzing like
product issues·, including:
interchangeability of

(1) physical characteristics, (2) uses, (3)

product~,

(4) Channels of distribution, (5) customer or

producer perception, (6) cOJllDOn nianufacturing facilities and production

l/

19

2.1

u.s.c.

§ 1677(10).

u.s.c ..

§ 1677(4).

Asociacion Colombiana De Exportadores de Flores y. Vnited States, 693 F.
Supp. 1165, 1169 (1988) ·(ASOCOLFLORES) (like product issue e~sentially one to
be decided based on the unique facts of each case).

v

19

4

employees, ( 7) production. proce·sses, and· (8) price. !!/ No single factor is
necessarily dispositive, and the Commission may consider other factors it
deems relevant based on the facts of a particular investigation.
The Commission may find a like product to be broader than the imported
article described in Commerce's scope of investigation, 2/ or it may

fi~d

two

or more like products corresponding to the imported article or articles. 2/
The Commission has not found minor variations to be a sufficient basis for a
separate like product analysis, but rather, has looked for a clear dividing
lines among possible like products. II
The Department of Commerce has defined the imported products subject to
this investigation as:
two separate classes or kinds of merchandise: (1) oscillating
fans; and (2) ceiling fans.
Oscillating fans are electric fans that direct a flow of air
.using a ·fan blade/motor: Unit that. pivots back and forth on a
stationary base ("oscillates"). Oscillating fans incorporate a
'self-contained electric motor of an output not exceeding 125
watts.
· Ceiling fans are electric fans that direct a downward 8.nd/or
upward flow of air using a fan blade/motor unit. Ceiling fans
incorporate.a self-contained electric motor of an output not
exceeding 125 watts. Ceiling fans are designed for permanent. or
semi-permanent installation.

!!/
See, ~. Certain Laser Light--Scattering InstrYments from Ja,pap, Inv.
No. 731-TA-455 (Preliminary),. USITC Pub. 2282 (May 1990) at 1·.
21
See, ~. Generic Cephalexin Capsules from Canacia, Inv_. No. 731-TA-423
(Final), USITC Pub. 2211~ (August 1989) at 5-10; Shoc1c Absorbers and Parts.
Components. and Subassemblies Ihereof from Brazil, Inv. No 731-TA-421
(Preliminary), ·USITC.Pub. 2128 (September 1988) at 10-16.
§.I
See, .fL.i.t., American NTN Bearing Manufacturing Con>. V. United States,
739 F. Supp. 1555, 1560-n.6 (CIT 1990) ("ITC may determine during the course
of its investigation that class or kind of merchandise defined by ITA as being
within the scope of ITA's investigation may consist of more than one like
product. ITC can reach this result despite the finding by ITA that only one
class or kind of merchandise is covered by ITA's investigation.")
11
Polyethylene Terephthalate Film. Sheet. and Strip £Tom Japan. Tbe
Republic of Korea. and Taiwan, Inv. NO. 731-TA~458 through 460 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 2292 (June 1990) at 5-6; ASOCOLFLQRES, 693 F. Supp. at 1168-69; S.
Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979).
· ·

5

Window fans, industrial oscillating fans, industrial ceiling
fans, and commercial ventilator fans are not included within the
scope of these investigations. Furthermore, industrial ceiling
fans are defined as ceiling fans that meet six or more of the
following criteria in any combination: a maximum speed of greater
than 280 revolutions per minute (RPMs); a minimum air delivery
capacity of 8000 cubic feet per minute (CFM); no reversible motor
switch; controlled by wall-mounted electronic switch; no built-in
motor controls; no decorative features; not light adaptable; fan
blades greater than 52 inches in diameter; metal fan blades·;
downrod mounting only -- no hugger mounting capability; three fan
blades; fan blades mounted on top of motor housing; single-speed
motor. ~/
·
In the preliminary determination in this investigation, the Commission
determined that there are two like products, ceiling fans and oscillating
fans. i/

The Commission also found, for purposes of the preliminary

determination, that the oscilla_ting fans like product includes nonoscillating fans, box fans, and window fans, focussing on the essential
similarity in appearance of these fans, like function, seasonality, and
similar channels of distributio.n.

.The Commission based its determination on

the conclusion that portability seemed to be the key characteristic
imported oscillating fans.

o~

the

However, the Commission noted that it would

revisit the question of whether box and window fans are like the imported
oscillating fans in any final investigation • .l.Q/

Finally, the Commission

determined that industrial fans are not like the imported fans
investigation. 11/

subj~ct

to

Based on its finding concerning like product, the

Cormnission found two domestic industries. 12/

B.I
ii

56 Fed. Reg. 55271 (October 25, 1991).
Certain Electric Fans from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No.
731-TA-473 (Preliminary) (December, 1990) (hereinafter Fans Preliminaty) at 8.
10/
Fans Preliminary at 9 & n.29.
11/ Fans Preliminary at 9-10 •
.121 Fans Preliminary at 10.

6

All parties to this final investigation agree that ceiling and
oscillating fans are separate like products.

No new evidence has arisen

during the final investigation which would require the Cormnission to revisit
·:;-.

its determination in this regard.

Consequently, we determine that

domestically produced ceiling fans are the product like the imported ceiling
fans subject to investigation. ll/

The domestic industry is composed of the

five known U.S. producers of ceiling fans, petitioner Lasko, Casablanca Fan
Co., The Hunter Fan Co., Emerson Builder Products, and Fasco Consumer Products
Division of Fasco Industries, Inc.
With respect to the oscillating fans like product, the issue of whether
domestically produced non-oscillating, window, box, and other portable fans
for household use are like the imported oscillating fans subject to
investigation remains to be considered.

Not only did the COJJDDission express

its intention to revisit its preliminary determination in this regard, but the
parties are in conflict on this issue.
Contrary to the Commission's preliminary determination, petitioner Lasko
maintains that window, box, and other fans should not be considered part of
the domestic product like the' imported oscillating fans.

Lasko argues that

the "prime definition" of like product is "based on the essential identicality
of the products being compared." l!!/

Lasko asserts that the statutory

language regarding "most similar in characteristics and uses" is an
"alternative definition," and that if there is a domestic product that "fits
13/
No party has challenged the Commission's conclusion in the preliminary
investigation that industrial fans, whether ceiling or oscillating, .are not
part of any like product, and no new information has arisen in the final
investigation which suggests that the Commission should revisit its
determination in this regard. We therefore determine that industrial fans are
not included in either like product in this final investigation.
l!!/ Petitioner's Pre-Hearing Brief at 5.
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in the class of products identified in the petition," the "primary definition"
is

preemptive~

Consequently, Lasko asserts that the domestic product like the

imported oscillating fans is limited to the identical domestically.produced
oscillating fans.
In addition to its "statutory" arg"WDent, Lasko argues that oscillating
fans are different from other portable fans in· terms of utility, appearance,
and consumer perception.

Lasko asserts that oscillating fans are "Unique

because of the oscillating feature, arguing that oscillation is an essential
characteristic of these fans which distinguishes them from window and box
fans.

While oscillating fans provide a multi-directional air flow, box and

window fans provide only m0no-directional air flow, ~hus limiting their
cooling effect to persons directly in their path.

Lasko asserts that the

oscillating feature means that the fans have inherently different uses.

In

addition, Lasko points out that oscillating fans are not coaaonly used for
ventilation, that is, indoor-outdOor air exchange.
Respondent China

Chainb~r

of Commerce for Machinery and Electronics

(China Chamber) argues that the Commission's preliminary like product
determination was correct in this regard. ll/ The China Chamber maintains
that oscillating, box. and window fans are similar.in appearance, have
similar, if not identical, functions, are all seasonal products, have the same
channels of distribution, are manufactured by the same processes, in the same
production facilities by the same employees.

~

The China Chamber relies on the

As noted above, all parties appear to agree that oscillating fans and
ceiling fans are separate like products. Several respondents, including the
major manufactu~ers and importers of oscillating and ceiling fans did not file
briefs or appear at the Commi.ssion's hearing, Commerce having reached negative
or .siil minimis dumping determinations with respect to their imports. Report at
A-5.

8

Conunission's preliminary determination that portability is the key
characteri~tic

portable.

of oscillating fans, and that window and box fans are similarly

In addition, .the China .Chamber points out that window fans are

available in the same size range as oscillating fans, and that window and box
fans can be operated at multiple speeds, .like oscillating fans.
As a preliminary matter, we note that Lasko's "statutory" argument is
not well-founded.

The Conunission repeatedly has

f~und,

and the courts have

affirmed, that while it accepts the class or kind determination cf Conmerce as
governing the scope of the imports subject to investigation, the Commission
determines which domestic products are like
investigation. 16/

t~e

imports subject to

As noted above, the determination of the domestic product

like the imports subject to investigation is a factual determination, and the
Conunission is not limite.d by a requirement of "identicality".

Even if there

is a domestic product identical to the imports subject to investigation, the
Conunission may find the like product to be

~reader

product. 17/

must

Consequently, the

Commis~ion

than . that identical

consi~er

the characteristics

and uses of the imported oscillating fans, and determine which domestic fans
are like or most similar in

ch~racteristics

and uses, despite that essentially

identical oscillating fans are produced in the United States.

LL.. Algoma Steel Corp. Ltd~ v. United States, 688 F. Supp. 639 (CIT
1988); aff'd 865 F .2d· 240 (Fed. Cir. 1988), ce.rt. denied, 109 S.Ct. 3244
(1989); Bulk Ibuprofen from India, Inv. No.s. 701-TA-308 and 731-TA-526
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2428 (September 1991) at 4; Steel Wire Rope from
Argentina and Mexico;, 731-TA-476 and 479 (Final), USITC Pub. 2410 (August
1991) at 4.
17/
See, ~. Generic Cephalexin Capsules from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-423
(Final), USITC Pub. 2211 (August 1989) at 5-10; Shoclc Absorbers and Parts.
Components. and Subassemblies Tbereof'from Brazil. Inv. No 731-TA-421
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2128 (September 1988) at 10-16.

li/
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Electric oscillating fans for household use are found in three types:
desk or table top fans (in which the base of the fan sits on a piece of
furniture); pedestal fans (in which the base of the fan rests on the floor and
extends upward to a desired height); and wall-mount fans (in which the base of
the fan is attached to the wall). 18/

Mounted on a stationary base, these

fans oscillate back and forth in an arc of up to a 180 degrees, thus providing
a multi-directional airflow.

Electric oscillating fans generally are round,

have plastic blades, and grills made of steel wire or plastic.
are produced in three sizes -- 9, 12, and 16 inches in diameter.

They generally
Oscillating

fans are shipped either fully assembled or in a "knocked-down"

.

configuration. li/

Portability seems to be a key feature of oscillating

fans. 2Q./ Oscillating fans are used primarily in waI'JD weather to supplement or
in place of central cooling systems. Zl/
In

additio~

to domestically produced oscillating fans essentially

identical to the imported products, there are domestically produced fans which
are essentially identical except that they do not oscillate, although
production of such fans appears to be very limited.
fans, box fans, and other portable electric fans. 22:.f

There are also window
All these fans are

used to circulate air, serving the.same end use function .of cooling and
circulating air, and are manufactured in a variety of styles and colors.
However, except for non-oscillating desk, pedestal, and wall-mount fans, these

18./
12./

Report at A-7.
"Knocked-down" refers to fans which are shipped to the customer in
a finished condition except that the base and neck of the fan is a separate
disassembled component to be assembled by the end user. This allows for more
compact packaging which reduces shipping and other spatially related costs.
,lg., at A-7, n.9.
20/
Report at A-8.
21/
,lg. at A-7.
22/
Report At A-10-A-ll.
,lg.
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other fans are physically different :in appearance from the imported
oscillating fans.
Window fans are generally produced in three sizes, as are oscillating
fans, but are generally intended for permanent or semi-permanent installation
in a window, and are sold with associated hardware for that purpose. 23/
Window fans generally operate at three speeds, as do oscillating fans 1 but
they typically have electric motors with a greater wattage output at the
higher speeds than those of oscillating fans. 1.!J./

In addition, window fans

are used primarily for ventilation - indoor-outdoor air exchange,. and are
typically more expensive than oscillating fans. 2if

Box fans are typically

produced in only one size - 20 inches, and have a thr.ee speed control switch,
with a motor having a higher wattage output at high speed than those of most
oscillating fans. 2§./

Window and box fans are typically made of metal rather

than the plastics conunonly used in oscillating fans. 211
In addition, there are other portable fans for household use, such as
floor fans, hassock fans, wind machines, etc.

W

These fans vary in shape,

size, and sometimes materials, from the.oscillating fans. subject to
investigation.

They are portable and serve the end use function of

circulating and cooling air, but with a mono-directional air flow.
Oscillating fans typically are sold by mass merchandisers, discount
stores, drugstores, and similar stores catering to less expensive and often
unplanned purchases. 29/ Other electric fans for household use are generally

z:ll
24/

'J,j_/
2§./

211
28/
2!2.1

Report at A-11.
Id.
Report at A-11.
Id.
Petitioner's post-hearing brief at 3.
Report at A-11.
~eport at·A-21-A-22.
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sold through the same ·channels as oscillating fans, to a·greater or lesser
extent, depending on the specific type. W

·Thus, while ·the··more portable box

and stationary fans may be sold in all the same types of stores, window fans
intended for semi-permanent installation are more likely to be sold in home
centers as well.
The

manu~act:1,1ring

process for these other fans differs from that of

oscillating fans. to the extent that different materials, primarily metal, are
used, and the

el~ctric

motors assembled into these fans tend to have a higher

wattage output at higher

sp~eds •.

In addition; it appears that at least some

producers manufacture.these other fans using the·same facilities and employees
as are used, for the manufacture of oscillating fans. ill
Based on our analysis of the characteristics and uses of. the imported
oscillating fans

subje~t

to

investigation, we determine that domestically

produced oscillating fans comprise the like prpduct.· Other domestically·
produced electric fans for household use differ from imported.oscillating fans
in their shapes, sizes, materials, and the power of their motors to varying
degrees.

They also

di~fer

in the degree to which they are portable

obviously, window fans are not

~ved

~

from place to place on a regular basis,

since they require some installation in a window, while other fans, including
oscillating fans, are more readily, moved as desired.

While all of .these fans

serve the function of cooling and circulating •ir in a room, because they do
not oscillate,

~hey

provide such .cooling in.only o.ne direction, and may not be

as. effective at circulating

ai~.·

Window fans in particular are.primarily

used to ventilate, that is exchange indoor and outdoor air, rather than to

w

.ll/

ig •
~

Report at A-28.
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circulate and cool.

Window, box, and other household fans are seasonal

products, and share many of the same channels of distribution as the imported
oscillating fans.
Focusing on the general characteristics and uses of the various types of
fans tends to supports the conclusion that all domestically produced electric
.:~

fans for household use are like the imported oscillating fans subject to
investigation.

To a certain extent, all fans circul•te air, direct air

movement to serve a cooling function, and are capable of providing a certain
degree of ventilation.

However, focusing on .the specific characteristics and

uses of the imported oscillating fans subject to investigation supports the
conclusion that only domestically produced oscillating fans.are like· the
imported oscillating fans.
Based on the information in this final investigation, we believe
oscillation and the conseq\lent ability to provide a multi-directional cooling
air flow and air circulatiop are essential characteristics of the oscillating
fans subject to investigation.

While most other electric fans are also

portable, they are less effective, because they do not oscillate, in
fulfilling these functions.
product is oscillating fans.

Therefore, we determine that the domestic like
The domestic industry is composed of the

domestic producers of oscillating:fans, petitioner and Lakewood.
II.

Condition of the Domestic Industries
In assessing the condition of domestic industries, the Comnission

considers, among other factors, domestic consumption, production, capacity,
capacity utilization, shipments, inventories, employment, and financial
performance. 32/ No single factor is dispositive, and in each

'J2/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).

investigatio~
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we consider the particular na.ture of the industry involved and the relevant
economic factors which have a bearing on the.state of the industry. ll/
Before describing the condition of the industries in this investigation, we
note that much of the information on which· we base our decision is business
proprietary, and .our discussion of the condition of the industries must
necessarily be general in nature.
A.

Oscillating fans

Apparent domestic consumption of oscillating fans in terms of both
quantity ancl, value declined

~teadily.

frQm

1~88

through l990 •. W

. Data- for the

interim periods January through June 1_990 and January .through June: 1991. show
a rise in apparent.consumption meas'1?'ed in terms of .quantity, while the val:ue
of such consumptio??- continued to

de,cl~e .•

ill,

.~eporte~

product-ion capacity

increased from.1988 t.o _1990, but fell from j.nter.µi 1990 to ;inte~im 1991.

W.

Production of oscillating fans declined throughout· the period of
investigation. 'J1)

Capacity utilization
declined. significantly
during, the
.
.
.
.
..

\,-

period .of investigation, reflecting
- ...
. the steady declines in production coupled
;

with the increases in capacity.

~

The quantity and value of domestic shipments of
dominated by Lasko's shipments,

declineP,.stea~ily

.

.

os~illa~ing fans.,~

throughout.the
period.of
.

ill

~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(V)(iii), which requires us to consider the
condition o.f tl~e ind:ustry in. the context of the busi~ess cycle and conditions.
of competition that are.distinctive to the domestic industry. See also H.R.
Rep. 317, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 46; s. Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at
88.
J!!/ Report at A-12-A-14 and Table 2.

ill

.Isi.

'J.Q/
Report at A-24 and Table 5. Most of the increase in capacity from 1988
to 1990 was attributable to Lakewood. Id.
37/ Report at A-24 and Table 5.
38/
Id.
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.investigation. J!ll

End-of.-period inventories of oscillating. fans increased
::.·

from 1988 to 1989, then declined from 1989 to 1990, and showed a further
significant decrease from interim 1990 to interim 1991. !JJJ./ The number of
production and related workers, the number of hours worked, wages' paid, and·
total compensation all declined throughout the period of investigation. !Jl.I
Despite the decrease in total wages paid, the average hourly wages and unit
labor costs increased steadily throughout the period of investigation, while
productivity fell overall. !J]../
U.S. producers of oscillating fans have atypical fiscal years; and
th.erefore discussion of their information in the aggregate does not
full picture of the industry's financial situation.

p~esent

a

However, becaus.e the

information for individua.1 companies is confidential, it cannot be discussed
in this opinion.

A$

the largest· producer Qf oscillating fan8, Lasko 1 s·

information was most significant in

O\lr

~lysis, ·but Lakewood'~ :information
.

·.

also supports our conclusions on the condition of the domestic industry.·
.~the

aggregate, net sales of oscillating fan declined ·significantly

during the period of investigation. ill Producers' operations·showed
increased operating and net losses from 1988 to 1990. !!!/ Dat• for the
interim periods showed net prc;>fits. "-/ The appearance of profitability
during the interim periods is due to the seasonality of

oscilla~ing

fan sales;

with sales during the interim periods accounting for about 90 percent of
fiscal year sales, and operations for the rest of the year typically show

'J.!il
!JJJ.I

Report at A-26 and Table 6.
Report at A-27 and Table 7.
Report at A-29 and Table 9.

!!l.I
ill

ig.

441

ig.

ill

Jg.

!ill

Report at A-38, Table.20.
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. losses.

Nonetheless, operating income, gross profits, and operating

~

margins, all declined from interim 1990 to interim 1991. !il./

Since producers

are willing to operate on lower profit margins after the selling season in
order to move product, these continued declines in the interim period are
especially significant, since they indicate that losses for 1991 are likely to
be even higher than they were in 1990.
The industry's performance shows consistent declines during the period
of investigation, and data for the most recent interim period indicate that
those declines are continuing, and worsening.

Based.on the information of

record, we determine that the domestic industry producing oscillating fans is
materially injured.
B.

Ceiling fans

Apparent domestic consumption of ceiling fans in terms of both

quant~ty

and value increased from 1988 to 1989, then·decl;ned from 1989 to 1990, and
continued to decline when inte:rim 1991 is compared with inteJ;"im 1990.

W

Reported production capacity increased irregularly from 1988 to 1990 by about
3 percent, and then declined
1991. !J!J./

b~

1.8 percent from interim 1990 to interim

Production of ceiling fans declined throughout the period of

investigation, by 12.9 percent from 1988 to 1990, and by a further 33.2
percent from interim 1990 to interim 1991.

~

The quantity and value of

domestic shipments of ceiling fans declined markedly during the period of
investigation.

~

!ill

~

!J!J./
~

.s.11

Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
.Report

.ill End-of-period inventories of ceiling fans fluctuated

at
at
at
at
at
at

A-34.
A-38, Table 20.
A-14 and Table 3.
A-24 and Table S.
A-24 and Table 5 •
A-26 and Table 6.
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downward from 1988 to 1990, and declined between interim 1990 and interim
1991.

~I

Domestic producers' capacity utilization fell

t~roughout

the period of

investigation, from 53.4 percent in 1988 to 45.2 percent in 1990.

ill Data

for the interim periods show a significant decline in capacity utilization
from 51.9 percent in interim 1990 to 35.3 percent in interim 1991. ill The
number of production and related workers, the number of hours worked, wages
paid, and total compensation all declined throughout the period of
investi.gation.

~I

Average hourly wages increased steadily during the period

of investigation, and productivity increased from 1988 to 1990, before
declining significantly from interim 1990 to interim 1991. ill
As is the case for oscillating fans, U.S. producers of ceiling fans
operate on atypical fiscal years, and therefore discussion of th.eir financial
performance in the aggregate does not present a full picture of the industry's
performance.

However. because of the confidentiality of the information for

individual producers, only the aggregates are addressed here.

Net sales of

ceiling fans declined thr<?ughout the period of investigation. ill Operating
income declined significantly from 1988 to 1990, and showed a further
significant deciine from interim 1990 to interim 1991.

~

While these

declines reflect in part changes in product mix to include a smaller
proportion of higher priced fans, the performance of all producers showed
overall declines during the period of investigation.

ill
ill
ill
~I

561
571
581

Report at A-27 and Table 7.
Report at A-24 and Table 5.
_lg.

Report at A-31 and Table 9.
Id.
Report at A-41, Table 26.
Id.
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The industry's performance shows consistent declines during the period
of investigation, and data for the most recent interim period indicate that
those declines are continuing, and worsening.

Based Qn the information of

record, we determine that the domestic industry producing oscillating fans is
materially injured.
III.

Material injury by reason of LTFV imports from the PRC 59/
The final step in the Conmission's determination in an antid:umping

investigation is to determine whether material injury to the domestic industry
.is "by reason of" the allegedly LTFV imports.

In making this determination,

the Conmission considers the volume of imports, their effect on prices of the
like product, and their impact on domestic producers. Ml

The.Commission

examines whether import volumes or increases in volume are significant,
whether there has been significant underselling by imports, whether imports
significantly depress or suppres.s prices for the like proc:luct, and af feet such
factors as domestic production, sales, capacity utilization, inventories,
emp_loyment, and profits. 61/
· In making its determination, the Conmission may consider information
demonstrating possible alternative causes of injury to the domestic
industry. §]../

The Commission may not, however, weigh causes. p:J_/

It is

Petitioner Lasko requested that the Conmission consider allegedly
subsidized imports from China in making its determination in this
investigation. Because we conclude that imports which Conmerce determined are
sold at LTFV are a cause of ma,terial injury to the domestic industries, we do
not reach the question.of whether such consideration is appropriate.
60/
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i).
61/
19 U.S.C. § 1677 (7) (C). The Conmission may consider other factors it
deems relevant, but must explain why they are relevant. 19 U.S.C. §
1677(B)(ii).
62/
See, S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 58 (1979). Such alternate
causes may include "the volume and prices of imports sold at fair value,
contraction in demand or changes in patterns of consumption, trade restrictive
(continued ••• )
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sufficient to support an affirmative determination that the imports under
investigation contribute, even minimally, to the domestic industry's
materially injured condition. 64/
A. Oscillating fans

LTFV imports of oscillating fans from the PRC increased significantly
during the period of investigation.

~

Indeed, LTFV imports increased

throughout the period, while th' rep9rted exports of producers excluded from
Commerce's affirmative dumping determination declined after increasing from
1988 to 1989. 66/

LTFV imports continued to increase from interim 1990 to

interim 1991, while reported exports of producers excluded from Commerce's
affirmative dumping determination declined significantly. ill As a share of
apparent U.S. consumption, LTFV imports of oscillating fans from the PRC
increased significantly from 1988 to 1990, and showed a further increase in
interim 1991 when c:ompared with interim 1990.
apparent consumption

decline~

decline in interim 1991 as

W

U.S. producers' share of

steadily from 1988 to 19.90, and showed a further

c~ared

with interim 1990. §!)_/

62/( ••• continued)
practices of and competition between the foreign and domestic producers,
developments in technology, and the export performance and productivity of the
domestic industry." ig. at 57.
63/
See id. at 57-58, 75; Hercules. Inc. v. United States, ~73 F. Supp. 454,
481-82 (CIT 1987).
~/
LMI-La Metalli Industriale. S.p.A. v. United States, 7.12 F. Supp. 959
(CIT 1989),
65/
Commerce excluded several producers of oscillating fans from its final
affirmative dumping determination. We have excluded reported exports from
those producers from the data on which we base our .determination. The
exclusion of imports from the Commission's consideration, based on thei.r
exclusion from Commerce's affirmative final determination, ~s been upheld by
the Courts. Algoma Steel Corp. v. United States, 688 F. Supp. 639, 642, aff'd
865 F.2d 240 (Fed. Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 109 s.ct. 3244 (1989).
66/
Report at A-58 and Table 34.

ill

ig,

68/

Id.
Id.

ill
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The. pricing data in.: this· investigation are confidential, and therefore
cannot be .. discus·sed except in the· mo·st general terms.

The pricing data

overall show mixed trends and mixed overselling and underselling.

Our

examination·of the prieinginformation leads us to conclude, however, that it
supports an affirmative determination in this inves.tigation.

Information

obtained-from purchasers indicates that price is the most important factor in
deciding between.imported and domestically produced oscillating fans.

w

One

purcha,ser reported obtaining price quotes from Chinese producers, then taking
those quotes to damestic·producers to determine whether they can beat the
import price, placing an order with the domestic producers if they can. 1.11
B. Ceiling fans
LTFV imports of ceiling fans from the PRC increased significantly from
1988 to 1990, then dipped slightly from interim 1990 to interim 1991. 1.1.J
LTFV imports of ceiling _fans-accounted for a significant share of apparent
U.S. consumption during the period of investigation, and the market
penetration of LTFV imports was significantly higher, and increased more
rapidly from 1988 to l.990, than the market penetration of exports reported by
producers excluded from Conunerce's final affirmative dumping
determination. J.:J./ U.S. producers' share of apparent consumption deteriorated
steadily during the period of investigation from an already low level in
1988. ill
The pricing data in this investigation are confidential, and therefore
cannot be discussed except in the most general terms.

l.QI
11/

1JJ

J.:11
ill

Report
Report
Report
Report
,lg.

at
at
at
at

A-70-A-72.
A-71.
A-58 and Table 35.
A-58 and Table 35.

~note

65, supra.

The pricing data show
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mixed trends and overall underselling.

OUr exanaination of the pricing

information leads us to conclude that it supports an affirmative determination
in this investigation.
In both the oscillating fan and ceiling ·fan m.rkets, LTFV imports from
the PRC have captured a significant and increasing share of declining U.S.
consumption.

Decreases in sales volumes

and.rev~nues,

as well

as

downward

price pressure.• are reflected i'1 the increasingly poor f irum'c:i.al performance
of

dom~stic

producers in both

imports of electric

industries~

os~iiiating

We therefore

~termine

that LTFV

and ceiling fans are a cause of material

injury to the domes1:ic il)dustries producing .the like products.
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Dissenting Views of Acting Chairm.an Anne E. Brunsdale
Certain Electric Fans from the People's Republic of Cbina
·
Inv. No. 731-TA-473 (Final)

I find that no domestic industry is materially injured or
threatened with material injury by reason of dumped imports of
certain electric fans from the People's Republic of China
(China).

I join my colleagues• discussion of like product and

the condition of the domestic industries. 1

Their discussion

adequately supports the f indinq that there are two like products
in this case, ceilinq fans' and oscillatinq fans. 2

I write

separately to discuss why I think the domestic industries
producinq oscillatinq'and ceilinq fans are neither materially
injured nor threatened with material injury by reason of dumped
imports from China.

Materia1·1njury By Reason of Dumped Imports
In assessinq the.effects of dumped imports, I compare the
condition·of the domestic industry durinq the period when dumpinq
occurred to that which would have existed had there not been
Unlike the majority, I do not reach a separate leqal conclusion
on the presence or absence of material injury after simply
reviewinq industry trends. such a conclusion is not required by
the·statute, liar does it serve any useful purpose. on the other
hand, it is important in my view to understand the condition of
the industries before decidinq whether any injury resultinq from
the dumped imports is material.
1

Since
from the
neqative
.analysis
2

the exclusion of box, window, and non-oscillatinq fans
domestic like product does is not ·essential for my
determination, I will not comment on the majority's
of that issue.

.·
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dumped imports.

Then I determine whether the resulting change of

circumstances constitutes material injury.

The statute requires

that material injury to the domestic industry be "by reason of"
the dumped imports.

It is nQt sufficient to find that an

industry was either declining or in "poor condition" in some
absolute sense, at the same time dumped imports were present in
the market.

In addition, I believe it is particularly imprudent

to rely on absolute price comparisons (i.e. underselling) .as
sufficient evidence of c,usation when there are siqnifica.nt
differences between the subject imports and the domestic like
product. 3
The most important difference between my analysis and that
of my colleagues in· this case is that I consider the dmapinq·
margin.

It is impossible to know how

dwapi~qaffected

domestic

prices and domestic iltdustry participants unless one considers
the extent to which·these products were dumped.

My colleagues

treat all dumping, whether it be by 1 percent or 1000 percent, as
having the same effect on prices and on domestic producers.

This

is, of course, impossible •.

Osqillatinq Fans
The demand for fans, particularly·oscillating fans, depends

Finding causation in the data on underselling is unreasonabl·e.•
our staff calculates the underselling margins based on the
largest sales in each quarter in c~rtain market segments without
ever considering whether these sales are representative of all
sales. It would not be unusual in some industries, for example,·
for a· seller to offer volume discounts on large purchases.
3
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largely on the

w~ather.

The first year of the investiqation,

1988, was warm.and sales were at their peak.

The summers of 1989

and.1990 were.cooler and consumption of oscillatinq fans
declined. 4

Shipments of both,domestic and imported oscillatinq

fans naturally declined. 5

As production declined.so did

employment and total employee compensation. 'While employment
declined, labor productivity also declined, leadinq to an
increase in the unit labor cost of producinq oscillatinq fans.
Durinq this period, of declininq demand, domestic producers
increased capacity substantially and, of course, capacity
utilization rates plu.-eted.

since the weather is chanqeable

from year to year, producers must have added capacity in the
expectation of
It is

increa~ed

importa~t

£uture demand.

for us not to attribute any injury caused by

weather patterns, overcapacity, or increasinq costs to the
subject imports.

While the statute makes clear that the

Commission is not to weiqh causes of injury, it is equally clear
that in order to reach an affirmative determination the unfair
imports themselves must be a cause of material injury.
For example, the market share of

o.s.

producers fell by less

than 5 percent during the period of investiqation.

It fell

sliqhtly more between 1988 and 19.89 than between 1989 and 1990.
See Economics Memo at 5. The period of investiqation does not
include the summer of 1991.

4

s That decline was proportionally qreater for domest~c producers
because when demand exceeded expectations, as in 1988, only
domestic producers could fill additional orders in a timely
fashion. see Economics Memo at 5.
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Yet dumped imports

at~ained

more than a de minimis market share

only since 1990: i.e., dumped imports could have had no effect
until 1990.

Thus, althouqh domestic producers suffered operating

losses in both 1988 and 1990, the losses in 1988 could have had
nothinq to do with dumped imports. 6
In the preliminary investiqation, petitioner alleqed dumping
margins ranqinq from 15.7 to 165 percent. 7

Yet the hiqhest

marqin was determined by Commerce to be less than 1 percent.
This means that Chinese oscillatinq fans, with an averaqe unit
value of $9.59 at the dumped price, would have sold for $9.69
without dumpinq.

The only way a $.10 increase in the price of

dumped Chinese oscillatinq fans could have affected their sales
to any qreat extent is if they were as much a commodity item as
suqar or some industrial chemicals, with all fans perfectly
substitutable and priced identically.

That is not the case.

The

averaqe unit value of imported oscillatinq fans alone ranqed from
$5.59 to $26.18 in 1990. 8
Furthermore, since "fair" imports held approximately 70
percent of the market throuqhout the investiqation, a sizeable
portion of the few sales that may have been lost had Chinese
producers sold at "fair" prices, would instead have qone to
producers of the already fairly traded imports.

It is important to note that the loss in 1988 was not
siqnificantly less than in 1990.

6

7

Preliminary Report at A-6.

8

See Report at 89.

: •,
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. Ceiling Fans
The ceilinq fan market has three tiers·with distinct hiqh,
middle and low end segments.

The middle and hiqh end products,

made larqely by domestic producers, are about two and seven times
more expensive, respectively, than the low end products that sell
for below $30. 9

About two thirds of domestic production is of

middle and hiqh end products. 10

In the low end segment, there

are "fair" imports from ·many different countries with averaqe
unit values of between $23 and $38 in 1990. 11

Dumped imports are

exclusively at the low end of the market.

u.s.

producers had

a

very small market share in terms of

quantity, 4.3 percent in 1990.u

Because most produce at the

hiqh end, they had a hiqher share in terms of value.

.•

Fairly

priced imports have maintained the larqest share of the market
(about 75t in quantity) throuqhout the period of investiqation. 13
In the preliminary investiqation, petitioner alleqed dumpinq
marqins from 10.9 to 21.4 percent. 14

However, commerce found

It appears that different domestic producers manufacture hiqh
end and low end fans. Petitioner produces only the low end
ceilinq fans.
9

10

See Report at 44-67.

11

See Report at A-57, Table 33.

u See Report at 60, Table 35.
Unfortunately, the record does not contain separate data on
the market share in value terms of both fair and unfair imports
from China.

13

14

Preliminary Report at A-7, n. 18.
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that many imports from China were not dumped and that the average
margin on dumped imports was 2.2 percent.
averag~

The·translates to an

$.SS price increase on dumped imported ceiling fans.

ceiling fans not been

dumpe~

Had

they would have had an average unit

value of $23.98 rather than $23.43 in 1990.
It is hard to believe that the fate of domestic producers
would have been much different if a portion of ceiling fans from
China that accounts for only lS percent of the market was 2
percent more expensive..

Clearly domestic producers of high end

ceiling fans, selling for well over $100, would not have been
affected at all by that $.SS price change.
A ceiling fan is something that is a permanent fixture in
someone's home -- something that must be looked at every day.

It

is impossible to imagine that someone would change their decision
about which ceiling.fan to buy based on that small a change in
pric~.

FUrthermore, it seems that there is enough variation in

the price of low end ceiling fans that a $.SS change in the price
of Chinese fans would go largely unnoticed.
Finally, since the vast majority of low end ceiling fans· are
"fair" imports, a large portion of any sales iost by Chinese
producers of dumped imports would have simply qone to producers
of "fair" imports and so not affected the domestic industry at
all.
Based on the extremely low dumping margins in this case, the
relatively large market share of "fair" imports, and the nature
of the products, I conclude that the domestic industries
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producinq certain electric fans have not been materially injured
by reason of dumped imports from China.

Threat of Material Injury by Reason of Pumped Imports
If the Commission.determines that no industry in the United
states is beinq materially injured by the dumped imports, it must
consider whether an industry is threatened with material injury
by reason of such imports. 15

Petitioner arques that if the U.S.

fan industry is not already materially injured, it is threatened
with material injury. 16
A threat of material injury must be real and imminent, and
the Commission's determination may not be based an mere
conjecture or suppasitian. 17 The statute lists ten factors we
must consider."

I have reviewed all the factors that are

statutorily required, but will discuss only those I consider mast
important.
The first is whether there has· been a rapid increase in the
market penetration of imparts and the likelihood that the
penetration will increase ta.an injurious level.

In fact,

althouqh imparts from China have increased, overall imports have
remained relatively stable.
u 19 U.S.C.
16

§

This indicates that imparts from

1673b(a)(l)(B).

Petition, at 30-1, 55.

17 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7}(F}(ii}; ~ Citrasuco Paulista v. United
States, 704 F. Supp. 1075 (CIT 1988).
.

19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F)(i). Factors (1) (9) and (10) are not
relevant in this investiqatian.

18
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China have to a larqe extent displaced other imports, rather than
domestic products.

There is no reason to believe that this

market penetration of unfair imports will rise to injurious
levels.
The second important factor here is whether there has been
any buildup· of inventories.

Since there is no information that

separates inventories of "fair• Chinese imports from inventories
of dumped Chinese i•ports, it is very difficult to make a
judqement.

However, there appears to be no siqnificant buildup

of inventories of either.

Finally, capacity utilization rates in

China appear to be fair-ly :biqh for both os'cillatinq and ceilinq
fans producers.
I conclude that there is no real threat of "imminent" and
"actual• material injury to the·o.s. industries producinq certain
electric fans by

re~son

of dumped imports from China.
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INTRODUCTION
Following preliminary determinations by the U.S. Department of Commerce
(Commerce) that certain electric fans 1 from the People's Republic of China
(China) are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States at less than
fair value (LTFV), the U.S. International Trade Commission, effective May 31,
1991, instituted investigation No. 731-TA-473 (Final) under section 735(b) of
the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) to determine whether an industry
in the United States is materially injured or threatened with material injury,
or the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially
retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise. Notice of the institution
of the Commission's investigation, and of the public hearing to be held in
connection therewith, was given by posting copies of the notices in the Office
of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by
publishing the notices in the Federal Registers of June 19, 1991 (56 F.R.
28170) and June 26, 1991 (F.R. 29261) . 2 The hearing was held in Washington,
DC, on October 29, 1991. 3
In its final determinations, published in the Federal Register of
October 25, 1991 (56 F.R. 55271), Commerce determined that imports of
oscillating fans and ceiling fans from China are being, or are likely to be,
sold in the United States at LTFV. 4 The Commission's administrative deadline
for its final injury determination is December 2, 1991.

1 Commerce defined the scope of its investigations as follows:
"Imports
covered by these investigations constitute two separate classes or kinds of
merchandise: (1) Oscillating fans; and (2) ceiling fans.
Oscillating fans are electric fans that direct a flow of air using a fan
blade/motor unit that pivots back and forth on a stationary base
('oscillates'). Oscillating fans incorporate a self-contained electric motor
of an output not exceeding 125 watts.
Ceiling fans are electric fans that direct a downward and/or upward flow
of air using a fan blade/motor unit. Ceiling fans incorporate a selfcontained electric motor of an output not exceeding 125 watts. Ceiling fans
are designed for permanent or semi-permanent installation.
Window fans, industrial oscillating fans, industrial ceiling fans, and
commercial ventilator fans are not included within the scope of these
investigations. Furthermore, industrial ceiling fans are defined as ceiling
fans that meet six or more of the following criteria in any combination: a
maximum speed of greater than 280 revolutions per minute (RPMs); a minimum air
delivery capacity of 8000 cubic feet per minute (CFM); no reversible motor
switch; controlled by wall-mounted electronic switch; no built-in motor
controls; no decorative features; not light adaptable; fan blades greater than
52 inches in diameter; metal fan blades; downrod mounting only--no hugger
moub.ting capability; three fan blades; fan blades mounted on top of motor
housing; single-speed motor."
The subject electric fans are provided for in subheading 8414.51.00 of
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.
2 Copies of cited Federal Register notices are presented in app. A.
3 A list of the participants in the hearing is presented in app. B.
4 A copy of Commerce's notice of final determinations is presented in app.
A.
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On October 17, 1991, the petitioner in the antidumping investigations
filed a petition with-the Department of Commerce alleging that imports of
oscillating fans and ceiling fans from China are being subsidized by the
Chinese Government. Commerce initiated countervailing duty investigations,
effective November 6, 1991, and will make its preliminary determinations on or
before January 10, 1992.5

BACKGROUND
This investigation results from a petition filed on October 31, 1990, by
Lasko Metal Products, Inc. (Lasko), West Chester, PA, alleging that an
industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of LTFV imports of certain electric fans from China.
In response to the petition, the Commission instituted, effective October 31,
1990, investigation No. 731-TA-473 (Preliminary) under section 733 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673B(A)) and on December 17, 1990, determined
that there is a reasonable indication that industries in the United States are
materially injured by reason of such imports. 6
The Commission has not conducted any previous investigations concerning
the subject electric fans.

NATURE AND EXTENT OF SALES AT LTFV
On October 25, 1991, Commerce published in the Federal Register its
final determinations that oscillating fans and ceiling fans from China are
being, or are likely to be, .sold in the United States at LTFV (56 F.R. 55271).
The period of investigation (POI) covered by Commerce's determination with
respect to ceiling fans was May 1, 1990, through October 31, 1990. For
oscillating fans, Commerce's POI covered two periods. For oscillating fans
produced and/or exported by Esteem Industries Ltd. and Durable Electrical
Metal Factory Ltd., the POI was November 1, 1989, through October 31, 1990.
For all other producers and/or exporters, the POI was May l, 1990, through

5 A copy of Commerce's notice of initiation of countervailing duty
investigations is presented in app. A. Since China is not a "country under
the agreement" within the meaning of section 70l(b)(3) of the Tariff Act of
1930, the Commission is not required to conduct an investigation.
6 Acting Chairman Brunsdale dissenting with respect to imports of ceiling
fans.
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October 31, 1990. 7 Company-specific final weighted-average LTFV margins as
determined by Commerce are presented in the following tabulation (in percent):

Product and producer/exporter
Oscillating fans:
Esteem Industries Ltd. (Esteem)/HASM
Manufacturing Co., Ltd./
Holmes Products-Corp . . : . . .
Durable Electrical Metal Factory
Ltd. (Durable)/Parawind Ltd./
Paragon Industries . . . . . .
Polaray Industrial Corp. (Polaray)/
Paragon Industries (China) Inc./
Polaray Industrial (Hong Kong)
Corp., Ltd . . . . . . . . . .
Wuxi Electric Fan Factory (Wuxi)
All others . . . . . . . . . . .
Ceiling fans:
CEC Electrical Manufacturing (International) Co., Ltd./CEC Industries (Shenzhen) Ltd./CEC (USA)
Texas Group, Inc . . . . . . . .
Wing Tat Electric Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd./China Miles Co., Ltd.
Shell Electric Mfg. (China) Co./
SMC Electric Mfg. (Sian Hua) Co./
SMC Marketing Corp. . . . . . • . .
Xinhui Electric Motor Factory
All others . . . . . . . . .

Weighted-average
LTFV margin

0.79
0.22 (de minimis)

0.00
0.~5 1

(de minimis)

0.99

2.472
1.65

0.47 (de minimis)
0.00
2.052

On Nov. 15, 1991, Commerce notified the Commission's staff that it had
revised the final LTFV dumping margin for Wuxi from 1.43 percent to 0.35
percent.
2 On Nov. 20, 1991, Commerce notified the Commission that the final LTFV
dumping margin for CEC was revised from 2.70 percent to 2.47 percent and that
the final margin for the "all other" category of ceiling fan
producers/exporters was revised from 2.16 percent to 2.05 percent.
1

The value of U.S. sales of oscillating fans and ceiling fans examined by
Commerce during its periods of investigation and the value of such sales found
to be at LTFV were as follows:

7

Following requests from respondents Esteem and Durable to extend the POI
for oscillating fans from China beyond the normal 6-month period, Commerce
determined that most of Esteem's and Durable's sales of oscillating fans
occurred outside the period May 1, 1990, through Oct. 31, 1990, and therefore
expanded the POI for these two respondents.
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Value of sales
Value of U.S.
sales examined
found to be at LTFV
---------Thousand of dollars---------

Producer/exporter
Oscillating fans:
Esteem .., ............... .
Durable .....· ............ .
Polaray.· .. ·............. .
Yuxi ................... .
All others ............. .
Ceiling fans:
CEC .................... .
Shell .................. .
Ying Tat ............... .
xtnllui ................. .

All others ............. .

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

**·*

For oscillating fan respondents Esteem, Durable, Polaray, and Yuxi,
Commerce based United States price (USP) on purchase price when sales were
made directly to unrelated purchasers prior to importation into the United
States. For Esteem and Durable, when sales were made to the first unrelated
purchaser after importation into the·United States, Commerce based USP on
exporter's sales price. For ceiling fan respondents CEC, Ying Tat, Shell, and
Xinhui, Commerce based USP on purchase price when sales were made directly to
unrelated purchasers prior to importation into the United States. For CEC and
Shell, when sales were made to the first unrelated purchaser after importation
into the United States, Commerce based USP.on exporter's sales price.
Because Commerce determined that China is a nonmarket economy, foreign
market value was based on the value of factors of production for all
exporters. in assigning values to production inputs, Commerce used a mix ·of
values based on (1) comparable surrogate values for certain inputs, where
information was available, (2) market economy values supported by information
on the re~ord,, or (3) market. economy values submitted by particular
respQndents.

CRITICAL CIRCUMSTANCES
On March.4, 1991, petitioner iasko alleged that critical circwnstances
exist with respect to imports of oscillating fans from China. Based on low
dumping margins, Comm~rce determined that. critical circumstances do not exist
with respect to osciliating fans. imported from China.

;_

·._,.
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THE PRODUCT
Description and Uses

,

The imported products subject to investigation are certain electric
fans. 8 These electric fans are electromechanical devices primarily used to
circulate a flow of air in a room or a specified area to produce a cooling
effect on an object or person. They are generally considered to be energysaving devices for local cooling. Both oscillating fans and ceiling fans are
used primarily in warm environments to supplement or replace existing central
cooling systems, although ceiling fans are sometimes utilized to circulate
warm air downward from the ceiling in the winter months by reversing the
rotation of the blades. Ceiling fans and, to a lesser extent, oscillating
fans are generally sold in a variety of colors, decorative patterns, trims,
and price ranges.
Performance and safety standards, voltage requirements, and electrical
outlet configurations for electric fans vary from country to country, thus
requiring most products to be manufactured specifically for the country in
which they are to be sold. Most countries have organizations similar to
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL), in the United States that test and
approve electrical components according to national standards. The products
subject to this investigation have self-contained electric motors rated for a
maximum output of 125 watts and must be UL approved for use in the United
States.
Electric oscillating fans for nonindustrial use may be classified into
the following three types, depending upon the configuration of the fan: desk
or table fans (the base of which sits on a piece of furniture); pedestal fans
(the base of which sits on the floor and extends upward to position the fan at
the desired height); and wall-mount fans (in which the base of the fan is
attached to the wall). These fans are mounted on a stationary base and
oscillate back and forth, generally in up to a 180-degree arc, expanding the
area of air circulation. Oscillating fans generally are produced in three
sizes (9, 12, and 16 inches in fan diameter), with blades made of plastic and
grills made of steel wire or plastic. Most oscillating fans are shipped
either fully assembled (with the base and neck of the fan as one continuous
molded piece) or in a "knocked-down" configuration. 9 Typically, the "knockeddown" electric fan has a rotary control switch located on the rear of the
motor encasement, while the fully assembled electric fan has a push-button
control switch located on the standbase.

8 Specifically, the petition was filed on oscillating fans and ceiling
fans, with the exceptions noted above.
9 "Knocked-down" refers to fans that are shipped to the customer in
finished condition, but with the neck and base of the fan as separate
components in the same package to be assembled by the end user. This
particular configuration, which was conceived in Asia, became widely
recognized and used around 1988. Since the fan is packaged in a much smaller
container, it is preferred by those aiming to reduce shipping and other
related spatial costs. Petition, p. 12, and transcript of the preliminary
investigation conference, pp. 49 and 50.
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While portability seems to be a key feature of most oscillating fans,
electric ceiling fans are designed for permanent or semi-permanent
installation in ceilings of homes or commercial establishments. An electric
ceiling fan, for nonindustrial use, generally consists of an electric motor
encased in a metal housing, with a 4- or 5-blade fan unit, that is adaptable
for an assortment of light fixture attachments. Most nonindustrial ceiling
fans include a 2- or 3-speed control switch and a reversible direction control
switch; newer models are available with variable speed or "memory" switches.
These fans vary in size from 36 to 52 inches in diameter, with blades or
paddles made of wood, metal, or plexiglass, in numerous colors, textures, or
finishes. Some ceiling fans are packaged with ornamental lighting fixtures to
be attached to the fan. The style and decor of the subject ceiling fans have
become nearly as important a purchasing consideration as the functional
aspects of these fans; they come in a variety of styles and colors and can be
selected for individual taste and decorating needs as well as for their
ability to circulate air quietly and effectively.
Manufacturing Process
The components necessary for the assembly of an electric fan generally
include a motor, casing, switch(es), fan blades or paddles, wire; and
miscellaneous hardware. The manufacturing processes involved in producing
oscillating fans and ceiling fans are discussed separately below.
Oscillating Fans
Fan blades, stands, and motor covers are generally injection molded of
plastic. Plastic pellets, placed in a hopper, are fed into a heating chamber
of a high-speed injection molding machine. A plunger or screw forces a preset
amount of the heated materials into a cold mold. After the material has
solidified, it is then ejected from the mold and stored for further assembly.
Fan grill units are generally made of standard diameter steel ~ire. 10
The wire is fed through grill fabrication equipment, where several mechanical
operations are performed. The wire is cut and welded, then flattened and bent
to the desired contour to form a grill unit. The fabricated grill is then
finished with either a painted coating or an electroplated metal coating with
an anticorrosion lacquer finish.
The manufacturing process for the AC magnetic motor for an oscillating
fan involves three basic components: (1) the stator, which consists of epoxycoated laminated steel wound with magnet.wires, and serves as the generator of
the magnetic field, (2) the rotor assembly and shaft, which serves as the
receiver of the magnetic field, and (3) the metal cast housing, which contains
the stator, the rotor assembly and shaft, and the gear assembly responsible
for the oscillation of the fan.

10

Some oscillating fan grill units may be injection molded of plastic.
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In the final oscillating.fan assembly process, various components are
attached to the AC magnetic motor, the major subassembly in an electric fan.
First, the motor is mounted on a standbase, and various stand parts are
affixed. Next, the electric cord set and control switches are attached to the
motor assembly. After the motor shell is attached to the motor, the motor is
tested for continuity and desired electrical performance. Finally, the
assembly is inspected for performance and appearance and then packaged for
storage or shipment. Generally, blades and grill units are packaged with the
fan and assembled by the consumer.
Ceiling Fans
Metal housings and metal canopies (canopies are used to cover the
electrical connections at the ceiling) are generally made from stampings.
High-speed hydraulic presses with blanking dies are used to stamp and cut the
coil steel into motor housings and canopies. After stamping, various
operations are performed on the blanked material. First, the housings and
canopies are cleaned, powder coated or painted, and then oven dried for a
desired finish. Next, they are inspected for defects in the finishi.ng
process. Plastic housings, canopies, 11 and certain blades 12 are injection
molded out of plastic pellets and mixed with a colorant; hence no further
finishing is required. The injection molding process for ceiling fans is
similar to the injection molding process for oscillating fans.
In the final assembly of a ceiling fan, the housing is attached to the
magnetic motor. 13 Next, the assembly is tested for continuity and desired
electrical performance, inspected for operating noise level, and finally
packaged for storage or shipment. At the packaging station, the motor
assembly is packaged with the fan paddles, brackets, canopy, and miscellaneous
hardware for installation by the end user.
The assembly components of an electric fan can be purchased or produced
readily by the assembler because of the availability of the technology used in
producing these components. Further, fan assembly and the production of
components involve only a relatively small capital investment, although the
level of capital investment is dependent on the scale of production and degree

11 Canopies for ceiling fans are made both from steel and plastic,
depending on the model ceiling fan for which the component is being
manufactured.
12 Some blades in higher quality ceiling fans, such as those sold by
Casablanca Industries, Inc. (Casablanca) and Hunter Fan Co. (Hunter), are made
of wood. Ceiling fans for use in industrial and in some commercial
environments contain steel blades.
13 The AC magnetic motor in a ceiling fan is, in its most basic
configuration, similar to that in an oscillating fan (i.e., consisting of the
stator, the rotor, and the housing); however, the manufacturing process of a
ceiling fan motor has been described as slightly more complicated than that of
an oscillating fan, with a higher material content. Telephone conversation
with *** on Dec. 6, 1990.
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to whi~h the assembler prefers to substitute labor for automated machinery. 14
Assemblers that purchase all necessary components (those who are not
vertically integrated) can produce the final product with a minimal investment
and little value added; thus, they can readily relocate in response to only
small incentives. Also, oscillating fans and ceiling fans are referred to as
"low-tech" products, and production remains primarily material intensive.
Lasko, the petitioner, describes itself as an integrated producer,
producing most of the components for its electric fans, including the
standbase, fan blades, and most of the motors.ls The petitioner, however,
believes that most other U.S. producers of certain electric fans tend to be
less vertically integrated. Although recently built production facilities in
China (owned QY r.espondents Paragon, Holmes, and Shell), as well as the
petitioner's production facilities, have been described as fully integrated,
respondents maintain that nonintegrated assembly/production of electric fans
is the norm. 16
Substitute Products
Although any fan, a device used to circulate air, may theoretically be
considered a substitute product for the· fans that are the subject of this
investigation, the. brief discussion that follows highlights only the specific
types of substitute products brought to the attention of Commission staff. 17
In addition to the subject fans, non-oscillating desk, table, and wallmount .fans, as well as window fans, box fans, and other portable fans are used
to circulate air and are also manufactured in a variety of styles and colors
tQ appeal to the eye and enhance the decor of the surrounding area.
Industrial fans, both of the oscillating and ceiling type, as well as other
varieties, are also used to circulate air, although the amount of air
circulated tends to be substantially· larger. 11 Industrial fan materials
consist of cast metal, making them more durable·for the harsher industrial
environment, but also making them much less visually appealing.

14 Respondents CEC Electrical Manufacturing (International) Co., Ltd. (CEC)
and Ying Tat Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Wing Tat) assert that Lasko's
emphasis on vertical integration, at least with respect to ceiling fans, is
contrary to strategies being emphasized by other producers in the United
States and those abroad. (Posthearing brief, p. 7.)
is Lasko purchases electric cord sets and switches from other U.S. and
foreign manufacturers.
16 Respondents claim that the fact that Lasko transferred production twice
since August 1989 indicates an ease in the capacity to switch products (postconference brief by counsel on behalf of Shell Electric Mfg. (Holdings) Co.,
Ltd., and related companies, p. 27). (See also posthearing brief of
respondents CEC and Ying Tat, p. 7.)
17 The petitioner and respondents agree that oscillating fans and ceiling
fans should be treated as separate "like" products, although they disagree as
to whether other electric fans are "like" the imported oscillating fans.
18 Petitioner also maintains that industrial fans typically contain
electric motors exceeding 125 watts in output.
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'While box fans, window fans, and floor fans (i.e., wind machines, high
velocity fans, and hassock fans) are physically different from the subject
oscillating fans, these fans nonetheless perform the same end-use function,
i.e., cool and circulate air. Window fans are primarily used for ventilation
and are typically more costly than oscillating fans. They are generally
intended for permanent or semi-permanent installation in a window. Box fans
and floor fans are portable. Typically, box fans are produced in only one
size--20-inches. However, like the subject oscillating fans, window fans are
generally produced in three sizes--9 inches, 16 inches, and 20 inches and box
and window fans typically have a 3-speed control switch. But, unlike the
subject oscillating fans, box fans and window fans typically have electric
motors that exceed an output of 125 watts at certain speeds. Electric motors
utilized in petitioner's 20-inch box fan, for example, average 165 watts on
high speed and about 86 watts on low speed. Petitioner's 20-inch window fan
averages 160 watts on high speed and 105 watts on low speed. Electric motors
used in petitioner's 9-inch and 16-inch window fans do not exceed 125 watts at
any speed. 19
Other substitutes for the subject electric fans include non-oscillating
personal fans and floor fans. Petitioner's nonoscillating personal fans
typically have a blade span of 6 inches and a maximum wattage output of
between 15 and 20 watts. Floor fans typically measure 20 inches in diameter
and operate at between 60 and 160 watts.

U.S. Tariff Treatment
The electric fans covered by this investigation are provided for in
subheading 8414.51.00 of the HTS. Such fans were previously classified in
item 661.06 of the former Tariff Schedules of the United States. The column
1-general or most-favored-nation (MFN) rate of duty, applicable to these
electric fans from China and other MFN countries, is 4.7 percent ad valorem;
the column 2 rate of duty is 35 perc.ent ad valorem.

19 Box and window fans are further distinguished by petitioner from
oscillating fans in terms of end uses. Mr. Andrew Stanley, Lasko's Vice
President of Sales, testified at the Commission's hearing that the primary
function of window fans is to provide indoor/outdoor air exchange or
ventilation. Similarly, box fans are monodirectional and, because of their
larger motors, move significantly more air than do oscillating fans.
Oscillating fans are also dissimilar to box and window fans in terms of
composition of materials. Plastic is the major material used in oscillating
fans, whereas box and window fans are composed mostly of metal (hearing
transcript, p. 16, and petitioner's posthearing brief, p. 3).
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THE U.S. MARKET
Apparent U.S. Consumption
Subject Electric Fans
Apparent U.S. consumption of subject electric fans (oscillating fans and
ceiling fans combined) declined from*** fans, valued at $***• in 1988 to ***
fans, valued at$***, in 1990 (table 1). Consumption fell in both 1989 and
1990 in terms of quantity, but rose modestly in 1989 in terms of value
(because of higher unit values of imports from China) before falling in 1990.
From January-June 1990 to January-June 1991, apparent consumption declined by
less than*** percent, by quantity, and fell by*** percent, by value.
U.S. producers' U.s~ shipments as a share of the quantity and value of
apparent consumption declined steadily during the period of investigation. By
quantity, U.S. producers' U.S. shipments as a share of apparent consumption
declined from *** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1990, and declined to ***
percent in the first 6 months of 1991 compared with *** percent in the
corresponding 1990 period. As a share of the value of apparent consumption,
U.S. producers' U.S. shipments declined from*** percent in 1988 to ***
percent in 1990 and declined further from January-June 1990 to January-June
1991. As a share of the quantity and value of apparent consumption, U.S.
imports from all countries increased from *** percent and *** percent of
apparent consumption, by quantity and value, respectively, in 1988 to ***
percent and*** percent, respectively, in 1990. The percentages for both
quantity and value were up slightly from January-June 1990 to January-June
1991. U.S. imports from China as a share of the quantity of apparent U.S.
consumption rose from *** percent in 1988. to *** percent in 1990, and fell
from *** percent in January-June 1990 to *** percent in January-June 1991. As
a share of the value of apparent consumpti.on, U.S. imports from China
increased from *** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1990 and increased from
*** percent in January-June 1990 to *** percent in January-June 1991.
Corresponding with the increase in U.S. imports from China as a share of
the quantity and value of apparent U.S. consumption was the decrease, from
1988 to 1990, in the share of apparent consumption held by U.S. imports from
countries other than China. As a share of the quantity of apparent
consumption, such imports declined from *** percent in 1988 to *** percent in
1990, and as a share of the value of apparent consumption, they declined from
*** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1990. The *** percentage-point increase
in the quantity of such imports as a share of apparent consumption from
January-June 1990 to January-June 1991 more than compensated for the ***
percentage point drop in market share accounted for by the Chinese-produced
product.·
Oscillating Fans
The quantity and value of apparent U.S. consumption of oscillating fans
declined steadily from 1988 to 1990, decreasing from*** fans, valued at $***•
in 1988 to *** fans, valued at $***• in 1990. From January-June 1990 to
....
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Table 1
Certain electric fans: U.S. producers' U.S. shipments, U.S. imports from
China and from all other sources, 1 and apparent U.S. consumption, 1988-90,
January-June 1990, a~d January-June 1991

1988

Item

1989

Januazy-June-1990
1991

1990

Quantity Cl.000 units)
Producers' U.S. ship.
ments . . . . . .
U.S. imports from-China . . . . . .
All other countries
Total imports . . .
Apparent consumption

.

o

!

o

O

I

***

***

***

***

3,920
25,322
29,241

6,309
22,213
28,521

9,282
16,621
25,903

7,095
12,016
19,110

6,828
12,456
19,284

"***

***

***

***

***
***
***
. ***

***
***
***
***
100.0

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***

Producers• U.S. shipments • . . . . . . .
U.S. imports from-China

***

As a share of the quantity
aimarent cortsYmption (percent}

0,

***
·***
***
·***
100;0

o

All other countries
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption

100.0

***

100,0

100.0

Value Cl,000 dollars}
Producers• U.S. shipments . . . . • .
U.S. imports from--

..

China . . . . . .

All other countries
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption
Producers' U.S.. shipments . . . ·. . .
U.S. imports from-China
All other countries • .
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption
!

I

!

!

I

!

***

***

***

***

***

114,986

116,111
262,641
3za,122

112,106
248,757
360,864

67,913
468,786

4~5,275

~~6,692

~ZQ,261

157,052
381,120
538,172

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
. ***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***

100.0

0,

As a share of the value
apparent consumption (percent}

***

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1 Imports include nonsubject electric fans and therefore are somewhat
overstated.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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January-June 1991, the quantity of apparent consumption rose by *** percent
while the value of consumption continued to decline, falling by *** percent
(table 2).
As a share of the quantity of apparent U.S. consumption, U.S. producers'
U.S. shipments fell by *** percentage points from 1988 to 1990, and declined
by just under *** percentage points from January-June 1990 to January-June
1991. · The value of U.S. producers' U.S. shipments as a share of the value of
apparent U.S. consumption fell by *** percentage points from 1988 to 1990 and
by *** percentage points from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991.
U.S. imports as a share of the quantity and value of apparent U.S.
consumption increased steadily during the period of investigation. As a share
of the quantity of apparent consumption, total U.S. imports inc.reased from a
low of*** percent in 1988 to a high of·*** percent in January-June 1991.
Similarly, as a share of the value of apparent consumption, such imports
increased from a low of *** percent in 1988 to a high of *** percent in
January-June 1991. U.S. imports from China as a share of the quantity and
value of apparent U.S. consumption increased steadily from 1988 to 1990, with
the more dramatic increases occurring from 1989 to 1990. As a share of the
quantity of apparent consumption, such imports increased from *** percent in
1988 to *** percent in 1989, and increased to *** percent in 1990. As a share
of the value of apparent consumption, U.S. imports from China increased from
*** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1989 and increased to *** percent in
1990. From January-June 1990 to January-June 1991, such .imports as a share of
the quantity of apparent consumption fell slightly. As a share of the value
of apparent consumption, such imports increased only marginally over the same
period.
·
·
Ceiling Fans
Data on apparent U.S. consumption of ceiling fans are presented in table
3. As shown in.the table, the quantity and value of apparent U.S. consumption
increased from 1988 to 1989, but then declined from 1989 to 1990 and from
January-June 1990 to January-June 1991. U.S. producers' U.S. shipments as a
share of the quantity of apparent consumption decreased regularly from 1988 to
1990 and declined slightly from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991. As a
share of the value of apparent consumption, U.S. producers' U.S. shipments
also declined throughout the period of investigation, decreasing from 20.3
percent in 1988 to 16.3 percent in 1990 and decreasing by 1.1 percentage
points from January-June 1990. to January-June 1991.
U.S. imports from all sources as a share of the quantity of apparent
U.S. consumption did not fall below 94 percent of apparent consumption during
the period of investigation. As a share of the value of apparent consumption,
U.S. imports increased from 79.7 percent in 1988 to 83.7 percent in 1990. The
value of U.S. imports as a share of apparent consumption increased from 85.9
percent in January-June 1990 to 87.0 percent in January-June 1991. U.S.
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Table 2
Oscillating fans: U.S. producers' U.S. shipments, U.S. imports from China and
from all other sources, 1 and apparent U.S. consumption, 1988-90, January-June
1990, and January-June 1991
January-June- 1990
1991

1990

1989

1988

Item

Quantity <1.000 units)
Producers' U.S. shipments . . . . . .
U.S. imports from-China . . .
All other countries
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption
I

I

I

***

***

***

***

***

1,256
13,950
15,206

2,186
11,701
13,88Z

4,366
7,636
12,002

3,764
6,258
10,022

3,758
6,925
lo,6a3

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

a share of the quantity
of apparent consumption (percent)
As

Producers' U.S. shipments . . . . . .
U.S. imports from-China . . . . . .
All other countries .
Total imports . . .
Apparent consumption

***
***
***
***

***

100.0

100.0

***

***
***

***

***

100.0

***

***

100.0

100.0

Value CLOOO dollars)
Producers' U.S. shipments . . . . . .
U.S. imports from-China . . . . . .
All other countries
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption
Producers' U.S. shipments . . . . . .
U.S. imports from-China . . . . . .
All other countries
Total impo.rts . .
Apparent consumption

***

***

***

***

***

12,333
154,055
166,388

21,844
137,279
159,123

41,867
89,618
131,486

38,075
76,964
115,039

39,138
76,165
115,303

***

***

***

***

***

***

***'

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

100.0

As a share of the value
of apparent consumption (percent)

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1 U.S. imports include nonsubject electric fans and therefore are somewhat
overstated.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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Table 3
Ceiling fans: U.S. producers' U.S. shipments, U.S. imports from China and
from all other sources, 1 and apparent U.S. consumption, 1988-90, January-June
1990, and January-June 1991
·
Item

1988

1989

January-June-1991
1990

1990

Quantity (1.000 units)
Producers' U.S. shipments . . . . . .
U.S. imports from-China . . . . . .
, •
All other countries •
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption , .
Producers' U.S. shipments . . . . . . •
U.S. imports from-China . . . . . . •
All other countries .
Total imports . • . .
Apparent consumpt!Qn

780
2,664
11.372
14.036•
14.816

763
4,123
10.512
14.634
15.397
As a share
of apparent

629

344

293

4,915
3,331
3,070
8.985
5.757
5.531
13.901
9.089
8.601
14.530
9.433
8.894
of the quantity
consumption (percent)

5.3

5.0

4.3

3.6

3.3

18.0
76.8
94.7
100.0

26.8
68.3
95.0
100.0

33.8
61.8
95.7
100.0

35.3
61.0
96.4
100.0

34.5
62.2
96.7
100.0

Value (1.000 dollars)
Producers' U.S. shipments . . . . . .
U.S. imports from-China . . . .
All other countries
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption
Producers' U.S. ship~
ments . . . . . .
U.S. imports from-China . . . . . . .
All other countries .
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption

94,343
55,580
314.731
370.311 ·
464.654

89,125

79,323

43,350

. 36 539
I

93,142
115,185
78,036
72,969
317.996
291. 501 185.677
172.592
411.138
406.686 263.713
245.560
282.099
500.263
486.009 307.063
As a share of the value
of apparent consumption (percent)

20.3

17.8

16.3

14.1

13.0

12.0
67.7
79.7
100.0

18.6
63.6
82.2
100.0

23.7
60.0
83.7
100.0

25.4
60,5·
85.9
100.0

25.9
61.2
. 87 .0
100.0

U.S. imports may include nonsubject industrial ceiling fans and therefore
may be somewhat overstated.
1

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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imports from China as a share of the quantity and value of apparent
consumption increased from 18.0 percent and 12.0 percent, respectively, in
1988 to 33.8 percent and 23.7 percent, respectively, in 1990. There was no
significant change in Chinese market share from January-June 1990 to JanuaryJune 1991.
U.S. Producers
In the petition, Lasko identifies itself as one of two U.S. producers of
the subject oscillating fans, estimating its own production at about ***
percent of total U.S. production. Lakewood Engineering and Manufacturing Co.
(Lakewood) was identified as the only other U.S. producer of the subject
oscillating fans known to Lasko.
The petition lists five firms that are believed to produce the subject
ceiling fans in the United States. These include Lasko, Casablanca Industries
(Casablanca), Emerson Builder Products Division of Emerson Electric Co.
(Emerson), Fasco Industries, Inc. (Fasco), and Hunter-Melnor, Inc. (formerly
Hunter Fan Company) (Hunter). Two other firms mentioned in the petition,
Encon Industries, Inc. (Encon) and Codep, are described as packagers or
assemblers of ceiling fans from imported component parts. Encon is an
importer of finished ceiling fans and does not have U.S. manufacturing or
packaging facilities. 20
The Commission sent producers• questionnaires to 7 of the 8 firms listed
in the petition and to an additional 22 firms that were identified by staff as
possible producers of certain electric fans in the United States during the
period of investigation. 21 Of the 22 firms t:hat responded to the
questionnaire, 7 provided complete or almost complete responses and 15
responded that they did not produce either the subject oscillating or ceiling
fans, or certain other nonsubject electric fans for which information was
requested. Seven firms did not respond to the questionnaire. 22

Telephone conversation with*** on Sept. 27, 1990.
In compiling a list of firms to receive the Commission's producers•
questionnaire, staff relied upon a listing of fan manufacturers as published
in the Thomas Register. Products & Services, vol. 5, 1991, and in The Air
Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration News, 1990 Directory Issue, as well as
on information provided in the petition. From these sources, staff developed
a potential list consisting of approximately 80 firms. Many of these firms,
however, were eliminated from the list because it was determined, through
telephone calls by staff, that they did not produce the types of electric fans
for which information was requested in the questionnaire.
22 Respondent China Chamber of Commerce for Machinery and Electronic
Products stated in its prehearing brief (at p. 6) that it was aware of two
manufacturers of box and/or window fans from which the Commission had not
received information. One of the firms cited was Fanco, Inc., of Longview,
TX. Fanco does not produce the types of electric fans for which information
was requested in the Commission's producers• questionnaire. It does, however,
produce rooftop and attic ventilation fans for mostly industrial/agricultural
(continued ... )
20
21
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Of the seven firms that were able to supply all or some of the
information requested in the questionnaire, six supplied information on their
operations concerning the subj .ect oscillating fans and/or ceiling fans, as
well as information on their operations involving certain other nonsubject
electric fans. The seventh firm produces only nonsubject "other" electric
fans and supplied information with respect to these operations. 23
The six firms that provided information on the subject fans, their
shares of reported U.S. production, their positions regarding the petition,
and the locations of their production facilities are presented in table 4.
Oscillating Fans
Based on information provided in response to the Commission's
questionnaires, Lasko and Lakewood accounted for all U.S. production of the
subject oscillating_fans during January 1988-June 1991. As shown in table 4,
Lasko's production accounts for the bulk of the two firm's aggregate
production. 24 Founded in 1906, Lasko is a privately owned company, owned or
controlled by no other entity. The company's production operations are
concentrated in three states--Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas. Lasko
produces about nine different models of oscillating fans, ranging in size from
a 9-inch tabletop oscillator to a 16-inch pedestal oscillator. In addition to
the subject oscillating fans, the company also manufactures subject ceiling
fans and nonsubject box fans, floor fans, personal fans, window fans, wind
machines, heaters, humidifiers, and dehumidifiers. Lasko does· not own any
foreign plants in wh~ch fans are produced.
Lakewood, founded in. 1948, is aiso a privately-held company. It
produces the subject oscillating fans and their component parts at five
different lc;>cations in Chicago, IL~ Based on its fiscal 1990 yearend
operating results, sales of the subject oscillating fan accounted for slightly
less than *** percent of the firm's overall establishment .sales. Other
products produced by Lakewood include nonsubject box and window fans, heaters,
light fixtures, and Christmas tree stands.

'22

( ... continued)
uses (telephone interview with***, .*-**, Fanco, Inc., Oct. 24, 1991). Vornado
Air Circulation Sys.tems, Inc. (Yichi ta, KS) , the other firm mentioned,
produces nonoscillating electric stand and window fans. According to ***•
***• Vornado's fan production totals approximately*** fans annually.
23 "Other" electric fans are defined, for the purposes of this
investigation, as electric fans not meeting Commerce's definition of "certain
electric fans." Information pertaining to "other" electric fans, where
available, is presented in app. C.
24 By it~ own estimates, Lasko.believes its production of oscillating fans
accounts for *** percent of the domesti_c industry• s total (petition at pp. 2
and 27).
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Table 4
Certain electric fans: U.S. producers, location of production facilities,
share of reported production in 1990, and position on the petition, by types
Plant
location

Firm
Oscillating fans:
Lasko . .
Lakewood

.. . . ..

Ceiling fans:
Casablanca
Emerson
Fas co
Hunter
Lasko .

Columbia, PA1
Fort Worth, TX2
Franklin, TN3
Chicago, IL4
City of Industry, CA
Paris, TN
Fayetteville, NC
Memphis, TN
West Chester, PA

Share of
production
Percent

***

Position on
petition
Petitioner

***
100.0

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

Petitioner

100.0

Produces motors for company's oscillating fans and ceiling fans.
Started oscillating fan production in 1983. Currently, production
includes all oscillating fans and high-velocity fans.
3 Plant currently produces box and window fans and certain plastic parts
used in oscillating fans. In August 1989, production of 9-inch oscillating
fans was transferred to this plant from the West Chester, PA, facility. To
maximize unused capacity and to offset declining oscillator sales, this.
production was again moved in October 1990, to the Fort Worth, TX, facility.
4 Lakewood produces oscillating fans at 5 different locations in the
Chicago area.
1

2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Ceiling Fans
Lasko produces the subject ceiling fans at its West Chester, PA,
production location. It produces about 10 different models of ceiling fans,
ranging in size from 36 inches to 52 inches in diameter. All of its ceiling
fans utilize four paddles or blades constructed of either wood or plastic."
Casablanca Fan Co. was formed in 1922. In 1989, it was acquired by
Casablanca Industries (City of Industry, CA) and now operates as a division of
that company. 26 The Casablanca ceiling fan is a well-recognized brand name

" According to Mr. Edward McAssey, Executive Vice President, Lasko did not
produce ceiling fans greater than 52 inches in diameter or ceiling fans having
steel or metal paddles during the investigation period.
26 Casablanca Industries filed for protection under Chapter 11 of the
Bankruptcy Code in March of 1991.
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and is generally aimed at the high end of the ceiling fan market. Casablanca
pioneered such innovative ceiling fan features as the "Intel-Touch Control
System," a computerized ceiling fan system that allows for separate control of
fan speed, direction, and light and for the elimination of the need for a
third-wire installation. The company also introduced the first radio
frequency remote-control ceiling fan system to use microprocessor technology~
Casablanca's U.S. production of ceiling fans accounts for about *** percent of
total U.S. production of ceiling fans.
The Hunter Fan Co. was formed in 1886. In 1986, the company acquired
Melnor Industries, a leading manufacturer of above-ground lawn sprinkling
equipment, creating Hunter-Melnor, Inc. Hunter's high-end ceiling fans are
produced in Memphis, TN. In 1987 and 1989, the company established offshore
ceiling fan manufacturing and assembly operations in Taiwan and Mexico.
Through these operations, the company is able to compete in the lower price
end of the U.S. ceiling fan market. Hunter accounts for about *** percent of
total U.S. production of the subject ceiling fans.
·
Two other firms were able to provide information on their operations in
producing the subject ceiling fans. Emerson Builder Products (Paris, TN), a
division of Emerson Electric Co., manufactures ceiling fans, commercial heat
fans, air circulators, whole house attic fans, exhalist/ventilation fans, and
console humidifiers. Emerson produc.es about four different .styles of ceiling
fans, in various combinations of finishes, that utilize a so-call.ed "smart
module" in the fan that receives electronically modified signals. from the wall
unit to change fan speed and light intensity. Fasco Consumer Products
Division of Fasco Industries, Inc., produces about 13 different styles of
ceiling fans, all in various combinations of finishes and blade sizes. A
remote control feature is offered with 3 of the 13 fan styles. Fasco also
markets a series of low-end, imported ceiling fans to compete at wider price
points. Together, Emerson and Fasco account for about ***percent of U.S.
ceiling fan production.
U.S. producers of nonsubject other electric fans include Lasko,
Lakewood, and Patton Electric Co., Inc. (New Haven, IN). Lasko produces box
fans, window fans, and such other decorative household fans as floor fans,
hassock fans, and personal fans. Lakewood produces box fans, window fans, and
other household fans. Patton produces household fans other than box and
window fans.
U.S. Importers
The Commission sent importers' questionnaires to 121 firms, including
the 19 firms listed in the petition, which it had reason to believe might have
imported oscillating fans or ceiling fans during the period·of investigation.
(Importers' questionnaires were also sent to the 29 firms that were sent
producers' questionnaires.) Fifty-one firms, including one U.S. producer,
reported imports of the subject fans during the period of investigation.
Twenty-one firms responded that they did not import the subject products, and
49 firms did not respond to the Commission's request for information.
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Of the 51 firms that reported imports of the subject oscillating fans
and ceiling fans, 11 reported imports of oscillating fans only, 13 reported
imports of ceiling fans only, and 27.firms reported imports of both
oscillating fans and ceiling fans.
U.S. importers of certain electric fans fall into three general
categories--wholesalers/distributors, retail mass merchandisers, and large
home-center chains. Retail mass merchandisers comprise firms such as
Montgomery Yard, Sears Roebuck, Kmart, and Roses. Home-center chains comprise
firms such as Hechinger, 84 Lumber, and Builders Emporium. Both home-center
chains and retail mass merchandisers import the subject fans for their own
account for distribution to their numerous retail outlets. 'Wholesalers/
distributors import the subject fans for distribution to such customers as
general merchandisers, electrical supply houses, and specialty lighting
stores.
ChannelS of Distribution
Oscillating fans are typically sold by mass merchandisers, discount
stores, drugstores, and similar retail outlets catering to less expensive and
often unplanned purchases. Ceiling fans, in contrast, are sold primarily as
planned purchases through specialty stores, home centers, and similar outlets.
The following tabulation, based on responses to the producers• and
importers• questionnaires, shows the percentage distribution of U.S.
producers• .and U.S. importers• shipments of oscillating and ceiling fans to
the various channels of distribution in 1990.

Channel
'Wholesalers/
distributors
Home centers
Mass merchandisers
General merchandisers .
Others 1

Oscillating fans-Producers Importers

***
***
***

19.9
22.8
23.3

***
***

5.0
28.9

Ceiling fans-Producers Importers
27.9
1.6

22.4
1.1

47.0

16.8
18.1
22.9

14.7
27.4

Includes such channels as electrical supply houses, catalog showrooms,
and retail electric and lighting stores.
1

U.S. producers also reported in their questionnaire responses that the
primary channels of distribution for their nonsubject electric fans include
mass merchandisers and general merchandisers, comprising *** percent and***
percent, respectively, of U.S. producers• total U.S. shipments of such fans.
Typically, the· first step in the export channel of distribution for
Chinese-produced oscillating fans and ceiling fans is a related Hong Kongbased trading company. The trading company subsequently resells the fans to
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related or unrelated U.S. customers on an f .o.b. Hong Kong port basis. 27
Several large U.-S. retailers also maintain small buying offices in Hong Kong
to facilitate purchases from the Hong Kong-based trading companies.

CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY TO
AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES
The information in this section of the report is based on data received
in response to Commission questionnaires. The information requested in the
questionnaire related to U.S. production of the subject oscillating fans and
ceiling fans as well as information on U.S. production of nonsubject box fans,
window fans, and certain other electric fans. 28 Yith respect to the subject
oscillating fans, questionnaire responses were received from the two firms
which are believed to account for substantially all U.S. production.
Similarly, questionnaire responses were received from all major producers of
the subject ceiling fans.

u.s.

Producers' ·capacity, Production, and Capacity Utilization

U.S. producers• average-of-period capacity to produce oscillating fans
and ceiling fans increased by *** percent from 1988 to 1989 and by *** percent
from 1989 to 1990, but declined by *** percent from January-June 1990 to the
corresponding 1991 period (table 5). Aggregate U.S. production of oscillating
fans and ceiling fans, on the other hand, fell sharply throughout the period
of investigation, declining by *** percent from 1988 to 1990 and by ***
percent from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991. U.S. producers• capacity
utilization declined steadily during the period of investigation. U.S.
producers• operated at *** percent of capacity in 1990, compared with an
operating rate of*** percent in 1988. Capacity utilization declined further
from *** percent in January-June 1990 to *** percent in January-June 1991.
Oscillating Fans
Because of the seasonal nature of demand, production of oscillating fans
usually occurs in only 8 to 9 months of the year, halting in August. However,

27 Submission to the Department of Commerce on behalf of respondents Esteem
Industries Ltd., Holmes Products (Far East) Ltd., and' Holmes Products Corp.,
Feb. 22, 1991, (A-570-807) (public file); submission on behalf of respondent
Polaray Industrial Corp. and its.affiliated companies, May 9, 1991, (A-570807) (public file); and, submission on behalf of Shell Electric Mfg. (China)
Co. Ltd., SMC Electric Mfg. Co. (Sian Hua), and SMC Marketing Corp., Feb. 22,
1991, (A-570-807) (public file).
28 The questionnaire defined "other" electric fans as "all other portable
or semi-portable, non-oscillating electric fans ... designed principally for
residential/household use." Information compiled from questionnaire responses
related to nonsubject box, window, and "other" electric fans is presented in
app. C.

...

;

..
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Table 5
Certain electric fans: U.S. producers' average-of-period capacity,
production, and capacity utilization, by types, 1988-90, January-June 1990,
and January-June 1991
Item

1988

1989

1990

Januall-June- 1990
1991

Average-of-period capacity (1.000 units)
Oscillating fans 1
Ceiling fans 2
Total

***
l.328

***
1.4!!8
***

***

***
1,439
***

***
Z32
***

***
Zl.9
***

Production Cl,000 units)
Oscillating fans
Ceiling fans
Total . . . . .

***
747

***
727
***

***

***
651
***

***
380
***

***
254
***

Capacity utilization3 (percent)
Oscillating fans
Ceiling fans
Average . .

***
***

***
49.9
***

53.4

***
45:2
***

***
51.9
***

***
35.3
***

1 Based on Lasko operating its facilities *** hours per week, *** weeks per
year, and on Lakewood operating its facilities ***hours per week, ***weeks
per year.
2 For Lasko, reported average-of-period capacity is based on operating its
facilities *** hours per week, *** weeks per year; Hunter's reported averageof-period capacity is based on operating
hours per week, *** weeks per
year; Emerson's reported average-of-period capacity is based on operating ***
hours per week, *** weeks per year; Fasco•s reported average-of-period
capacity is based on operating *** hours per week, *** weeks per year; and
Casablanca's reported average-of-period capacity is based on operating ***
hours per week, ***weeks per year.
3 Calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator
information.

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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according to the questionnaire responses of Lasko and Lakewood, ***since both.
firms produce products other than oscillating fans on the same equipment and
machinery. Lasko produces ***, for example, on the same machinery and
equipment. Lakewood uses the same machinery and equipment to produce ***·
U.S. producers• oscillating fan capacity increased by *** percent from
1988 to 1990 but fell by *** percent from January-June 1990 to January-June
1991 (table 5). Most of the 1988-90 increase in capacity was attributable to
Lakewood, ***· U.S. producers' production declined steadily throughout the
period of investigation, falling by *** percent from 1988 to 1990 and by ***
percent from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991. The predominance of
production of th~ two firms was represented by Lasko's production, which
accounted for *** percent of the total in 1988, *** percent in 1990, and about
*** percent in January-June 1991. The steady decline in production coupled
with the steady buildup in capacity resulted in significantly lower capacity
utilization rates during ·the period of investigation. Capacity utilization
declined from *** percen~ in 1988 to *** percent in 1990, and declined further
from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991, falling from *** percent to ***
percent.
Ceiling Fans
Five firms were able to provide information on their U.S. ceiling fan
operations. Based on-their questionnaire responses, U.S. producers• averageof-period ceiling fan capaci_ty increased irregularly from 1988 to 1990, by
about 3 percent, and declined by 1.8 percent from .January-June 1990 to
January-June 1991 (table 5). On.the average, Lasko•s ceiling fan capacity
represented about ***percent of U.S. producers• aggregate capacity during
1988-90 . . In interim 1991, Lasko's share increased to about *** percent of the
total. U.S. producers·• production declined thr.oughout the period of
investigation, falling by 12. 9 percent· from 198.8 to 1990, and by 33. 2 percent
from January-June 1990 to January-June 19.91. . u.~. producers' capacity
utilization declined from a rate of 53 .4 percent in 1988 .to 45. 2 percent in
1990, and declined from 51.9 percent in January-June 1990 to 35.3 percent in
the corresponding 1991 period. ,

U.S. Producers• Shipments
Data on U.S. producers• shipments of certain electric fans are shown in
table 6. U.S. producers• total shipments of certain electric fans declined
from*** fans, valued at $***, in 1988 to *** fans, valued at $***, in 1990.
In the first 6 months of 1991, U.S. producers• total shipments declined by ***
percent by quantity, and by *** percent by value, from shipments in the
corresponding period of 1990. Despite the downward trend, the average unit
value of U.S. producers• total shipments increased annually from 1988 to 1990,
before declining from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991.

·: ~··

·.:

:.
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Table 6
Certain electric fans: U.S. producers' U.S. shipments, export shipments, and
total shipments, by types, 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
Item

1988

Januar;x-June-1990 1991

1990

1989

Ouantit;x (1.000 fans)
Oscillating fans:
U.S. shipments
Export shipments
Total shipments
Ceiling fans:
U.S. shipments
Export shipments
Total shipments
Total:
U.S. shipments
Export shipments
Total shipments

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

780

763

629

344

293

***
***

***·
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***·
***

***

Value (1.000 dollars)
Oscillating fans:
U.S. shipments
Export shipments
Total shipments •
Ceiling fans:
U.S. shipments
Export shipments
Total shipments
Total:
U.S. shipments
Export shipments
Total shipments

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

94,343

***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***

89,125

79,323

43,350

36,539

***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***

Unit value 1
Oscillating fans:
U.S. shipments
Export shipments
Average . . .
Ceiling fans:
U.S. shipments
Export shipments
Average . . .
Total:
U.S. shipments
Export shipments
Average . . . . .

***

***

$***
***
***

$***
***
***

$***
***
***

$***
***
***

120.95

116.81

126.11

126.02

124.71

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

$***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***

1 Calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator
information.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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U.S. Shipments
Oscillating

rans

The quantity and value of U.S. producers• U.S. shipments of oscillating
fans, dominated by Lasko's shipments, ·declined steadily throughout the period
of investigation. The quantity of such shipments fell from*** fans, valued
at$***•, in 1988 to ***.fans, valued at$***, in 1990 (table 6). This falloff
represented a decrease of *** percent by quantity and *** percent by value.
From January-June 1990 to January-June 1991, U.S. producers' U.S. shipments
continued to decreas.e, declining by ***·percent by quantity and by *** percent
by value. Despite the continuous do'Wnward movement in both the quantity and
value of U.S. producers' shipments, the average unit value of such shipments
rose in each period of the· investigation, peaking at $*** per fan in 1990.
Ceiling

rans

The quantity and .value of U.S. producers' U.S. shipments of ceiling fans
declined mark~dly during the .period'.of investigation. Such shipments declined
from 780,000 fans, valued at $94.3 million, in 1988 to 629,000 fans, valued at
$79.3 .million, .in 1990 (table 6). From January-June 1990 to January-June
1991, U.S. producers' U.S. shipments fell by 14.8 percent by quantity and
decreased 15. 7 percent by value. The average unit value of such shipments .
fluctuated upwar4 by_4.3 percent. in 1988-90 and declined by about 1 percent
from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991. The average unit value of the
U.S. shipments of individual firms varied widely during the period of
investigation. The average unit value of*** U.S. shipments peaked at $*** in
1990' while the average unit value of *** shipments peaked at $*** in J'anuaryJune 1991.
Export

Sh~pments

.

U.S. producers' exports of certain electric fans, nearly all of which
were oscillating fans, were minimal during the period of investigation,
accounting for between*** percent and*** percent of U.S. producers' total
shipments (table 6). Both Lasko and Lakewood exported oscillating fans,
however, Lasko was.the dominant of the two. These firms' exports were mostly
to ***
U.S. Producers• Purchases
Casablanca, Fasco, and Hunter purchased ceiling fans during the period
of investigation. *** purchased fans produced in Taiwan and China from U.S.
importers, while *** and*** were direct importers of ceiling fans produced in
Taiwan. All three producers purchase or import fans because of their low
cost. *** ceiling fan import purchases are reflected in the. data presented in
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table G-1. ***was unable to supply complete data on its import purchases. 29
The quantity and value of*** purchases were as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

·U.S. Producers' Inventories
The bulk of U.S. producers' combined inventories of oscillating fans and
ceiling fans consists of oscillating fans. The trend for U.S. producers'
total inventories, therefore, parallels the trend for oscillating fans. As
shown in table 7, U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories of oscillating
fans, ***• increased by *** percent from 1988 to 1989, decreased by ***
percent from 1989 to 1990, and decreased by *** percent from interim 1990 to
interim 1991. Because of the. sharp decline in U.S. producers' shipments of
oscillating fans and the more moderate rate of decrease in inventories, the
ratio of U.S. producers' inventories of oscillating fans to shipments
increased steadily from 1988 to 1990. The ratio declined sharply, -however,
from interim 1990 to interim 1991 as the rate of decrease of shipments slowed
relative to the decrease in inventories.
U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories of ceiling fans fluctuated
downward from 1988 to 1990 and declined from interim 1990 to interim 1991.
Overall, the volume of inventories held by U.S. producers at yearend 1990 was
about 14 percent below the volume of inventories held at yearend 1988. Such
inventories declined by 45.8.percent from interim 1990 to interim 1991. As a
share of U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories, Lasko's share decreased
from*** percent of the total in 1988 to*** percent in 1989, increased to***
percent of the total in 1990 and fell from *** perce~t in January-June 1990· to
*** percent in January-June 1991.
Employment, Vages, and Productivity
Overall Establishment
Five firms were able to provide usable employment data for their overall
establishments in which oscillating fans and/or ceiling fans are produced.
One of the five firms produces both oscillating and ceiling fans, one produces
only oscillating fans, and three produce only ceiling fans. Data on U.S.
producers' overall establishment employment are shown in table 8.
Indicators of U.S. producers' overall establishment employment declined
measurably from 1988 to 1990 .. From 1988 to 1990, for example, the average
number of production and related workers employed in U.S. producers' overall
establishments and the number of hours worked by such workers decreased by 24
and 23 percent, respectively, and wages and total compensation decreased by 17
and 16 percent, respectively. Although wages and total compensation were up

29 *** reported that it imported*** ceiling fans, valued at $***, in 1990,
and imported*** fans, valued at $***, in the first 6 months of 1991.
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Table 7
Certain electric fans: U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories, by types,
as of Dec. 31, 1988-90, and as of June 30, 1990-91
Item

As of Dec. 31-1988
1989

1990

As of Jyne 30-1990
1991

Quantity Cl.000 fans)
Oscillating fans
Ceiling fans
Total . . . . .

***
130
***

***
95
***

***
112
***

***
131
***

***
71

***

Ratio to U.S. shipments (percent) 1
Oscillating fans
Ceiling fans
Average . . . .

***

16.7
***

***
12.5
***

***
17.8
***

***"
19 .02
***2

***2
12.12
***2

1 Ratios are calculated using data from firms providing both shipments and
inventory information.
2 Based on annualized shipments.

Source: Compiled from«iata submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
slightly in the first 6 months of 1991, compared with the corre'sponding 6
months in 1990, the number of production and related workers and the hours
worked by such workers continued to show downward trends.
The majority of production and related workers employed in producing
oscillating and ceiling fans are unskilled or semi-skilled workers involved in
assembly and packaging operations. These workers are also interchangeable in
their involvement with other products of the establishments. According to the
questionnaire responses of the two firms that produce oscillating fans,
production and related workers employed in the production of oscillating fans
are also used to produce nonsubject fans as well as other products produced in
their establishments. 30 Because ceiling fans have a 12-month selling cycle,
production tends to be year round and is limited only by demand.· Production
and related workers producing ceiling fans, therefore, are not generally used
to produce any other products, as noted in the responses of *** and***·
In response to the question asked in the questionnaire concerning union
representation of production and related workers employed in producing
oscillating and ceiling fans, three firms responded in the affirmative and
three in the negative. Labor unions represented at the three firms that
answered in the affirmative include: United Steel Workers ·of America, Local

Employment information on U.S. producers' other electric fan operations
is presented in app. C.
30

-·:-·
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Table 8
Overall establishment employment: Average number employed, average number of
production and related workers, hours worked, 1 and wages and total
compensation paid to such ~orkers, 1988-90, January-June 1990, and JanuaryJune 19912
Item
Average number of all
persons employed4 •
Number of production and
related workers (PRYs)
Hours worked by PRYs
(1,000 hours) . .
Yages paid to PRYs
(1,000 dollars) .
Total compensation paid
to PRWs (1,000 dollars)

1988

1989

1990

Januar;x-June3 - 1990
1991

3,166

3,004

2,509

2,313

2,317

2,883

2,725

2,201

2,115

2,072

5,884

5,629

4,541

2,211

2,209

40,837

39,339

33,867

16,388

16,620

50.,680

49,641

42,526

20,860

20,925

Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
Usable data were provided by 5 firms that accounted for *** percent of
production of oscillating and ceiling fans combined during 1988-90.
3 Interim data are unavailable for Casablanca.
4 Data are unavailable .for Hunter, which accounted for *** percent of the
reported PRYs during 1988-90.
1

2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
5829; International Association of Machinists & Aerospace Yorkers, Lodge 155;
Glass, Molders, Pottery, Plastics & Allied Workers International Union, Local
326; and, the International Union of Electronic & Electrical Workers, Local
790.
Oscillating Fans
The number of production and related workers employed by Lasko and
Lakewood in producing oscillating fans, as well as the number of hours worked,
wages paid, and total compensation paid to such workers, declined during the
period of investigation. The number of such workers employed feli by ***
percent from 1988 to 1989, declined by*** percent from 1989 to 1990, and
decreased by *** percent from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991 (table
9). The number of hours worked by production and related workers, as well as
the wages and total compensation paid to such workers, decreased markedly from
1988 to 1990, and decreased, albeit less significantly, again from JanuaryJune 1990 to January-June 1991. Despite the decrease in total wages paid to
production and related workers during the period of investigation, the average
hourly wage paid to such workers increased steadily from $*** in 1988 to $***
in 1990. U.S. producers• unit labor costs rose steadily during the period of
investigation, increasing from $*** per fan in 1988 to $*** per fan in 1990.
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Table 9
Certain electric fans:. Average number of production and related workers,
hours worked, wages paid, hourly wages, total compensation paid, productivity,
and unit labor costs, by types, 1988-90, January-June. 1990, and January.-June
19911
Item

1988

1989

1990

January-June-1990
1991

Oscillating fans
Number of PRWs
Hours worked by PRWs
(1,000 hours)
Wages paid to PRWs
(l,000 dollars) . .
Average hourly wages
paid to PRWs
.
Total compensation paid
to PRWs (1,000 dollars)
Productivity of PRWs
(units per hour)
Unit labor costs of PRWs

***
***
***
$***
***

***
***
***
$***
***

***
***
***
$***
***

***
S***

***
S***

***
S***

Number of PRWs
Hours worked by PRWs
(1,000 hours)
Wages paid to PRWs
(l,000 dollars) . . .
Average hourly wages
paid to PRWs
.
Total compensation paid
to PRWs (l,000 dollars)
Productivity of PRWs
(units per hour)
Unit labor costs of PRWs

.464

424

935

855

741

232

195

7,761

7,538

6,631

2,354

2,160

$8·.40

$8.84

$8.97

·$10.19

$11.19

9,748

9,373

9,436

2,905

2,619

.80
$14.25

.85
$13.87

.88
$15.65

1.05
$13.45

.87
$18.44

***
***
***
$***
***
***
$***

***
***
***
$***
***
***
$***

***
***
***
$***

***
***
S***

***
***
***
$***
***
***
S***

Ceiling f ans 2
415
229

191

Total 2
Number of PRWs .
. .
Hours worked by PRWs
(1,000 hours)
Wages paid to PRWs
(l,000 dollars) . . .
Average hourly wages
paid to PRWs
.
Total compensation paid
to PRWs (l,000 dollars)
Productivity of PRWs
(units per .hour)
Unit labor costs of PRWs

***
***
***
$***
***
***
.$***

***
***
***

***
***
***

$***
***
***
$***

***
***
$***

1

Casablanca was unable to provide usable interim data.
Emerson only provided ·data on the.number of production and related
workers and hours worked.·
2

Note.--Ratios are calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and
denominator.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Productivity of production and related workers declined by *** percent from
1988 to 1990 and decreased by *** percent from January-June 1990 to JanuaryJune 1991.
Ceiling Fans
Lasko, Hunter, Emerson, Fasco, and Casablanca were all able to provide
some or all of the employment ·information requested in the questionnaire. The
number of production and related workers producing electric ceiling fans and
the number of hours worked by such workers fell by 10.6 percent and 20.7
percent, respectively, from 1988 to 1990, and declined by 16.6 percent and
15.9 percent, respectively, from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991 (table
9). U.S. producers' wages and total compensation paid to production and
related workers also generally decreased during the period of investigation.
Wages paid decreased by 14.6 percent from 1988 to 1990 and declined by 8.2
percent from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991. Total compensation paid
to such workers fell by 3.2 percent and 9.8 percent, respectively. The
average hourly wage paid to production and related workers, however, rose
steadily during the period of investigation, increasing from $8.40 per hour in
1988 to $8.97 in 1990, and increasing from $10.19 in January-June 1990 to
$11.19 in January-June 1991. Productivity of production and related workers
increased from 1988 to 1990 but fell significantly from January-June 1990 to
January-June 1991. U.S. producers' unit labor costs decreased by 2.7 percent
from 1988 to 1989, increased by 12.8 percent from 1989 to 1990, and increased
by 37.1 percent from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991.
Financial Experience of U.S. Producers
U.S. producers of oscillating, ceiling, window, and box fans provided
financial data on their operations as shown in the following tabulation:
U.S. producer

Oscillating

Ceiling

Window

Box

Lasko
Hunter
Lakewood
Fasco
Casablanca
Emerson

Yes
(1)
Yes
(1)

Yes
Yes
(1)
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
(1)
Yes
(1)

Yes
(1)
Yes

(1)
(1)

<1>
<1>

(1)
(1)
(1)

1 Does not produce.
All U.S. producers except Emerson supplied financial data. The company,
which accounted for ***percent of U.S. ceiling fan production in 1990 (see
table 4), stated that the data were not available by product line.
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As noted in the preliminary investigation, U.S. producers have atypical
fiscal years, substantial differences in production levels, and wide
variations in product cost and per-unit sales values. Therefore, presentation
of financial data solely in the aggregate may not give readers the information
necessary to make informed decisions. Accordingly, we are presenting and
discussing profit-and-loss and other selected cost data for each producer
separately. Presentation of financial data in the body of the report will be
limited to data relating to oscillating fans, ceiling fans, and overall
establishment operations. Financial data relating to fan operations including
window and box fans are presented in appendix C.
Lasko•s data were verified by the Commission..
found, and, therefore, no revisions were necessary.

No discrepancies were

Overall Establishment Operations
Data on the overall establishment operations of the five U.S. producers
that supplied financial information are presented by company in tables 10
through 14; and in the aggregate in table 15.
Lasko, the larger producer of oscillating fans, ***
Net sales (see
table 10) *** from 1988 to 1989 and then*** from 1989 to 1990, all as a
result of***· For the interim periods, the situation is different, as sales
*** from 1990 to 1991. Trends in operating and net incomes approximated the
trend in sales.
Hunter Fan Co., a subsidiary of Hunter-Melnor, Inc., also produces air
conditioners. Although H:Unter's establishment sales made up about ***-***
percent of Hunter-Melnor's net sales for the past few years, they earned about
*** percent of its 1989 and 1990 operating profits.
Hunter-Melnor was taken private in a leveraged buy-out (LBO) in
September of 1988. In order to fund the LBO, the company ***· While HunterMelnor has had *** of about $*** in the 2 years since then, its *** have been
$***, primarily due to ***· As a result, the auditors' report for the most
recent financial statements ***
Hunter's overall establishment data are presented in table 11. Net sales
from $*** in 1988 to $*** in 1989, primarily due to ***
Although net
sales *** about *** percent from 1989 to 1990 and about *** percent from
interim 1990 to 1991, operating and net incomes ***· The only product Hunter
produces that is subject to investigation is ceiling fans; sales of this
product accounted for about *** percent of Hunter's overall establishment net
sales.

***

Lakewood produces oscillating, box, and window fans, and derives about
of its sales revenues from these products. The financial results of its
overall establishment operations (see table 12) *** from 198.8 to 1990. Net

***
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Table 10
Income-and-loss experience of Lasko on the overall operations of its
establishments wherein oscillating, ceiling, and window fans are produced,
fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
1989

1988

Item

*

*

*

*

*

1990

*

Januarv-June-1990
1991

*

Table 11
Income-and-loss experience of Hunter on the overall operations of its
establishments wherein ceiling fans are produced, fiscal years 1988-90,
January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
1988

Item

*

*

*

1990

1989

*

*

*

January-June-1990
1991

*

Table 12
Income-and-loss experience of Lakewood on the overall operations of its
establishments wherein oscillating, box, and window fans are produced, fiscal
years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
Item

1988

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

January-June-1990
1991

*

sales, gross profits, operating income, and net income *** during that time
before *** from interim 1990 to interim 1991. These *** in sales and
profitability are directly attributable to***• Lakewood's single largest
product.
Casablanca Fan Co. accounts for about*** of U.S.-produced ceiling fan
net sales. In March of 1989, Casablanca's parent was purchased by an affiliate
in a I.BO. Subsequently, all parties and their subsidiaries merged to form a
single company. Following the buyout, the company***• primarily because of
***·
In March 1991, the company filed for protection under Chapter 11 of the
Bankruptcy Code. In June of this year the principal creditor (***) assumed
control of Casablanca. A plan of reorganization has yet to be formally
approved, but Casablanca has continued to produce ceiling fans.
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Casablanca's overall establishment operations (which are the same as its
ceiling fan operations) are shown in table 13. Net sales *** from 1988 to 1990
and *** in interim 1991 as compared to interim 1990, all as a result of ***
Gross profits and operating incomes ***
***
Table 13
Income-and-loss experience of Casablanca on the overall operations of its
establishments wherein ceiling fans are produced, fiscal years 1988-90,
January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

January-June-1990
1991

*

Fasco's overall establishment operation data are presented in table 14.
Besides ceiling fans, the company produces other consumer electronic equipment,
and ceiling fans only represent about *** percent of overall establishment net
sales.
Net sales *** from 1988 to 1990 before *** in interim 1991 as compared to
interim 1990. Fasco attributed *** to *** as a result of the general economic
slowdown in the United. States.
Table 14
Income-and-loss experience of Fasco on the overall operations of its
establishments wherein ceiling fans are produced, fiscal years 1988-90,
January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
Item

1988

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

January-June-1990
1991

*

Operations on Oscillating Fans
Because of the seasonality of oscillating fans, fan sales during the
January-June .interim periods account for about 90 percent of fiscal year sales.
Typically, gross profits, operating incomes, and net incomes are higher in this
period than they are for the entire fiscal year; therefore, operations for the
rest of the year are at a loss. Producers explain that they are willing to
operate on a lower gross profit margin after· the selling season just to move
their products. Further, there are period costs not greatly affected by sales
levels (i.e., interest, general, and administrative expenses) that are
therefore evenly spread out over the fiscal year. As sales decrease, these
costs increase on a per-unit basis.
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Table 15
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers 1 on the overall operations of their
establishments wherein oscillating, ceiling, box, and window fans are produced,
fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
Item

1988

Januarx-June-1990
1991

1990

1989

Value (1.000 dollars)
Net sales . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit . . . .
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses
Operating income
Startup or shutdown expense . .
Interest expense . . . . .
Other income or (expense),
net . . . . . . . . . .
Net income before income
taxes . . . . • . . . .
Depreciation and amortization
Cash flow2 . . . . . . . .

357,763
284,671
73,092

376;007
298,187
77,820

331,689
262,507
69,182

220,005
174,064
45,941

217,207
174,637
42,570

46,322
26, 770
0
5,345

51,805
26,015
815
14,429

50,212
18,970
1,210
13,894

26,975
18,966
0
7,695

24,576
17,994
0
6,627

. (1.519)

(1. 920)

21,605

9,252

1,946

10,694

8,414

7,225
28,830

8,595
17,847

9,119
11,065

4,307
15,001

4,269
12,683

180

(577)

(2,953)

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit • . . .
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses
Operating income . . . .
Net income before income
taxes . . . . .

79.6
20.4

79.3
20.7

79.1
20.9

79.1
20.9

80.4
19.6

12.9
7.5

13.8
6.9

15.l
5.7

12.3
8.6

11.3
8.3

6.0

2.5

0.6

4.9

3.9

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses
Net losses
Data . . . . . •

0
0
5

0
1
5

0

2

0
0

5

5

The producers are Casablanca, Lasko, Lakewood, Fasco, and Hunter.
Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.
1

2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

0
1
5
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The income-and-loss data for Lasko's oscillating fan operations are
presented in table 16. Lasko is by far the larger of the two U.S. producers
of oscillating fans, with about *** percent of sales revenues. Lasko's sales
of such fans *** from 1988 to 1990, as an approximate ***-percent *** in the
per-unit net sales price from$*** to $***was ***• from*** units to ***
units.
Similarly, a ***-percent *** in the per-unit sales price from interim
*** to ***was ***· As a result, ***· The company attributed the sales
decreases primarily to two factors, weather and price. According to Lasko,
the summer in 1990 was not as hot as those in 1988 and 1989, leading to a
natural decrease in fan sales. Lasko maintains the problem was further
compounded by an influx of cheaply-priced foreign-produced fans, which further
diminished sales.
Table 16
Income-and-loss experience of Lasko on its operations producing oscillating
fans, fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
'..

1988

Item

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

January-June- 1990
1991

*

Lasko's manufacturing costs31 for oscillating fans are presented in
table 17. As the table shows, costs increased in the***-*** percent range
per year from 1988 to 1990, as declining production mirrored declining sales.
Costs for interim 1990 were ***-than those for full year 1990, primarily due
to ***· Lasko believes *** in January-June 1990 is ***
Costs for interim
1991 ***
Table 17
Lasko's per-unit manufacturing costs· on its operations producing oscillating
fans, fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
Item

1988

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

January-June- 1990
1991

*

31 Manufacturing costs are similar to but not the same as cost of goods
sold. Manufacturing costs are the actual costs incurred during a period to
produce goods for sale. These costs plus beginning inventory minus ending
inventory yield cost of goods sold. Therefore, if sales approximate
production, manufacturing costs will approximate cost of goods sold if the
beginning inventory per-unit costs are comparable to those at the end of the
period.

Lakewood's oscillating fan income-and-loss data are presented in table
18. As the table shows, ***· Net sales *** from 1988 to 1989 due to ***·
*** from 1989 to 199-0, resulting in ***· Net sales *** from interim 1990 to
1991.
Table 18
Lakewood's income-and-loss experience on its operations producing oscillating
fans, fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

Januaty-Jyne-1990
1991

*

~ile Lakewood's per-unit sales revenue *** during the period of the
investigation, the firm***• although***· The reason for this was *** (table
19) ***· Lakewood attributed***·

Table 19
Lakewood•s per-unit manufacturing costs on its operations producing oscillating
fans, fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
1988

Item

*

*

1~0

1989

*

*

·*

Jauvary-June··
1990
1991

*

Both producers use imported parts to some extent in their manufacturing
operations. A summary of direct materials purchases is shown in the following
tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Aggregate income-and-loss data on the two U.S. producers' oscillating fan
operations are shown in table 20.
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Table·20
Income-and-loss experience of U.S.· producers on their operations producing
oscillating fans, fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June
1991
1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

Januar,y-June-1990
1991

*

Operations on Ceiling Fans
Casablanca, which has traditionally produced high-end ($*** +) ceiling
fans, expanded its product line on either end of the price spectrum during the
period of the investigation. In 1988, the company produced only its IntelTouch and three-speed fans, which retaile~ for.an average of$*** and$*** per
unit, respectively.·· By 1991, the compa,ny had added Comfo-Touch, Pasadena, and
First Home fans, which retailed for an average of $***, $***• and $***·
respectively, during the first half of 1991. Unfortunately for Casablanca,
***
Casablanca's ceiling fan i-q.come-and-loss data, v:hich are the same as its
: overall establishment data, are present~d in table 1·3. Net sales **':. From
1989 to 1990 net sales value ***
The pri.nia.ry reason for this trend was ***
In 1988 Casablanca***·
-Net sales *** in interim 1991 as compared to· interim 1990, as
Casablanca's sales mix ***
Sales of the lower priced models ***, while sales
of the Intel-Touch and Three Speed models ***
Sales of the high priced ComfoTouch model ***·
As a result of ***, Casablanca's gross profit margins ***
***
Casablanca is not a fully integrated producer of fans; ***. As such, i.t was
unable to provide inanufacturing costs. According to schedules provided by the
company, ***·

Hunter's. ceiling fan income-and~loss data are presented in table 21.
Hunter manufactures fans which retail in the $***-$*** range, with an average
value of about $***. Although sales of these fans only made up about ***-***
percent of Hunter-Melnor's net sales for the past few years, they earned about
*** percent and*** percent, respectively, of its 1989 and 1990 operating .
profits. The value of Hunter's net sales of ceiling fans ***· Hunter
indicated***· The company believed its name recognition would keep demand
high. Operating income ***
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Table 21
Income-and-loss experience of Hunter on its ope·rations producing ceiling fans,
fiscal years 1988-90, January-June . 1990, and January-June
1991
.

1988

Item

*

*

1989

*

*

*

1990

*

January-June.- 1990
1991

*
,_

From 1989 to 1990, ***·
Hunter's manufacturing costs (table 22) were ***•.reflecting the fact
that Hunter ***· There were ***· Direct materials costs ***• and Hunter had
***·
Table 22
Hunter's per-unit manufacturing costs on its ~perations producing ceiling fans,
fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991

1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

Januar,y-June-1990
1991

*

Lasko produces low-end ceiling fans, with unit values averaging about
As shown in table 23, ***
Per-unit sales values ***• while per-unit
costs of sales ***

$***.

Table 23
Income-and-loss experience of Lasko on its operations producing ceiling fans,
fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991

1988

Item

*

*

*

1989

*

January-June- 1990
1991

1990

*

*

*

Within Lasko's ceiling fan manufacturing costs (table 24), ***
reason is that Lasko ***
The shift from***·

The
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Table 24
Lasko•s per-unit manufacturing costs on its operations producing ceiling fans,
fisc~l years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
January-June-Item

1988

*

*

*

1990

19§9

*

*

*

1990

1991

*

The results of Fa1co•s ceiling fan operations are shown in table 25. Net
s4les value
Although gross profit levels and operating -income levels ***
from 1988 on, this producer of high-end ceiling fans ***·- Fasco was unable to
provide useable information on its manufacturing costs.

***·

Table 25
Income-and-loss experience of Fasco on its operations producing .ceiling fans,
fiscal years 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
·January-June - 1989

1988

*

*

*

*

1990

*

*

1990

1991

*

~gregate income and loss data on the four responding U. S . produce.rs'
ceiling fan operations are shown in table 26.

• ..
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Table 26
. :):ncome-and-loss experience of '(J.S .. p.roducers 1 on their operations producing
ceiling fans,
fiscal ' years 1988-90. January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
.·..
1988

Item

January-June-1991
1990

1990

1989

Quantity Cl.000 fans)
Net sales . . . . . . . . . . .

***

***

***

***

***

Value Cl.000 dollars)
Net sales . .
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses
Operating income
Interest expense
. . . .
Other expense, net . .
.
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . .
. . .
Depreciation and amortization
Cash flow2

94,269
66.523
27,746

91,885
62. 977
28,908

86,066
61. 770
24,296

47,668
32.177
15,491

40,291
29,056
11,235

20.140
7,606
· l,464
785

22.029
6;'879
4,158
1.107

21.480
2,816
5,135
1.103

11.101
4,390
2,607
551

8.298
2,937
2,543
1. 850

5,357

1,614

(3,422)

1,232

(1,456)

1.779

2.090
3.704

1. 956
Cl.466)

979
2.211

733
(723)

$***

$***

***

***

7 .136

Value Cper fan)
Net sales . •
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses .
Operating income . • . .

..

$***
***
***

$***

$***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***

***

R&tio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses
Operating income . . . .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes . . . . . . .

70.6
29.4

68.5
31.5

71.8
28.2

67.5
32.5

72.1
27.9

21.4
8.1

24.0
7.5

25.0
3.3

23.3
9.2

20.6
7.3

5.7

1.8

(4.0)

2.6

(3.6)

The producers are Casablanca, Fasco, Lasko and Hunter.
Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.
1

2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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As with oscillating fans, producers of ceiling fans use imported parts
to some extent in their manufacturing operations. A summary of the direct
materials purchases of Lasko, Hunter, and Casablanca (Fasco was unable to
provide data) is shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Investment in Productive Facilities and aeturn on Assets
Data on investment in productive facilities and return on assets are
shown in table 27.

Capital Expenditures
The capital
table 28.

eXpe~ditu~es

of the four responding producers are shown in
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Table 27
Value of assets and return on assets of U.S. producers' 1 es.tablishments wherein
oscillating and ceiling fans are produced, by products, fiscal years 1988-902
Item

As of the end of fiscal year-1989
1988
1990
Value (1. 000 dollars)

All products:
Fixed assets:
Original cost .......... .
Book value3....•..........
Total assets ............ .
Oscillating fans:
Fixed assets:
Original cost .......... .
Book value ............. .
Total assets4 •...••••.••••
Ceiling fans:
Fixed assets:
Original cost .......... .
Book value ............. .
Total assets4 •••••••••••••
All products:
.
Operating
return6 ........ .
7
Net return •••••••••••••••
Oscillating fans:
Operating return6 •••••••••
Net return7 •••••••••••••••
Ceiling fans:
.
Op erating
return6 ........ .
Net return7 •••••••••••••• ·•

66,491
38,449
202,24·2

66,589
.43,003
209,735

68,478
42,502
202,310

16,769
9,960
35,405

17,192
10,781
40,461

19,569
12,127
42,702

14,510
9,516
76.486

13,627
12 .1.87
75.908
Return on book value of
fixed assets Cpercent) 5

14,663
12,083
76.729

***
***
(5.4)
(11.8)

***
***

1- ••

"

***
***

***
***

8 .2.

(0.6)

(4.9)
(11.0)

***
***

***
***

Return on total assets Cpercent) 5
All products:
Operating return6 ••••••••
Net return7 •...•.•.•..•.
Oscillating fans:
.
Op erat ing
re t urn6 ........•
7
Net return •••••••••••••••
Ceiling fans:
Operating return6 •••••••••
Net return7 •••••••••••••••

***

***

***
***

***
***·

(1.5)
(3.3)

2.2
(0.2)

(1.4)
(3.1)

***

***
***

***
***

***

The producers are Casablanca, Lakewood, Lasko, and Hunter--Fasco did not
report asset data.
2 Data for interim periods are not applicable
3 Defined as the book value of fixed assets plus current and noncurrent
assets.
4 Total establishment assets are apportioned, by firm, to product groups on
the basis of the ratios of the respective book values of fixed assets.
5 Computed using data from only those firms supplying both asset and
income-and-loss information, and as such~ may not be derivable from data
presented.
6 Defined as operating income or loss divided by asset value.
7 Defined as net income or loss divided by asset value.
.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 28
Capital expenditures by U.S. producers of oscillating and ceiling fans, by
products, fiscal years 19·88-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991

...

·:'

<In thousands of dollars)
1988

Item
All products:
Casablanca. , ..............
Lasko· .....................
Lakewood ..•....•...•......
Hunter ..................•• ·,
Total . ............... ~ ...
Oscillating fans:
Lasko ....••.........• ~ , •..

1990

January-June-1990
1991
:_:--

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***

total . .............. ,, ...
Ceiling fans:.
Casablanca ..........•.....
1.a.sko ..•...•....•... "' .•....
Total .••....•...... , ....

***
***
5,625

9,943

***
***
***
***

3,935

***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

. ***

***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Hun.ter . ...................

***
***

***

***

Lakewood . .•.•.......•• • ..•

Source:

1989

***

***

***
***

***
***

***

218

Compiled from data submitted in· response to questionnaires of the U.S.
Trade Commission.

l~ternational

Research And Pevelopaent lspenses
The research and development expenditures of the three responding
producers are shown in table 29.
Table 29
Research and development expenses of U.S. producers of oscillating and ceiling
fans, by products, fiscal years 1988-90, ·January-June 1990, and January-June
1991

Cln thousands of dollars)
Item

1988

*

*

*

1989

*

January-June-1990
1991

1990

*

*

*

Capital and Investment
The Commission requeste~ U.S. producers to describe any actual or
potential negative effects of imports of electric fans from China on their
firms• growth, investment, ability to raise capital, and/or development and
production efforts. Their responses are shown in appendix D.

CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant factors 32 -(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may
be presented to it by the administering authority as to
the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to whether
the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with the
Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to
result in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandise to ~e United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration
will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise
will enter the United States at prices that will have a
depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of
the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producing the merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it
is actually being imported at the time) will be the
cause of actual injury,

32 Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis
of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury
is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
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(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign
manufacturers, which can be used to produce products
subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 or
to final orders under section 736, are also used to
produce the merchandise under investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any
product processed from such raw agricultural product,
the likelihood that there will be increased imports, by
reason of .product shifting, if there is an affirmative
determination by the Commission under section 705(b)(l)
or 735(b)(l) with respect to either the raw
agricultural product or the processed agricultural
product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing development and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more advanced version of the like
product. 33
Information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of
imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented in
the section entitled "Consideration of the causal relationship between imports
of the subject merchandise and the alleged material injury;" and information on
the effects of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers' existing
development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section
entitled "Consideration of alleged material injury to an industry in the United
States." Item (IX), regarding agricultural products, is not relevant in this
case. Commerce initiated countervailing duty investigations, effective
November 6, 1991, and will make its preliminary determinations on or before
January 10, 1992. Available "information on U.S. inventories of the subject
products (item (V)); foreign producers' operations, including the potential for
"product-shifting" (items (II), (VI), and (VIII) above); any other threat
indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above); and any dumping in third-country
markets, follows.

Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " . . . the Commission.shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign coun_tries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
33
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U.S. Importers' Inventories
Thirty-one of the 41 firms that provided data on their imports of
oscillating fans and ceiling fans from China also reported end-of-period
inventori~s of those imports.
Five of the 12 firms that imported only
oscillating fans from China reported having end-of-p~riod inventories; 5 of the
12 that imported only ceiling fans from China reported end-of-period
inventories; and 11 of the_l7 that imported both oscillating fans and ceiling
fans from China reported end-of-period inventories (2 firms reported having
inventories of ceiling fans only; 2 firms reported inventories of oscillating
fans only; and, 7 firms rep~rted having inventories of both ceiling and
oscillating fans).
U.S. importers' reported end-of-period inventories of oscillating fans
and ceiling fans produced in China increased significantly during the period of
investigation. End-of-period inventories of oscillating fans more than doubled
from yearend 1988 to yearend 1990 and increased by 4.6 percent from interim
1990 to interim 1991 (table 30). U.S. importers' end-of-period inventories of
Chinese ceiling fans increased over 12-fold from yearend 1988 to yearend 1990.
From interim 1990 to interim 1991, such inventories rose by more than 20
percent.
The ratios of U.S. importers' end-of-period inventories of oscillating
fans produced in China to their imports and U.S. shipments established fairly
similar trends during the period of investigation. The ratios declined
significantly from 1988 to 1989, declined again from 1989 to 1990, and further
decreased from interim 1990 to interim 1991. However, the ratios of U.S.
importers• end-of-period inventories of ceiling fans produced in China to their
imports and U.S. shipments increased throughout the period of ·investigation.
The ratio of end-of-period inventories to imports rose from 2.6 percent in 1988
to 12.1 percent in 1990, and increased from 9.6 percent to ll.2 percent from
interim 1990 to interim 1991. Similarly, the ratio of inventories to shipments
increased from 2.5 percent in 1988 to 12.1 percent in 1990 and increased from
10.5 percent in interim 1990 to 12.7 percent in interim 1991.
U.S. importers•.end-of-period inventories of oscillating fans from
sources other than China declined during the period Qf investigation. Such
inventories fell by 34.9 percent from yearend 1988 to yearend 1990 and
decreased by 13.5 percent from interim 1990 to interim 1991: u:s: importers'
end-of-period inventories of ceiling fans imported from countries other than
China fell by 9.7 percent from yearend 1988 to yearend 1989, increased by 17.8
percent from yearend 1989 to yearend 1990, and increased by 4.6 percent from
interim 1990 to interim 1991. The ratio of U.S. importers' end-of-period
inventories of non-Chinese oscillating fans to imports decreased from 1988 to
1989, increased from 1989 to 1990, and increased from interim 1990 to interim
1991. Likewise, a similar trend existed with respect to the ratio of
inventories of non-Chinese ceiling fans to imports, though the ratios were
somewhat lower than those for oscillating fans during 1988-90 and higher in the
interim periods.
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Table 30
Certain electric fans: U.S. importers• end-of-period inventories, by types, as
of Dec. 31, 1988-90, and as of June 30, 1990-91 1
As of Dec, 31-1989
1988

Item

1990

As of June 30- 1990
1991

Qyantit:)!: (1,000 fansl
Oscillating fans from-China . . . . .
•
All other sources
Total . .
.
Ceiling fans from-.
China
•
All other sources
Total . .
..

. .
.....
.
. .
.... ..
~

234
867
1,101

92
784
1,076

627
564
1,191

768
379
1,147

803
328
1,131

22
555
577

204
501
705

290
590
880

348
459
807

420
480
900

Ratio (:eercent) to im:eorts 2
Oscillating fans !rom-China . . . .
All other sources
Average . . . . . •
Ceiling fans from-China
. .
All other sources'
.
Avera$• .

.

.. .
.
. ...

.

60.8
2z.3
30.6

35.2
21. 9
24.4

31.2
27,1
29.2

19.2
9,9
14.7

17.6
12.0
15.5

2.6
2)..6
16.8

10.7
19.7
15.8

12.1

9.6
17.1
12.9

11.2
18.5
14.2

23~8

18.0

Ratio (];!ercent) to U.S. shi;ements 1
Oscillat;ing fans from-China . . . . . .
All other sources
Average .
. . .
Ceiling fans from-China
.. ..
All other sources
.
Average . . . .

.

.

86.3
30.3
34.7

38.0
21.4
24.3

35.8
27.0
31.1

24.5
9.7
16.2

19.8
12.2
16.7

2.5
20.6
16.1

11.8
19.2
16.2

12.1
23,9
18.0

10.5
16.3
13.2

12.7
17.4
14.9

Interim pe~iod ratios based on annualized imports/shipments.
Calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator
information.
1

2

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

..

;•.
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U.S. Importers' Current Orders
The Commission's questionnaire requested U.S. importers to indicate
whether they have imported, or arranged for the importation of, subject
electric fans from China after June 30, 1991. Nine firms have arranged for
the importation of such fans to be delivered after June 30, 1991. Three of
the nine firms did not provide specific information, i.e., number of fans to
be imported and the estimated delivery dates. The other six importers have
arranged for the delivery of 135,055 subject fans during the second half of
1991.
Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports and the
Availability of Export Markets Other Than the United States
The Commission requested counsel for the respondents in the subject
investigation to provide information on their clients' operations in China
conceni1.ng both subject and nonsubject electric fans. 34 Information was
provided by eight respondents, representing eight factories in which the
subject electric fans are produced. The eight respondents are CEC Electrical
Mfg. (Int't) Co., Ltd. (CEC); Durable Electrical Metal Factory Ltd. (Durable);
Esteem Industries Ltd. (Esteem); Guangdong Machinery & Equipment Import &
Export Corp. (Guangdong); Polaray Industrial Corp./Polaray Ind. Corp. (H.K.)
Ltd. (Polaray); Shell Electric Mfg. (Holdings) Co., Ltd. (Shell); Wing Tat
Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd. (Wing Tat); and Wuxi Electric Fail Factory (Wuxi).
Five of these eight firms have their head offices in Hong Kong; one is
headquartered in Taiwan. Six of the eight factories operated by the
respondents are located in Guangdong Province, one is situated in Shenzhen
Province, and one is located in the province of Jiangsu. 35 Of the subject
oscillating fans and ceiling fans, four of the eight factories produce ceiling
fans only; three produce oscillating fans only; and one produces both.
There is a lack of reliable information on the full size of the industry
in China producing the subject electric fans. However, .based on information
supplied to the Department of Commerce by respondent China Chamber of Commerce
for Machinery and Electronic Products, an additional five producers of
oscillating fans and one additional producer of ceiling fans are believed to
have exported, or have the capability to export, the subject merchandise to

34 For purposes of gathering information on the ability of foreign producers
to ·generate exports and the availability of export markets other than the
United States, the Commission also sent a telegram soliciting data from the
U.S. embassy in Beijing. However, the embassy did not respond to the
CoDllllission's request. Subsequent to the Commission's hearing, the Commission
also sent telegrams to the U.S. embassies in Taipei and Hong Kong requesting
information on the possible exi$tence of newly established electric fan
producers in the Chinese border province of Shenzhen.
35 Additional information pertaining to these factories' fan operations is
presented in table E-1, app. E.
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the United States. 36 The six additional manufacturers are listed as members
of the China Household Electrical Appliance Association, an umbrella
organization under the China Chamber of Commerce for ~chinery and Electronic
Products, and are identified as: (1) Zhongshan Household Electric Appliances
Factory, (2) Fosham Electric Fan Factory, (3) Guangzhou Far East Electric Fan
Factory, (4) Guangzhou Yuyang Electric Fan Factory, (5) Shunde Mei De Electric
Fan Factory, and (6) Nanhai Feixing Household Electric Equipment Enterprise.
Furthermore, petitioner's prehearing brief identifies Suzhou SKA Electrical
Appliance Co. of China as a "new entrant" in the Chinese oscillating fan
industry. 37
During the Commission's hearing, Ken Romano of Encon Industries (a U.S.
firm that imports and distributes ceiling fans in the United States) testified
that "There are smaller, more specialized ceiling fan factories in China that
predominantly produce specialty items for the Hong Kong market, some for the
European market that generally do not produce for the mass market in the
United States. But we believe there is (sic) probably eight to ten major
factories in China." 38 Subsequently, in referring to a map of some 14 Chinese
ceiling fan producing facilities, which he had submitted to the Commission
during the preliminary investigation and which was reproduced in the
Commission's report, Mr. Romano stated that "Of the ones on that list, I
believe all of them export to the United States in one form or the other. A
lot of them do business through U.S. import companies such as mine. "39
Notwithstanding the lack of information concerning capacity, production, and
export trends regarding these additional firms, the collective output of the
factories represented by the eight respondents is believed to account for a
significant share of China's total production of export quality electric fans.
The information presented below is based on responses to Commission
questionnaires provided by the eight respondents.
Oscillating Fans
Information on China's oscillating fan industry, as provided by the four
firms investigated by Col!llllerce, 40 is presented in table 31. Data in the table
are shown separately for those respondents that were found by Commerce to have
zero or de minimis dumping margins and for respondents whose U.S. sales were
determined to be at LTFV.
Economic trends indicative of China's ability to produce and generate
exports of the subject oscillating fans were somewhat mixed during the period
of investigation. During the period, aggregate production and production

36 Antidumping questionnaire response to section A and appendix VI, Feb. 22,
1991, (A-570-807) (public version), submitted to Commerce by Skadden, Arps,
Slate, Meagher & Flom on behalf of the China Chamber of Commerce for Machinery
and Electronic Products. (See also petitioner's prehearing brief at p. 27.)
37 Prehearing brief at p. 27.
38 Hearing transcript, p. 117.
Mr. Romano subsequently noted that some of
the factories have multiple locations.
39 Ibid, pp. 119-120.
40 The 4 firms are Esteem, Durable, Polaray, and Yuxi.
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Table 31
Oscillating fans: China's production, capacity, end-of-period inventories,
home-market shipments, and exports to the United States and to all other
countries, 1988-90, January-June 1990, January-June 1991, and projected
1991-92

Item

(In tbousands of fans. except as noted)
Januar_x-June-1988 1989
1990
1990
1991

Production:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total . .
Capacity:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total . . . .
Capacity utilization: 1 (percent)
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Average .
End-of-period inventories:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total . .
Shipments:
Home-market shipments:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms 2
Total . . . .
Export shipments:
To the United
States: 3
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total . . . .
To all other
countries'- LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total . .
Total:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total .
Table continued on next page.

***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***
2,424
***
***

Projected-1991
1992

***
***

***
***

***
*** ***
*** ***
*** ***

4,123

2,295

***

***

***
6,030

3,184

***

3,597

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
68.4

72.1

***

67.4

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***

*** ***
*** ***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***

2,611

***
***

1,507

***
***

1,155

***
***

2,073

***
***

2,072

***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
888

***
***

1 700

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

2,043

4,482

5,051

***

***

***
6,529

6,829

***
***
68.6

***
***

***

3, 773

***

74.0

***
***
***
***
***
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Table 31--Continued
Oscillating fans: China's production, capacity, end-of-period inventories,
home-market shipments, and exports to the United States and to all other
countries, 1988-90, January-June 1990, January-June 1991, and projected
1991-92

Item

(In thousands of fans. except as noted)
January-June-1988 1989
1990
1991
1990

Exports to the United
States as a share
(percent) of:
Production: 1
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Average . . .
Total exports: 1
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Average . . .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***

***

***
***
63.3

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

Projected-1991
1992

***
***

***
***

65.7

47 ..6

46.3

41.0

***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***

56.5

54.9

Calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator
information.
2 Data are for *** only.
3 Typically, fans destined for the United States are shipped through a Hong
Kong port.
4 Third country markets include***·
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
capacity increased steadily, rising by*** percent and by ***percent,
respectively, from 1988 to 1990 and increasing by 5.6 percent and by 13.0
percent, respectively, from interim 1990 to interim 1991. Aggregate factory
capacity utilization, on the other hand, decreased after 1989 as the increase
in capacity outpaced the increase in production. Aggregate end-of-period
inventories fell significantly from 1988 to 1990 but rose sharply from interim
1990 to interim 1991.
·
China's production strategy app.ears to be export driven, since *** had
direct home-market sales of the subject oscillating fans. 41 As the data in
the table show, the United States·was an important export market for China's
oscillating fans during the period of investigation. Exports. to the United
States accounted for no less than *** percent of China's total expo~ts from
1988 to 1990. And, while there was a drop in the share accounted for by the

Other respondents either do not sell, or are not permitted to sell, in the
domestic market. ***• for example, in a submission to the Department of
Commerce dated Feb. 22, 1991, stated that "***·"
41
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United States from interim 1990 to interim 1991, the U.S. market continued to
be the recipient of *** of China's total exports.
Based on respondents' projections, production of the subject oscillating
fans is expected to increase moderately from 1991 to 1992. Total exports are
also projected to increase by about ***percent over the same period. 42
Ceiling Fans
Based on the information provided by CEC, Guangdong (Xinhui), Shell,
Wing Tat, and Wuxi, China's production of the subject ceiling fans increased
by 33.4 percent from 1988 to 1990 and increased by 2.7 percent from interim
1990 to interim 1991 (table 32). Because of the leveling off of capacity and
increased production, capacity utilization increased sharply from 63.4 percent
in 1989 to 83.5 percent in 1990. Capacity utilization was still higher in the
two interim periods--90.2 percent in interim 1990 and 92.3 percent in interim
1991. Aggregate end-of-period inventories declined during the period of
investigation, with most of the decrease occurring from 1989 to 1990.
Just as with the subject oscillating fans, the United States played a
key role in China's export strategy with respect to the subject ceiling fans

during the period of investigation. As a share of total exports, exports to
the United States increased from 69 percent in 1988 to 80 percent in 1989,
fell back to 68 percent in 1990, and declined from 67 percent in interim 1990
to 58 percent in interim 1991. The larger share of China's exports to the
United States was accounted for by the two respondents who would not be
subject to any antidumptng duty order issued by the Department of Commerce.
As a share of production, home-market shipments of the subject ceiling fans,
the bulk of which were accounted for by respondent ***· increased from less
than *** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1990 and increased from *** percent
in interim 1990 to *** percent in interim 1991.
Each of the five respondents provided projected data for 1991 and 1992.
Based on those projections, each anticipates only limited increases and, in
some cases, decreases in the above-discussed economic indicators.

CONSIDEIATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF THE
SUBJECT MERCHANDISE AND THE ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY
U.S. Imports
Not all U.S. importers that were sent Commission questionnaires
responded, resulting therefore in less than complete coverage. Importers
accounting for 44.5 percent of the quantity and 49.7 percent of the value of
certain electric fan imports in 1990, as reported in official statistics of
the U.S. Department of Commerce under subheading 8414.51.00 of the HTS,

Respondent *** indicated in its questionnaire response its
respondent *** indicated that it ***
42

***

Also,
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Table 32
Ceiling fans: China's production, capacity, end-of-period inventories, homemarket shipments, and exports to the United States and to all other countries,
1988-90, January-June 1990, January-June 1991, and projected 1991-92

Item

(In thousands of fans. except as noted)
January-June-1990
1990
1991
1988 1989

Production:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total . .
Capacity:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total
...
Capacity utilization: 1 (percent)
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Average .
End-of-period inventories:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total . .
Shipments:
Home-market shipments:
LTFV f irins 2 • •
Non-LTFV firms
Total . . . .
Export shipments:
To the United
States: 3
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total . . .
To all other countries :4
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total . .
Total:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Total .

***

***
***

***
***

***

3,942 4,002

5,257

3,020

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***

6,176 6,276

63.4

***

***

***
***

***
***

***

*ft*

63.2

83.5

***
***
90.2

***

***

***

6,276

6,276

***

***
***

***

92.3

85.0

87.4

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***·

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***

***
***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

5,493

***
***

2,508 3,080

***

5,343

3,338

***

***
***

***
3,101

3,338

***

1.138

***

6,276

***

***

***

***

3,129

1,843

1,462

2,465

2,420

893

***

1.056

***
***

***

1.477

***
***

***

750

***
***

1.865

1.960

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

3,646 3,830

Table continued on next page.

***

***

Projected-1991
1992

4,606

2,736

2,518

4,330

***

4,380
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Table 32--Continued
Ceiling fans: China's production, capacity, end-of-period inventories, homemarket shipments, and exports to the United States and to all other countries,
1988-90, January-June 1990, January-June 1991, and projected 1991-92
Cin thousands of fans. except as noted)
January-June-1988 1989
1990
1990
1991

Item

Exports to the United
States as a share
(percent) of:
Production:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Average
Total exports:
LTFV firms
Non-LTFV firms
Average . . .

.

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

Projected-1991
1992

***
***

***
***

63.6

77.0

59.5

61.0

47.1

46.1

44.1

***
***
68.8

***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

80.4

67.9

67.4

58.1

56.9

***

55.3

Calculated using data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator
information.
2 All of *** shipments are directed to the home-market.
3 Typically, ceiling fans destined for the United States are shipped
through a Hong Kong port.
4 Third country markets include Australia. Brazil, Canada, Egypt, Fiji,
Japan, the Netherlands, New Guinea, New Zealand, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore, the Solomon Islands, South Africa, and the United Kingdom.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
provided data in response to the questionnaire. Although the official import
statistics of Commerce include nonsubject products in addition to oscillating
fans, petitioner cites these data as indicative of the imports under
investigation, although in actuality they may very well be somewhat
overstated. The official statistics for ceiling fans are also believed to be
somewhat overstated because of the inclusion of nonsubject industrial fans.
Nonetheless, despite these inherent limitations, the official import
statistics are believed to be more reliable. The information that follows is
based on these sets of data.~

43 Data on U.S. imports of certain electric fans as reported in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission are presented in
table F-1.
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Oscillating Fans
U.S. imports of oscillating fans from all sources declined from 15.2
million fans, valued at $166.4 million, in 1988 to 12.0 million fans, valued
at $131.5 million, in 1990 (table 33). From January-June 1990 to JanuaryJune 1991, the quantity and value of such imports increased by 6.6 percent and
by 0.2 percent, respectively. The average unit value of U.S. imports from all
sources increased from $10.94 per fan in 1988 to $11.49 in 1989, declined to
$10.96 in 1990, and decreased from $11.48 in January-June 1990 to $10.79 in
January-June 1991.
Behind Taiwan, China was the second largest exporter of oscillating fans
to the United States during the period of investigation. U.S. imports from
China increased significantly from 1988 to 1?90, increasing from 1.3 million
fans, valued at $12.3 million, in 1988 to 4.4 million fans, valued at $41.9
million, in 1990. The sharp 1988-90 increase corresponded with an equally
sharp decline in U.S. imports from Taiwan, which fell by 46.4 percent by
quantity, and by 43.2 percent by value, over the same period. The quantity of
imports from China decreased marginally from January-June 1990 to JanuaryJune 1991; however, the value of such imports continued to rise, increasing by
2.8 percent. The average unit value of U.S. imports from China fluctuated
downward from 1988 to 1990 and increased slightly in the first 6 months of
1991 over the corresponding 1990 period.
Ceiling Fans
The quantity of U.S. imports of ceiling·fans from all sources declined
unevenly from 14.0 million fans in 1988 to 13.9 million fans in 1990 (table
33). The value of such imports increased from $370.3 million in 1988 to
$411.1 million in 1989 and declined to $406.7 million in 1990. The quantity
of imports from all sources declined by 5.4 percent from January-June 1990 to
January-June 1991, and the value of such imports fell by 6.9 percent over the
same period. Taiwan, China, Thailand, and Hong Kong accounted for almost all
U.S. imports during the period of investigation. The quantity and value of
U.S. imports from China rose steadily from 1988 to 1990. The quantity of such
imports increased from 2.7 million fans in 1988 to 4.9 million fans in 1990.
The value of such imports rose from $55.6 million in 1988 to $115.2 million in
1990. U.S. imports from China declined noticeably, in terms of both quantity
-and value, from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991. The average unit
value of such imports rose py 12.4 percent from 1988 to 1990 and increased by
less than 2 percent from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991.
Market Penetration of Imports
As previously noted, import data compiled from Commission questionnaires
are less than complete. Although the official import statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce include nonsubject oscillating fans, this set of data

Table 33
Certain electric fans: U.S. imports for consumption, by selected sources and
by types, 1988-90, January-Jun~ 1990, and January-June 1991
Item

1988

Oscillating fans:
China . .

Hong Kong
Japan . .
Taiwan
Thailand
All other countries
Total
Ceiling fans:
China . . .

Hong Kong .
Japan . .
Taiwan . .
Thailand . . . . • .
All other countries
Total • . .
Oscillating fans:

1989

January-June- 1990
1991

1990

Quantity Cl.000 units)
1,256
1,107
l,212
11,322
56
253
15.206

1,875
885
389
10,205
57
165
13.576

4,366
484
866
6,072
35
178
12.002

3,764
404
283
5,426
25
120
10.022

2,664
2,193

4,123
1,322
10
8,186
949
46
14.634

4,915
1,077

3,331
830

3,070
416

6,145
1,617
141
. 13. 901

3,883
966
74
9.089

4,282
818
10
8.601

8

8,755
393
23
14.036

4

4

3,758
211

I

508
5,985
41
179
10.683
4

Value Ci.OOO dollars) 1

China • . . . .

12,333
7,462
9,391
133,274
1,176
2.753

18,736
3,328
5,011
124,615
938
3.386
156.015

41,867
4, 775
4,834
75,655
928
3.427
131.486

38,075
4,290
1;759
68,700
480
1. 734
115.039

39,138
1,885
2,871
67,275
1,070
3.065
115.303

China . . .

55,580
53,854
195
251,015
8,707
959
370.311

93,142
34,596
319
257,259
24,096
1.726
411.138

115,185
27,080
103
218,658
40,297
5.363
406.686

78,036
20,927
76
137,863
24,222
2.589
263.713

72,969
9,645
107
142,258
20,123
458
245.560

Bong Kong . . .
Japan . . . . . .
Taiwan . . . .
Thailand . . . . .
All other countries
Total . •
Ceiling fans:
Hong Kong .
Ja{>an . . .
Taiwan . .
Thailand . . . . • •
All other countries .
Total • . . •
Oscillating fans:
China . . . . . .

Hong Kong . . •
Japan . . . . .
Taiwan . . . •
Thailand • . • . .
All other countries
Average .
Ceiling fans:
China . • .

Hong Kong
Ja{>an . .
Taiwan
Thailand
All other
Average
1

•
•

....•
countries
.
. . .

Unit value (per fan)
$9.82
6.74
7.75
11. 77
. 21.13
10.88
10.94

$9.99
3.76
12.90
12.21
16.33
20.49
11.49

$9.59
9.86
5.59
12.46
26.18
19.25
10.96

$10.12
10.63
6.22
12.66
19.02
14.45
11.48

$10.41
8.94
5.65
11.24
26.12
17.09
10.79

20.86
24.56
25.44
28.67
22.17
40.97
26.38

22.59
26.18
32.85
31.43
25.39
37.84
28.09

23.43
25.14
23.29
35.58
24.91
37.93
29.26

23.43'
25.21
21.45
35.50
25.06
34.89
29.02

23. 77
23.16
26.76
33.22
24.60
43.89
28.55

Landed, duty-paid basis.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; unit
values are calculated from the unrounded figures.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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is believed to be more reliable than data received in response to the
questionnaires. Official import statistics, therefore, are used to calculate
market penetration ratios for certain electric fans. However, because the
Department of Commerce's final weighted-average dumping margins· for the
subject electric fans exported by respondents Durable, Polaray, Shell, Wuxi,
and Xinhui were either zero or de minimis, the official statistics have been
adjusted to delete imports that were determined by Commerce to be fairly
traded (i.e., data reported by Durable, Polaray, Shell, Wuxi, and Xinhui were
subtracted from official statistics).
Oscillating Fans
U.S. market penetration of imports of oscillating fans from all sources,
based on quantity, 44 increased from*** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1990
and increased by slightly less than *** percentage points from January-June
1990 to January-June 1991 (table 34). Estimated market penetration of LTFV
imports from China rose from *** in 1988 to *** percent in 1990 and increased
from *** percent in January-June 1990 to *** percent in the corresponding 6month period of 1991. Non-LTFV U.S. imports from China more than doubled
their market share from 1988 to 1990, but suffered a loss of market share from
January-June 1990 to January-June 1991. U.S. producers' steadily lost market
share during the period of investigation. U.S. producers' market share fell
by *** percentage points from 1988 to 1990, and declined by *** percentage
points from January-June 1990 to January-June 1991.
Ceiling Fans
U.S. imports of ceiling fans from all sources captured and sustained a
significant share (between 94.7 percent and 96.7 percent) of the U.S. ceiling
fan market during the period of investigation (table 35). Similarly, U.S.
imports from China as a share of the market increased steadily from 1988 to
1990, from 18.0 percent to 33.8 percent, and declined slightly from JanuaryJune 1990 to January-June 1991. As shown in the table, the market penetration
rate of LTFV imports from China was slightly higher than the penetration rate
for non-LTFV imports in 1988-89 and significantly higher in subsequent
periods. While the penetration rate for non-LTFV imports increased by ***
percentage points from 1988 to 1989 and remained flat from 1989 to 1990, the
penetration rate for LTFV imports grew by *** percentage points from 1988 to
1989 and increased by *** percentage points from 1989 to 1990. The
penetration rate for both non-LTFV imports and LTFV imports declined slightly
from interim 1990 to interim 1991. On the other hand, the U.S. producers'
share of the U.S. ceiling fan market deteriorated steadily during the period
of investigation, falling from an already low 5.3 percent in 1988 to 3~3
percent in the first 6 months of 1991.
·

44

Market shares based on value are presented in app. G.
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Table 34
Oscillating fans: U.S. producers' U.S. shipments, U.S. imports from China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and all other sources, apparent consumption, and ratios of
imports to apparent consumption, 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June
1991
1988

Item

1989

1990

JanuarI·June-1990
1991

QuantitI (1 1 000 units)
U.S. producers' U.S.
shipments . . . .
U.S. imports from-China:
Non-LTFV imports 1
LTFV imports2
Total China
Taiwan
Hong Kong
Subtotal
All other countries .
..
Total imports
Apparent consumption . .
..

.

***

***

***

'***

***·

***
***

***

***

***

***•
***

***
***

1,256
11,322
1 107
13,685

2' 1863
10,205
885
13,276

***
4,366
6,072
484
10,923

3,764
5,426
404
9,594

l.521
15,206

611
13.887

l,079
12,002

428.
10,022

***

***

***

3,758
5,985
211
9,954
Z29
10,683

***

As a share (percent) of the

***

guant;l,t;! of. aJ;!;earent consunmtion
U.S. producers• U.S.
shipments . . . .
U.S. imports from- China:
Non-LTFV imports
LTFV imports . .
Total China .
Taiwan
Hong Kong . . .
Subtotal
All other countries . . .
Total imports .

..

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***

Exports to the United States as reported by Durable, Polaray, and Wuxi.
Official U.S. import statistics reported by Commerce, less exports
reported by Durable, Polaray, and Yuxi in response to the Commission's
questionnaires.
3 Exports to the United States as reported by Durable, Esteem, Polaray, and
Wuxi exceed official U.S. import statistics reported by Commerce.
1

2

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce, except as noted.
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Table 35
Ceiling fans: U.S. producers' U.S. shipments, U.S. imports from China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and all other sources, apparent consumption., and ratios of
imports to apparent consumption, 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January;..June
1991
1988

Item

1989

1990

January-June-1990
1991

Quantity Cl.000 units)
U.S. producers ' U. S •
shipments .
...
U. S • .imports f ro11- China:
Non-LTFV imports 1
LTFV imports2
Total China
Taiwan
Hong Kong . . .
. .
Subtotal
All other countries .
.
Total imports
Apparent consumption . . .
. . ,

.

.

..

I

..

I

I

780

763

629

344

293

***
***
2,664

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

8,755
2.193
13,612

4,123
8,186
1.322
p,630

4,915
6,145
1.077
12,137

3,331
3,883
830
8,044

3,070
4,282
416
7,769

424
14.. 036

1.004
14.634

1.763
13.901

1.044
9.089

833
8.601

15.397

14.530

.9.433

8.894

14.816

As a share (percent) of the

guantity of apparent consumption
U.S. producers' U.S.
shipments .
U.S. imports from- China:
Non-LTFV imports
LTFV imports
Total China
Taiwan
Hong Kong . .
Subtotal
All other countries
.
Total imports
I

I

I

I

I

•

I

.

I

I

~

5.3

5.0

4.3

3.6

3.3

***
***

***

***
***
33.8

***

***

***
***

***

18.0
59.1
14.8
91.9

26.8
53.2
8.6
88.5

42.3
7 .4
83.5

35.3
41.2
8.8
85.3

34.5
48.1
4.7
87.4

2.9
94.7

6.5
95.0

12.1
95.7

11.1
96.4

9.4
96.7

Exports to the United States as reported by Shell and Xinhui..
Official U.S. import ~tatistics reported by Commerce, less exports
reported by Shell and Xinhui in response to the Commission's questionnaires.
1

2

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Tra~e Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce, except as noted.
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Prices
Market Characteristics
The market for oscillating fans is seasonal in nature, with peak retail
sales occurring in the late spring and summer months. Actual sales are highly
dependent upon weather conditions. 45 Unusually warm summers in 1987 and 1988
resulted in very strong sales for both foreign and domestic producers. 46
Conversely, significant sales descreases in 1989 and 1990 were due, in part,
to summers with generally lower temperatures. Some respondents to the
Commission's questionnaire also noted that sales of oscillating fans may have
been adversely affected in recent years by the increased affordability of
portable window-mounted air conditioning units.
·
The market for box fans and window fans generally follows seasonal
patterns similar to those of oscillating fans. Window fans, which are mounted
in the window frame for the purpose of exhausting warm air, require some
installation and planning in the purchase decision as opposed to purchases of
box fans. Unlike box and oscillating fans, the design of window fans reduces
their portability, which is an attractive selling feature for box and
oscillating fans.
Orders for oscillating fans are usually placed with producers in the
fall of the year before the peak selling season. The volume ordered depends
on buyers' past experience and expectations for the coming year. Several
large retailers reported purchasing on contract from both U.S. producers and
Chinese importers, for which prices and quantities are negotiated on a yearly
basis, whereas importers purchase Chinese fans on either a contract or spot·
sale basis.
The demand for ceiling fans is less seasonal than the demand for
oscillating fans because of the former's use as a means of cooling in the
summer and circulating warm air in the winter. In addition to their
functional purposes, ceiling fans are also viewed as decorative home
improvement items. Purchases of ceiling fans are more likely to be planned,
rather than on impulse, on account of the higher cost of the fan and its
installation, including electrical wiring and a ceiling mounting bracket.
Respondents noted that because consumers are attracted to fans in new houses

45 Both producers and importers, in responding to the Commission's
questionnaire, indicated weather patterns as the primary factor affecting
changes in demand for oscillating fans. Other factors reported include
economic conditions, market saturation, and changes in energy costs.
46 Importers observed that they were unable to take full advantage of the
hot weather in the summer of 1988 because of the inherently slower delivery
time for Chinese-produced fans. They also stated that Lasko, by contrast,
allegedly benefitted from its relatively short delivery time and increased
sales as a result. Importers also noted that it is harder for buyers to
cancel purchases from abroad in times of lower demand because commitments to
buy often include an irrevocable letter of credit. Conference transcript, pp.
62 and 107.
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and as a home improvement project, sales of ceiling fans are positively
correlated with new housing construction and the level of home improvement
activity. 47
Questionnaire responses indicate that the ceiling fan market is a twomarket in which the low-end product dominates based upon volume. 48 Lowend ceiling fans are primarily price driven, whereas the more expensive highend ceiling fans are primarily driven by features and innovative design49 and
constitute a smaller percentage of the total ceiling fan market. The highend ceiling fans are sold through specialty lighting stores and higher end
department stores. The low end of the ceiling fan market is focused on
discount stores, hardware stores, home improvement centers, and mass
merchandisers. Chinese ceiling fans compete predominantly in the low-end
segment of the market where price, design, and construction materials are most
similar to the product of the petitioner. so St
~ier

All U.S. producers publish price lists, and most offer discounts based
on volume or preseason purchase commitments. However, the majority of
importers do not publish price lists but quote prices through business
correspondence or sales representatives.s2 U.S. producers usually quote
f .o.b. plant or warehouse to their customers on sales terms of net 30 days.
Prices of U.S. importers are usually quoted f .o.b. warehouse, but in some
cases were quoted ex-dock, U.S. port of entry, or f.o.b. Hong Kong.
Questionnaire responses indicated that transportation costs are
generally paid by the purchaser and that the significance of transportation
costs in the customer's purchase decision varies depending on the type of fan
under consideration. Inland transportation costs reported by U.S. producers
and importers for the less expensive oscillating fans ranged from *** to ***
percent of the f.o.b. value. Typically, transportation costs for oscillating
fans were estimated by importers to be ***percent of U.S. f.o.b. costs, but
the percentages were *** for ceiling fans. U.S. producers reported freight
costs of *** percent of f .o.b. value on ceiling fans, compared with ***-***
percent by importers. s3

Conference transcript, pp. 13 and 33.
Two producers and three importers referred to a multiple-tier product
market, with most ceiling fans either in the low or in the high tier.
49 ***reported that such features include remote controls, halogen
lighting, high gloss paddles, and greater selection in design.
so Two importers reported that Chinese ceiling fans dominate the low end of
the market.
si Emerson, Hunter, and Casablanca, U.S. ceiling fan producers, sell highend ceiling fans at list prices substantially higher than those for the
petitioner's and Chinese products.
s2 One importer reported that price lists are only a guide for negotiating
sales and that discounts vary according to quantity and terms of payment.
s3 Retailers importing for sales in their own stores reported
transportation costs ranging from*** to ***percent of total delivered costs.
These firms are responsible for delivery from the port of entry to their
warehouses and distribution centers, and ultimately to their stores.
47

48
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Lead times for delivery by U.S. producers are 5 to 14 days from the
customer's date of order. For importers, lead times are as short as 3 days if
the product is available in U.S. inventories, but considerably longer,
averaging between 2 and 5 months, if the products must be ordered from
overseas.
Several mass merchandisers reported importing ceiling and oscillating
fans for distribution to their own retail stores. These firms typically
purchase fans on yearly contracts through Chinese trading companies, who
generally set the terms. Frequently the terms are f .o.b. Hong Kong, secured
through a letter of credit for a standard minimum purchase of a full shipping
container. Generally, lead times between the date of ordering from the
Chinese supplier and date of delivery to the importer are 4 to 6 months.
Price Data
The Commission requested net f .o.b. selling prices from U.S. producers
and importers for sales to wholesalers/distributors and retailers/mass
merchandisers for six types of electric fans--two oscillating, two ceiling,
one box, and one window fan. The price data were requested for the largest
single sale of the products specified, by quarters, from January 1988 through
June 1991. 51 The products for which pricing data were requested are as
follows:
Product 1.

Oscillating fan, table-top model, 12-inch
nominal diameter, 3-speed push-button or rotary
switch.

Product 2.

Oscillating fan, pedestal-stand model, 16-inch
nominal diameter, 3-speed push-button or rotary
switch.

Product 3.

Ceiling fan, 36-inch nominal diameter, 4 paddles in wood
finish, 3-speed reversible motor operation with pull-chain
switch, light kit-adaptable, antique brass finish, closeto-ceiling (low·profile) mount.

Product 4.

Ceiling fan, 52-inch nominal diameter, 4 paddles in
wood finish, 3-speed reversible motor operation with
pull-chain switch, light kit-adaptable, antique brass
finish, close-to-ceiling (low-profile) mount.

Product 5.

Box fan, 10-inch nominal diameter, 2 or 3-speed push-button
or rotary switch.

~ Several mass merchandisers reported importing Chinese oscillating and
ceiling fans for distribution to their own retai.l stores. These firms
reported the ex-dock, duty-paid, port-of-entry costs as a surrogate for armslength prices. Because of the difference in business methods, these data are
reported separately. Mass merchandisers' ex-dock costs for all four products
are shown in app. H.
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Product 6.

Window fan, semi-permanently attachable to windows, 10inch nominal diameter, 2 or 3-speed push-button or rotary
switch.

Prices for the domestically produced and imported Chinese oscillating
and ceiling fans are based on average net U.S. f .o.b. selling prices to
wholesalers and retailers developed from producer and importer questionnaire
responses. Weighted-average prices for the U.S.-produced products and the
imported Chinese products are shown by product." Two U.S. producers and 35
importers of Chinese-produced fans provided usable price data on sales to
wholesalers and retailers during January 1988-June 1991, but not necessarily
for each type of fan or for each quarter of the subject period. 56 57
Quarterly price comparisons between the U.S.-produced and imported
oscillating and ceiling fans resulted in 76 quarterly price comparisons
between domestic and imported Chinese products. In 48 of these comparisons,
the average price of the imported product was below that of the U.S.-produced
product. In general, margins of underselling were more apparent for sales to
*** than for sales to ***, whereas margins of overselling were more evident
for prices of products 2 and 4 to *** than to ***
Prices for oscillating fans
In general, U.S. producers• weighted average prices for sales of
oscillating fans*** (tables 36 and 37). Importers• prices of Chineseproduced oscillating fans ***, although prices for 16-inch oscillating fans
sold to retailers ***· The margins of underselling were more evident for
sales to *** than to ***·
12-incb. fan.s.--Weighted-average prices for U.S.-produced 12-inch
oscillating fans to both distributors and retailers *** during the period of
investigation (table 36).· From January-March 1988 to January-March 1990, U.S.
producers• prices to distributors ***, but they*** from January-March 1990 to
April-June 1991. Overall, prices to distributors *** approximately ***
percent from $*** per unit to $*** during the period of the investigation.
*** price of $*** was reported during the first quarter of 1990.

" Price data reported by U.S. producers and importers for box and window
fans (products 5 and 6) were insufficient for comparison.
56 Both Hunter and Casablanca provided some pricing data for sales of their
ceiling fans. These data were not complete, however, and are not shown here.
In both cases, the price data provided by these firms were for ceiling fans
having prices substantially higher than either Lasko or any importer. At the
conference, importers noted that the Hunter and Casablanca faris are directed
at the "high-end" consumer market, unlike the imported and Lasko products.
57 Prices shown in tables 36-39 exclude data for fans identified as having
been produced by Chinese firms found by Commerce to have no or de minimis LTFV
margins.

Table 36
12-inch oscillating fans: Weighted-average prices, f .o.b. U.S. point of shipment, reported by domestic producers and
importers for sales of product 1 to distributors and retailers, and margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters, January
1988-June 1991
Retailers/mass merchandisers

Distributors/wholesalers
Period

Margin of
und@r/Coyerlsellin&
Value
Percent

U.S.
Chinese
price
or ice
···-·--Price per unit

*

*

*

*

Chinese
U.S.
price
price
---------Price per unit

Margin of
µpder/Cover)selling
Value
Percent

*

*

Table 37
16·1nch oscillating fans: Weighted-average prices, f .o.b. U.S. point of shipment, reported by domestic producers and
importers for sales of product 2 to distributors and retailers, and margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters, January
1988-June 1991
Distributors/wholesalers
Period

U.S.
Chinese
price
price
---·---Price par unit

*

Retailers/mass merchandisers
Margin of
uncler/(oyer)aalllng
V.lue
Percent

*

*

*

*

U.S.
price

Chinese
price

··-······P~lce pe~

*

*

Margin of
unc1er/Cover)selling
Value
unit ·····-

Percent
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Importers' weighted-average prices for product 1 sold to distributors
*** during the period of investigation. Between January-March 1988 and JulySeptember 1989, U.S. importers' weighted~average prices ***, 58 but they
then *** percent between July-September 1989 and April-June 1991, erasing most
of the previous ***·
The reported sales information for·u.s. producers' and importers'
quarterly weighted-average prices to distributors showed margins of
underselling for *** of the *** direct price comparisons. Margins of
underselling***• *** percent, during April-Jurie 1990, concurrent with the
period of*** U.S. producer prices, and***• *** percent, during OctoberDecember 1990 when producers' prices ***· The margins of underselling ***
during 1991. During the first 2 quarters of 1988, Chinese prices were ***
than U.S. prices, resulting in*** margins of*** and*** percent,
respectively.
U.S. producers' weighted-average prices to retailers followed a pattern
similar to producers' sales to distributors. These prices *** percent from
January-March 1988 to the same period 2 years later. Thereafter, prices ***
percent to$*** per unit inApril-June 1991. Importers' prices to retailers
for 12-inch oscillating fans *** from $*** during April-June 1988 to $***
during January-March 1991 before ***percent the following quarter. Overall,
Chinese prices to retailers *** percent during the period of investigation.
A comparison of Chinese ait:d U.S. producers' prices resulted in***
instances of underselling and *** instances of overselling. , Chinese prices to
retailers were below U.S. producers' prices during the first 3 quarters of
1990, and the first quarter of 1991. The ***margin of ***, ***percent, was
reported during January-March 1990. Chinese importers' prices were *** than
U.S. producers' prices to retailers where comparisons are possible in 1988 and
1989, as well as in the fourth quar~er of 1990, and the second quarter of
1991; this resulted in *** margins of *** during those periods. Margins of
overselling were ***• *** percent,· during April-June 1988 and***• ***
percent, during the last quarter of 1990.
16-incb fans.--U.S. producers' weighted-average prices to distributors
for 16-inch oscillating fans showed***• but an overall *** from JanuaryMarch 1988 to April-June 1991 (table 37). Typically, prices were*** early in
the year and*** through the year. 59 An exception to this occurred in 1990
when prices *** percent in the last 6 months and an additional *** percent ***
in January-March 1991 before a *** in April-June 1991. Importers' prices to
distributors followed a similar pattern, *** from the first to the fourth
quarter of each year, again with the exception of 1990 when prices ***
percent. Overall, Chinese prices *** percent, after *** in October-December
1989 at $*** and then ***

***·
Typically, the greatest volume from suppliers is shipped during the
first part of the year for large· contract purchases; shipments later in the
year tend to be of smaller quantities at higher prices.
SS

59
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Quarterly price comparisons between domestic and imported 16-inch
oscillating fans sold to distributors resulted in *** instances of
underselling and *** instances of overselling. Margins of underselling ***
from *** percent during April-June 1991 to *** percent during July-September
1989. In comparison, margins of overselling were ***, ranging from ***
percent to *** percent.
U.S. producers' prices for domestic 16-inch oscillating fans sold to
retailers *** percent during the period of investigation. In contrast,
importers' prices to retailers showed an *** percent during the period January
1989-June 1991. Generally, importers' prices were *** during 1989, and then
*** percent between October-December 1989 and April-June 1991. The 10 direct
comparisons of domestic and imported prices to retailers resulted in ***
instances of underselling and *** instances of overselling. Margins of
underselling, ranging from *** to *** percent, were generally *** for sales to
retailers than for those to distributors. Overselling varied from *** percent
during April-June 1990 to *** percent during October-December 1990.
Prices :Eor ceiling :Eans

The reported sales information for U.S. producers' and importers'
quarterly weighted-average prices for 36-inch and 52-inch ceiling fans to
distributors and retailers resulted in 32 direct price comparisons (tables 38
and 39). Importers' prices for 36-inch ceiling fans were*** in*** quarterly
price comparisons. Margins of underselling to *** ranged from *** to ***
percent. Importer's prices to distributors for 52-inch ceiling fans were ***
U.S. producers' prices in *** out of the *** quarters of price comparisons by
margins that ranged between *** and *** percent. Importers' prices to
retailers for 52-inch ceiling fans ***U.S. producers' prices in*** out of
the *** quarters of price comparisons by margins that ranged between *** and
*** percent.

36-incb :Eans.--U.S. producers' weighted-average prices to distributors
and retailers for 36-inch ceiling fans showed *** during the period of
investigation. U.S. prices to distributors for product 3 ***· ranging from
$*** to $***per unit between January-March 1988 and July-September 1989,
respectively (table 38). After*** during the fourth quarter of 1989, prices
*** during the period from October-December 1989 to January-March 1991. ***
provided useable data for 36-inch ceiling fan prices to distributors. These
prices were
during 1989 and 1990, after an initial decline of *** percent
from the third quarter of 1988 to the first quarter of 1989.

***

A comparison of U.S. producers' and importers' prices to distributors
for 36-inch ceiling fans resulted in *** of underselling. Margins of
underselling ranged from *** to *** percent for the period July-September 1988
to April-June 1990. There were *** reported.
During 1988, U.S. producers' prices to retailers for 36-inch ceiling
fans ***between $***and$*** per unit. However, from 1989 through 1991,

•

•
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prices *** between $*** and $*** per unit. During the overall period of
investigation U.S. producers' prices to retailers ***. 60
52-incb fans.--U.S. producers' weighted-average prices to distributors
for 52-inch ceiling fans ***• but ***by*** percent during the period of
investigation (table 39). Prices ranged from$*** during April-June 1988 to
$*** during October-December 1989. Prices were generally*** during 1990 and
the first half of 1991.
Chinese importer's prices *** percent during January 1988-June 1991. 61
Between October-December 1988 and January-March 1989, prices to distributors
*** percent, .then *** percent over the next three quarters. Prices remained
*** through June 1991, after *** percent between October-December 1989 and
January-March 1990.
A comparison of importers' and U.S. producers' prices to distributors
for 52-inch ceiling fans resulted in *** instances of underselling and in ***
instances of overselling. During 1988 and 1989 underselling margins ranged
from*** to ***percent, but, during 1990 and January-June 1991 they were ***•
ranging from*** to *** percent. Chinese prices to distributors *** U.S.
producers• prices by ma,:gins of less than *** and *** percent during JanuaryMarch 1989 and April-June 1989, respectively.
U.S. proclucers• prices to retailers for 52-inch ceiling fans were ***·
percent from January-March 1988 through April-June 1991. *** for 52-inch
ceiling fans sold to retailers, ***·

***

Weighted-average prices of Chinese-produced 52-inch ceiling fans to
retailers *** percent between January-March 1988 and January-March 1991. ***
During the period of investigation, prices *** between $*** and $*** per unit,
with prices *** during 1988. Prices *** percent from January-March 1989
through the same period in 1991.
A comparison of importers• and U.S. producers• prices to retailers for
52-inch ceiling fans resulted in margins of underselling in *** of the ***
quarters. Underselling margins of
and
percent were reported for
the second and third quarters of 1990, and the first quarter of 1991,
respectively. Chinese prices exceeded U.S. producers• prices in*** instances
by margins ranging from*** to *** percent, with margins *** during 1988.

***· ***·

***

lfass merchandisers
Several large retail firms reported importing oscillating and ceiling
fans· for their own account for sale· in their retail stores. The Commission
requested the ex-dock, duty-paid, port-of-entry cost in lieu of net f .o.b.
sales prices for these importing firms (appendix table H-1). These costs are

cso Chinese prices to retailers reported in the prehearing report were from
firms found by Commerce to have de minimis or no LTFV margins in its final
determination.
61

***
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not directly comparable to U.S. producers• selling prices because they do not
reflect transactions in the United States between an importer and a
purchaser.Q However, mass merchandisers• prices reflect general cost trends
for Chinese oscillating and ceiling· fans for these firms. U.S. producers•
prices to retailers for each product are included in table H-1 for reference.
Lost Sales61
During the final investigation *** submitted *** lost sale allegations
for ceiling fans, and·*** prc;>vided ***lost sale allegations for oscillating
fans. The following are reports of the conversations between Commission staff
and those purchasers who·could be reached and were willing·to discuss their
buying practices during the period of investigation. 64
Oscillating Fans
*** provic:led *** lost sale allegations totaling $*** for oscillating
fans during the .fit:1al investigation. Staff contacted *** of the firms named,
representing sales. of $*** .. The following is information provided by those
firms that responc:led to the Commission staff's request for information.

*** identified *** as. a lost sale in August 1989 for $***. *** fan
buyer *** had no records ·for this. sale, but said that *** purchased
oscillating fans from China, ***for$***, (lanc:led cost), during the same
period because of more favorable pricing, packaging, and return policy. ***
also said that, although.*** has purchased oscillating fans from U.S.
producers during the last 3 years, Chinese producers generally offer better
qualicy, packaging, and have lower return rates than domestic oscillating fan
producers.
*** was identified as a lost sales totaling $*** for *** oscillating
fans in*** by***· *** could not verify the sale. *** stated that ***
generally buys from *** suppliers for quantities totaling approximately ****** units and that an order of *** oscillating fans from one supplier would be
unusual. *** usually makes purchases during the fall before the summer
selling season.

Q The petitioner asserts that the purchase costs of mass merchandisers
importing oscillating and ceiling fans for sale in their stores are at the
same level of trade as prices reported by v.s. producers selling to retailers.
Staff notes that the petitioner has requested the Commission to look at
factory direct sales, in comparing U.S. and Chinese prices. (Hearing
transcript, p. 18.)
s Lost sales reported in Commission staff's prehearing report are adjusted
where possible to reflect those Chinese suppliers found by Commerce to have de
minimis or no LTFV margins in its final determination.
64 In the preliminary investigation, only *** provided lost sale
allegations, citing a total of *** purchasers involving competition from
imported Chinese electric oscillating and ceiling fans subject to the
investigation.
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*** also cited*** as a lost sale 'in*** for*** fans totaling $***·
***, buyer for***, stated that ***generally purchases ***-*** 12-inch and
16-inch oscillating fans combined each year and that the quantities alleged
***
*** stated that U.S. fans are generally price competitive, but ***
typically buys Chinese oscillating fans based on their quality and packaging,
in addition to price.

***

In the preliminary investigation *** cited a total of
purchasers in
lost sale allegations. *** denied the allegations that they had made
purchases of the oscillating fans under investigation from China on the dates
specified by *** in its questionnaire response. *** identified Taiwan as the
source of the imported fans referred to in the allegation. *** had alleged
lost sales totaling $*** for***·
*** was cited by *** as a lost sale in *** for both 12-inch ($***) and
16-inch ($***) oscillating fans. ***, the buyer for ***, could not recall the
specific sale, but reported that *** had bought fans from China during 198790. *** stated that the level of quality between domestic and imported
oscillating fans is not substantially different and the defect rate is similar
for both. 'When making purchasing decisions, *** also considers the importer's
ability to make the shipment at the agreed-upon time. *** goes to China and
Taiwan in the fall of the year before the peak selling season to meet with the
trading company and to get price quotes for the coming year. ***then takes
these quotes to the domestic producers to determine whether they are able to
beat this price. If the domesti~ price is favorable, he places the order with
the domestic producer. Over the past several years *** also has purchased
both 12-inch and 16-inch fans from ***· *** has an agreement with the trading
company to use the same manufacturer each year.
*** named *** as a lost sale in *** for both 12-inch ($***) and 16-inch
($***) oscillating fans. Buyer *** could not recall the specific pricing
information on the purchase for which the allegations were made, but was sure
that the Chinese price was lower than the domestic price. *** also stated
that price is the most important factor when making purchasing decisions since
the competing products do not vary significantly in quality. Over the last 2
years, the large majority of*** purchases of fans in this category have been
from China.

***

was identified by *** as a source of *** lost sales during *** for
16-inch oscillating fans ($***) and during July.1990 for 12-inch ($***) and
16-inch {$***) oscillating fans. ***, the buyer for***, could not recall the
specific prices and volumes for the lost sales reported by ***· However, ***
stated that the figures sounded reasonably accurate. Regarding the *** lost
sale allegation, *** noted that *** normally splits its order between domestic
and imported fans. In this case, however, ***was importing directly for sale
in its own retail outlets and was able to get more favorable price quotes from
the Chinese producers for the larger volume. For the *** allegations, ***
noted that the importers simply offered a lower price than***· In general,
the foreign producers have been more price competitive over the past several
years. However, *** total purchases from*** are actually expected to *** for
the 1991 season because of strong sales of box fans and a large purchase of 6inch personal fans, which *** will· be importing for them.
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Other buyers identified in the lost sales portion.of the***
questionnaire include ***• ***· ***• and***· However, none of these firms
responded to Commission ~taff's ~equest for information.
Ceiling Fans
In the final investigation *** submitted *** lost sale allegations for
ceiling fans totaling $***· *** named*** as a lost sale in*** for ***
($***) ceiling fans. ***• spokesperson for·***• could not recall the specific
sale, but said that *** purchased Chinese c;eiling fans from *** in ***· ***
also stated that *** selects the supplier that wili provide an appropriate
merchandising program. including packaging. return allowances, style
selection, and price. ln addition, *** stated that defect rates are *** for
Chinese ceiling fans, and, in the last 3 years. *** has purchased mostly
Chinese and Taiwanese ceiling fans.
·
***was cited by*** as a lost sale during*** totaling$***· ***
ceiling fan buyer for***• could not provide.specific information but stated
that *** submits yearly price quotes for both oscillating and ceiling fans.
***stated that unlike*** oscillating fans,*** ceiling.fans are not
competitive with the Chinese product. *** has purchased predominantly Chinese
ceiling fans because of favorable pricing, lower defect rates, attractive
packaging, and service.

***

*** identified
as a lost sale allegation of $*** in ***· Buyer ***
could not provide specific information. but stated that price is not the sole
factor in *** ceiling fan purchasing, but also product quality, selection.
packaging, and availability.
Lost B.evenues65
. *** submitted *** allegations of lost revenue in the final
investigation totaling $***• and*** reported*** lost revenue allegations in
the preliminary investigation involving competition from imported Chinese
electric oscillating fans subject to this investigation. The following is a
report of the conversations between Commission staff and the purchasers who
could be reached and were willing to discuss their buying practices.
*** was cited by *** for lost revenues of $*** in *** due to Chinese
imports. *** stated that *** did not consider purchasing Chinese fans during
the period of investigation. ***purchases from U.S. suppliers mostly because
of quality and service.
fans.

*** listed *** for lost revenues of $*** on sales of *** oscillating
*** stated that ***buys only domestic oscillating fans and was unable

M Lost revenues reported in Commission staff's prehearing report are
adjusted where possible to reflect those Chinese suppliers found by Commerce
to have de minimis or no LTFV margins in its final determination.
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to comment further on the sale. *** stopped buying imported oscillating fans
several years ago because of a high number of returns.

*** was identified for lost revenues of $*** (or $*** per fan) by *** in
*** due to Chinese imports. The current buyer, ***• was unable to comment on
oscillating fan purchases in***· but stated that differences between imported
and domestic price quotes are typically much less than the $*** alleged,
usually closer to $***. *** also stated that ***. 66 The remaining firms
cited by *** as lost revenues to Chinese imports have not responded to
requests for information.
A total of five purchasers were cited by *** in lost revenue
allega.tions. The following is a report of the conversation between Commission
staff and the only purchaser who could be reached and was willing to discuss
its buying practices.

*** was named by *** in a lost revenue allegation of $*** in ***
involving 12-inch oscillating fans. Buyer *** was unable to recall the
specific sale, but *** thought that *** alleged final accepted price quotation
sounded too low. *** stated that the quality of Chinese-produced fans has
improved over the past several years, but price differences based on quality
factors might still have existed in 1989. Factors that *** examines when
making purchasing decisions include styling, quality, price, and past history
regarding the producer or importer delivering the product in a timely manner.
*** also named***• ***• ***• and *** in lost reveuue allegations.
However, none of the above purchasers was willing to discuss purchasing
practices when contacted by Commission staff.
Exchange Ila.tea

Market exchange-rate data for the Chinese renminbi are no~ available.
The Chinese Government pegs the renminbi to the value of the U.S. dollar and
controls the convertibility with other currencies.

66

***·
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Reilster I vol.. 56. No. 11a '/ Wemieaday. June 1s. i991 I
for in aubheadins 8414.SlJJO of the ·
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United Statea.

For further information concerning the
conduct of thia inveatigation. bearing
procedure1, and rules of pneral
application. consult the Commiuion'a
Rules of Practice end Procedure, part
201, subparts A through E (19 CFR part
201. a1 amended by 58 FR 11918, Mar.
21.1981), and part 111J, aubparta A and C
(18 CFR part '1l1'/, u amended by 56 FR
11918, Mar. Zl, 1981).
•
a I L"nft DATE May 31. um.

Notice•

rulei. the Secretary will make BPI
sathered in thi1 final inv•ttsation
available to authorized applicants under
the APO i11ued in the investigation.
provided that the application ia made
not later than twenty-one (Zl) days after
the publication of thia notice in the
Federal Reziater. A aeparate service list
will be maintained by the Secretary for
those partiea authorized to receive BPI
under the APO.
Staff iepor1.-The prehearinB staff

report iD thia investiption will be

placed in the oonpublic record on
Aupat S. 1981, ud a public venion will
be iaaued thereafter, purawmt to section
Woodley Timberlake (20Z-ZSZ-1188),
'1l1'/.Z1 of the Commiuion'a rules.
Office of lnveatiptiom. U.S.
Hearina.-Tbe Commiuion will hold
lritemational Trade Commiaaion. 500 E
Street SW.. Wubiqtcm. DC ZOl38.
a bearing in connection with thia
Hearing-impaired penou c:an obtain
iDveatiption bqinniDs at 9:30 a.m. on
iDfmmation on thia matter by contac:tiq Aupat ZZ. 1981, at the U.S. International
the Conuniuion'1 TDD terminal on D- Trade Cmnmi1ai0D Baildina- Requests to
~1810. Penoaa with mobility
appur at the beariq thouJd be filed bl
impairmenta who will need ilpecial
writina with the Secretary to the
alliatance iD pining acceu to the
Connniaaion an or before Aupat 13.
Cnnmiaaion aboahi c:matect the Office of um. A ncmparty who hu teatimcmy
the Secretmy at"• ZSZ..lODD.
that may aid the Connniuion'•
deliberations may nqaest permillioD to
...... lllTAllY-aw.na.
preamt a ebart 1tatemeDt at the hearing.
All parties and aonputia . . . . to
1'bia lnvatiption • being matitated . appear at the bemiaa ad make oral
pnlmltatioua ahoaJd attead a
U a ....wt of UI affirmative preliminmy
pnheariDB ccmfenmce to be held at 9:311
detemdMtian by the Department of.
a.m. on A...,aat tt.1881. at the U.S.
c-m11ce that importl of OICillatina
International Tnde (mmriuian
fas ad ceilina fuaa'from the People'•
BuiJdint Oral teatimollJ ad written
Republic of China ue beiDa aold in the
materials to be aabmitted at the public
Uaited States at lea than fair 'Vll1ue
within the meanins of MCticm 733 of the hearing ue aovemed by aectioal
201.e(b)(Z), 201.13(1). uad S .23(b) of tbe
act (18 U.S.C. 1873b). Tbe inveatiptiOD.
CommilaiOD'• rulea.
WM requested in a petition filed OD
(lnvld..... No. 711·TA-C7S (Flnll)J
Writta sublnia.iau.-Bacb party ii
October n. llllD. by Luko Metal
encoarapd to IUbmit a prehearina brief
Prodacta. Inc.. West Chester. PA.
c...... Elaclrlc,.. From . .
Participation ill the izml$1igation and
to the Qmnniuioa. Prebearina briefs
........ Repullllc of CNna
public lltlrffit:11 U.t-hncma wiabiDg to
IDUlt conform with the pioviliODI of
putlcipate iD the inveatiptiOD ..
-aectiOD ZO'l.%2 of the Connni.;OD'I rules;
AG111CY: United States Jntemationel
Trade Commipion.
pertiel mat
an entry of appearance
the deadline for filiDI ii Aupat 15. um.
with the Secretary to the Commiuton.
Partl• may aJao 6le written testimony
.ICTIOll: lnatitutiOD and edwdqlina of 8
.. provided in aec:ticm 201.11 of the
iD CODDecticm with their preRDtatiOD at
final antidamping inveatiptioa.
CommiuiOll'I ruJa. not later than
the heariq. u provided in aacticm
The Cmmnipion hereby.,,.. twenty418 (Zl) daya after publication of 21rl.23(b) of the Commiuion'• rulea. and
notice of the illltitution of final
thia notice in the Federel ....... The
poatheariq briefs. which mut conform
uatidumpins inveltiption No. m-TASecretary will prepare a public aervice
with the proviaiom of aection 207.34 of
473 (Final) under MCtion 73S(b) of the
lilt containing the nam• and addreues the Conuniamon'• rulea. Tbe deadline for
Tariff act of 1930 (18 U.S.C. 1873d(b))
of all penom. or their reprnentativa,
filing posthearing briefs ia Aqut ZI,
(the act) to detennine whether an
who ue partiea to thia iDveatiption
1981; witnell testimony mat be Sed DO
induatry in the United States ii
upon the expiration of the period for
later than three (3) daya before the
materially injured; or ii threatened with filiDa entires of appearmu:e.
hearing. In addition. any pel'IOD who baa
material injury, or the •tabliabment of
Limitlld disclalll'tl of busillt10
not entered an appearanm u a party to
proprietary information (BPI) under an
an induatry in the United States ii
the inveatiption may aubmit a written
administrative prollletive order (APO)
materially retarded. by reuoa of
1tatement of information pertinent to the
and BPI service /ist-Punuant to
importl from the People'• Republic of
1Ubject of the inveatiption on or before
CbiDa of certaiD electric: lam.. provided aectioa 2lrl.7(a) of the Cmnmi1aion'1
Aupat ZI, 1981. All written submissions
must conform with the proviaiom of
aection 201.8 of the Commillion'1 rules;
any 1ubmiaaiona that contain BPI muat
also conform with the requirements of
1ectiom 201.8. 'JJfT.3. and '1l1'/.7 of die
Commisaion'1 rules.
NII RIRTtmR ..a.ATIOll CONTACT:

...........

me

•wan:
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In accordance with sections ZOU6(c)
and 207.3 of the rules. each document
flled by a party to the investigation must
be HrVed on all other parties to the
investiption (aa identified by either the
public or BPI service list). and a
certificate of service must be timely
rued. The Secretary will not accept a
document for filina without a certificate
of service.
Aullaalilr. Thia inve1tiption i1 beinl

conducted under autbori.ty of the Tariff Act of

1930. title VD. Thia notice i1 published
panunt ta aec:tion ZID7.JO of the
CommiMion'1 rules.
lleued: Jue 14. 1911.
By order of the Commillion.

K-'tR.U-.
Secretary.
(FR Doc:.11-1480Z Filed ~1Mt; 8:45 amJ

...-.am,_....
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(.........11111No.711•TA-473(FIMI)]

c...... Electrlc , _ Fnlm the
......... R...-acol China

AC1111CY: United States lntematicmal
Trade Comminion.
ACnOIC Reviled acbecluJe for the subject

investipticm.

June

ll4'KTIVE DAft:
19, 1991.
POil llUllT'lmR ....-ATIClft CONTACT:

Woodley Timberlake (ZGZ-252-llU),

Otrice of lnvestiptiom. U.S.
International Trade Commission. SODE
Street SW.. Waabinpm. DC 20l38.
Heariq-impaired peno111 can obtain
information on this matter by contacting
the Cmmniuion'1 TDD tenninal on zozm-mo. Penou with mobility
impairments who will need apec:ial
auiltance in pining ac:c:ea to the ·
Commiuion should contact the Office uf
the Secretary at ZOZ-252-1000.
........,.AllY..aRMATIOfC On May
31. 1891, the Commission instituted the
subject inveatiption and established a
schedule for its conduct (56 FR 18170).
Subaequendy, the Department of
Commen:e extended the date for its
final determination in the inve1tiption
from Aupat 12. 1991. to October 18.
1991. The Commillion. therefore. is
revising its schedule in the investiption
to conform with Commerce's new
schedule.
The Commiuion'1 new schedule for
the inveatiption ii as follows: Requests
to appear at the bearing must be faled
with the Secretary to the Commission
not later than October 11. 1991: the
prehearins conference will be held at
the U.S. lntemational Trade
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Commission Building on October 21.
1991: the preheating staff report will be
placed in the nonpublic record cm.
October 11. 1991~ the deadiine far riling

prehearing briefs is October 2Z..1991~ the
hearing will be held at the U.S.
IntemationaI Trade Commissian
Bui!dlng on October 29. 1991~ and the
deadline for filing. posthearing. briefs in
November s. 1991.
For further infonmrtion mncemmg
this investigation see the Commission's
notice of investigation dted above and
the Commission's. Rules ofPractice and
Procedure. part 2Dl. subparts A through
E (19 CFR part zm. as amended by 56 Flt
11918. Mar. 21. l991.). and part 2D'l.
subparts A and C (19 CFR part W. as
amended by 56 FR 119'18. Mar. 21. 1991}.
Authority: This Investigation is being
conducted under authority of the 'iariff .Act of
1930. title VII. Thia notice is published
pursuant U. I 'llR .z& of the Commiaian'•
rules.
baued: June 20. 1991.
By order of the Commission.
kmmetlalt. .......
- Secretary.
[FR Doc. 91-t52IO"F'iled6-25-m: 8:45 ami
~
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Factory Ltd./Parawind Ltd./Paragon
Industries ("Durable") requested that
the Department postpone its fi~l
detennination in the oscillating fans
investigation to 135 days after the
publication of the preliminary
detennination. On June 4. 1991. ceiling
fans respondents CEC Electrical
Manufacturing (lntemational) Co.. Ltd. /
CEC Industries (Shenzhen) Ltd./CEC
(USA) Texas Group. Inc. (''CEC").and
Wing Tat Electric Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd./China Miles Co. Ltd. (''Wing Tat"),
made the same request with respect to
the ceiling fans investigation. On June
17. 1991, we published a notice
· postponing the final determinations for
both investigations until no later than
October 18. 1991 (58 FR 21132).
We verified the responses of the
respondents. Durable. Esteem Industries
Ltd. /HASM Manufacturins Co.. Ltd./
Holmes.Products Corp. ("Esteem"),
Polaray Industrial Corporation/Parason
Industries (China) lnc./Polaray
Industrial (Hong Kong) Corporation. Ltd.
("Polaray"), Wuxi Electric Fan Factory
("Wuxi"), CEC. Shell Electric Mfg.
(China) Co./SMC Electric Mfg. (Sian
[A-570-l07)
Hua) Co./SMC Marketing Corporation
("Shell"), Wing Tat. Xinhui Electric
Final Detennln8tions of Sales at Leu
Motor Factory ("Xinhui"). and Xinhui's
Than Fair Value: Olclllatlng Fans and
unrelated export trading company.
Celling Fans From the People'•
Guangdong Machinery and Equipment
Republic of China
Import I Export Corporation (..CDME")
AGENCY: Import Administration.
at facilities in the PRC. Hong Kong.
International Trade Administration.
Taiwan. and the United Slates. as
Department of Commerce.
appropriate, from July 15 through August
EFFECTIVE DATE: October 22. 1991.
B.1991.
Petitioner and respondents med case
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
briefs on September 9. 1991. and rebuttal
David J. Coldberpr or Steven Litn.
briefs on September 18. 1991. A public
Office of Antidumpq Investigations.
hearing was held on September 19. 1991.
Import Administration. International
On September 27, 1991, we invited all
Trade Administration. u~s. Department
interested parties to submit comments
of Commerce. 14th Street and
on the definition of industrial fans for
Constitution Avenue, NW.• WashiDSton.
purposes of the scope of these
DC 20230: telephone (202) 371-4138 or
investigations. Comments were received
(202) 371-4087, respectively. ·
on September 30 and October 1, 1991.
FINAL DETDlllNATIONS: The Department
of Commerce ("the Department"')
Scope of tlHJ Investigations
determines that oscillating fans and
Imports covered by these
ceiling fans (collectively "fans") from
the People's Republic of China (PRC) are investigations constitute two separate
classes or kinds of merchandise: (1)
being, or are likely to be. sold in the
oscillating fans: and (2) ceiling fans.
United States at less than fair value, as
Oscillating fans are electric fans that
provided in section 135(a) of the Tariff
direct a flow of air using a fan blade/
Act of 1930. as amended (19 U.S.C.
motor unit that pivots back and forth on
1673d(a)) (the Act). The estimated
a stationary base ("oscillates").
margins are shown in the "Suspension
Oscillating fans incorporate a self·
of Liquidation" section of this notice.
contained electric motor of an output
Case History
not exceeding 125 watts.
Since our preliminary determinations
Ceiling fans are electric fans that
on May 29. 1991 (56 FR 25664. June s.
direct a downward and/ or upward flow
1991), the following events have
of air using a fan blade/motor unit.
occurred:
Ceiling fans incorporate a self-contained
On June 3, 1991, oscillating fans
electric motor of an output not
respondent Durable Electrical Metal
exceeding 125 watts. Ceiling fans are
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designed for permanent or aemipermanent installation.
Window fans. industrial osr::il.lating
fans, industrial ceiling fans. and
commercial ventilator fans are not
included within the scope of 1heee
inftstigationa. Furthermol'2. :iadostrial
ceiling fans are defined aa ceilil1g fam
that meet &ix or more of the fallowing
criteria in any combinatioa: a maximum
speed of greater than 280 revolutions per
minute (RPMs): a minimum air delivery
capadty of 8000 cubic feet per mimate
(CFM): no reversible motor awitdi:
controlled by wall-mounted eledl'onic
switch: no built-in motor controls: no
decorative features: uot Jigbi adaptable;
fan blades greater than 5% inches iD
diameter: metal fan blades; dowmod
mounting only-no hugger mounting
capability: three fan blades: .fan blades
mounted en top of motor ho~ 'Singlespeed motor.
·
'Ihe Harmonized Tariff Schedule
~subheading ander which
· tins fans are daasifiable 1s
841.Ul.OOSO. The HTS IUbheading anderwhich ceiling fans are clallllifiable ia
8414.51JJG30. Although the HI'S
aubheadinp are provided for
convenience and QIStoms purpoaes. our
written description of the scope of theu
proceedinp is dispositive.

Pmiadl of lnva&tiptian
The period of investigation (POI) tor
all respondents in the ceiling fana
investigation ia MaJ 1, 199D through
October 31, 1990..
For oscillating fam respondents
Esteem and Durable, the POI was
expanded to cover the period from
November 1, 1989 throush October 31,
1990. nie POI for all other reapondentl
in the oscillatins fans investigation is
May t. 1'990 throush October 31, 1990.

Fair Value Compuiaam
To determine whether sales of fana

&om the PRC to the United States were
made at less than fair value, we
compared the United States price (USP)
to the foreip market valn (FMV), as
specified in the ''United States Price"
and "Foreign Market Value" aectiou of
this notice.
United States Price

L Oscillating Fans
For Polaray, Wuxi. and certaiD HJes
made by Durable and Esteem. we baaed
USP price on purchue price. in
ac:cardance with aectioa 712(bJ oI !he
Act. both because the IUbject
mercbandiae was sold to unrelated
purchasers in the United States prior to
importation and because exporter's aale

I
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price (ESP) methodology was not
indicated by other circumstar.ces.
For Durable and &deem, where ules
to the fmt unrelated purchaser took
place after importation into the United
States. we based USP on ESP, in
accordance with section 772(c) of the
Act.
Unless otherwise specified, movement
services were proTided by market
ecom>my parties and the nported
expenses wee "used in our calcu1ation of
USP.
The reported •u.nvsate-pen:ent rate
for selling, general. end administrative
expenses (SGltA) was less than the
statutor:v minim.mn. "l'benfore, we used
the ten percent statatory minimum. We
made no adj11stmellts to ESP. other ihan
for movement charges. Ti» do so would
have required an arbitrary division of
SG&A {on the FMV aideJ into amounts
for direct and indirect sellill& .aDd other
general and administrative expenses.
Furtherinore, there was no information
available which would baw enabled u
to segrepte the expenses obtained from
the aurrop.te country. To reduce ESP
selling expenses without making
conespondins adjustments to FMV
would have resulted in an unfair and
umeaaonable inflation of 11Df difference
between USP and RIV. See Comment ..
A.Durable .
For Durable. we cakulated both
purchase price and ESP bued OD
paclced. FOB Hong Kong. CIF duty paid.
FOB U.S. warehouse, or delivered prices
to unrelated castomers in 1he United
States. We made deduc1ioaa. where
appropriate, for fmeisn inland freiaht.
foreip brakerqe and banclling. marine
insurance. ocen freilht, U.S. dstiea.
U.S. brakerap and hancllins. U.S. inlaad
insurance. U.S. inland higlit. and other
movement expenses. includins castom9
declaration feea. iDspedioD fees. ·
container rerouting fees. and
cxmtainerizatiaD expemea. We excluded
from our aa1pia certaill reported
purchase price sales of oscillaq lam
not maaufactmed br Durable. These
sales were .ieported br the respondent
related to the products' manufacturer.
In additioa. for sbo88 US. sales
improperly excluded .hm Durable'•
sales listing. ad where .DO sale-specific
transactiou data wu &'\'8ilable. we haft
estimateda.marps baaed on lhe hisbest
transaction 1D8J1Pn cak:ulated for
Du:-able as best information available
(BIA). See Comment 1Z.
B.Esteem
For Este~ we calculated both
purchase price and ESP based OD
packed. FOB Hong Kong or delivered
prices to unrelated c:uatomen in lhe

I

No~es

United States. We made dad:m::tiom.
where approp1 ia&e. for foreign inland
&qllt. .fme-iaD inland imurance,
customs declaration fees. marine

insmance. ocean fre.iPL U.S. duties.
U.S. brolcerap and .handling, UA .ialaad
insurance. and UA inJand freighL
C. Polaray

For Polaray, we calaalated purchase
price based on packed. FOB Hong Kong
prices to unrelated customers in the
United States. We made deductions for
foreign inland freight. foreign brokerage,
declaration fees. and discount&.

D.Wuxi
For Wo..!Xi, we calculated purchase
price baaed on paclced. FOB PRC port
prices to unrelated c:uStomers in the
United States. We made deductions for
foreign inland frejzhl S-mce Wuxi
reported the 'llSe of PRc-sourced
.
providers
foreisn inland freisht. we
based the deduction for this R?Yice on
freight rates lD Pakiltaa. the primar.J
source of surrogate data in these
invesligatiODS.

ror

11. Ceiling Fttm

For Wing Tat. Xinhui. and certain
sales made by CEC and SheD. we baaed
USP on .Purchaae price. in accordaDce
with section m(b) of the Act. botb
because the subject merchanc1iae was
sold to unrelated purdauen 1n the
United States prior to importation and
because ESP methodology was not
indicated by other clrcumstauca.
For CF.c mad Sbe1L when! Alea to the
first .unrelated pun:haaer took plac:e
L~ import.atiOD iDlo the United Stal.el.
we baaed USP .aa ESP. in accordaDce
with aectiaa"2(c) of the Ad.
Ualeaa otherwise specified. movement
lel'Vices were j.roYided by market
ecooom~ parties and the reported
expenses weN used .in our calculation of

USP.
For the reucma desc:n'bed above
under osciHatina I.am. we made no
adjustments to ESP. other than for
movement charges.

A.CEC
For CBC. we calculated purchase
price based on packed. FOB Hong Kong
prices to unrelated customers in the
United States. We made deductions. ·
where appropriate, for foreign inland
freight and customs declaration fees.
We calculated ESP based on packed,
FOB warehouse prices to unrelated
customers in the United States. We
made deductions, where appropriate, for
foreign inland freight. customs
declaration feea. ocean freight. marine
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As we stated in our preliminary
FMV calculations values for certain
determinations. and further articulated
other small, insignificant PRC-sourced
in the Final Determination of Sales at
parts where no surrogate value was
B.Shell
Less than Fair Value~Chrome-Plated Lug available (e.g., a piece of string). Where
For Shell, we calculated purchase
Nuts from the People's Republic of
we have other information on the record
price based on packed, FOB Hong Kong
China (56 FR 46153, September 10, 1991)
regarding a market economy price or
or C&F U.S. port prjces to unrelated
(Lug Nuts), once we find that a country
value for an input. we assigned the
customers in the United States. We
is an NME. it is our presumption that no
material that market economy price or
made deductions, where appropriate, for domestic production factor is valued on
value. Where we lacked input values for
foreign inland freight. foreign inland
market principles, and that all NME
one respondent. but another respondent
insurance, customs declaration fees,
factors must be valued in the
submitted market economy values for
ocean freight. and discounts.
appropriate surrogate market. However,
those inputs (e.g., glass lampshades). we
w·e calculated ESP based on packed.
this presumption can be overcome for
assigned values to those inputs based on
FOB warehouse or C&F U.S. customer
individual factors by individual
the public version submission provided
prices to unrelated customers in the · .
respondents with a showing that a
by the latter respondent. For a further
United States. We made deductions,
particular NME value is market driven.
discussion of our valuation
where appropriate, for foreign inland
Although several respondents claim
methodology, see Memorandum dated
freight. foreign inland insurance,
that the prices of various PRC-sourced
October 9. 1991, "Valuation
customs declaration fees. ocean freight.
inputs'are market driven because they
Methodology for the Final
marine insurance, U.S. duties, U.S. ..
were purchased in market economy
Determinations" ("Valuation Memo").
brokerage•.and U.S. inland freight. See·
currencies, no respondent has pro\ided
Materials sourced from market·also Comment 28.
sufficient evidence to support the
economy countries and paid for in
assertions. While we are aware that the
convertible currencies were valued
C. Wing Tat
· PRC economy has changed over the
using
the actual market prices reported
For Wing Tat. we calculated purchase years, tlle evidence submitted in these
by the respondents. See also Comment
price based on packed, FOB Hong Kong
proceedings for these particular POis
1.
prices to unrelated customers in the
does not support the conclusion
To the values for materials and labor,
United States. We made deductions,
advoeated by·respondents. Thus,
.we added an amount for factory
where appropriate, for foreign inland
respondents have not sufficiently
overhead based on Pakistani
freight. foreign inland insurance, and
overcome the presmnption that the
experience.
customs declaration fees.
prices for these particular inputi are not
For SG&A. we used the statutory
market-based in these investigations.
D.Xinhui
minimum of ten percent. as the reported
Therefore, we have valued the factors of SGaA expenses incurred by surrogate
ForXinhui. we calculated purchase
production as discussed below.
oscillating fans and ceiling fans
price based on packed. CIF U.S. port
For PRC-sourced parts. we valued the
producers were below the statutory
prices to·umelated customers in the ·
reported factors of production using
minimum. Finally, we added an·amount
United States. We made deductions,
surrogate values. where available. We
where appropriate, for foreign inland
used data for the values of the factors of for profit based on the experience of
Pakistani oscillating fans and ceiling
freight. wharfage and ocean fr.eight. and
production provided by U.S. posts in
marine insurance. Since Xinhui reported Pakistan. This information was obtained fans producers because these profit
percentages were higher than the
the use of PRC-sourced ·providers for
from local Pakistani producers and
statutory
eight percent minimum.
foreign inland freight. we based the
exporters of oscillating fans and ceiling
To this constructed FMV. we added
deduction for this service on freight
fans. and wa• the .most complete
an amountfor packing. where
rates in Pakistan. Xinhui also reported
information received from the countries
•
appropriate.
the use of PRC-sourced providers for
that are known producerli of oscillating
We made currency conversions in
wharfage, ocean freight. and marine
fans and ceiling fans that are
accordance with 19 CFR 353.60(a).
insurance. Since no surrogate country
comparable to the PRC in terms c>f per
For Durable, we adjusted the material
information was available for these
capita gross national product (GNP), the
input value by deducting the market
expenses, we used a market economy
national distribution of labor, and
value from public information provided
growth rate in per capita GNP. For those economy price of the power cord
purchased from a related party and. as
by another respondent. As we had no _
factors for which we did not obtain
alternative for the wharfage incurred in
values from Pakistan. we have relied on · BIA. adding the power cord price
provided in the petition. See Comment
the PRC as part of the ocean freight
alternative published sources of
13.
.
expense, we used Xinhui's reported U.S.
Pakistani data and data from the U.S.
For Esteem, we adjusted the material
dollar expense for wharfage and ocean
Embassy in India, an altemate surrogate
input value by deducting the reported
··
country.
freight.
values of motor inputs produced by a
As
in
our
preliminary
determinations,
Foreign Market Value
related party snd. as BIA. adding the
we were unable to obtain appropriate
The Department treated the PRC as a
motor price provided in the petition. s~e
surrogate values from any of our
nonmarket economy country (NME) for . surrogate country· sources for certain
Comment17.
purposes of the preliminary
For reasons stated above under
material and labor inputs. We classified
determinations. Since no party to these
"United States Price", we made no
certain small parts (e.g., washers and
proceedings has disputed this fmding,
adjustments for circumstances of sale.
insulation materials) and certain other
and given that there is no information in materials not incorporated into the
See also Comment 4.
the record of these investigations to
completed fan (e.g., cleaning agents)
Negative Determination of Critical
support a different determination. the
either as part of the surrogate
Circumstances
Department has treated the PRC as an
information category "other hardware
NME for purposes of the final
parts", or factory overhead,
Petitioner alleged that critical
determinations
respectively. We did not include in our
circumstances exist with respect to
insurance, U.S. brokerage, and U.S.
duties.
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imparts of oscillating fans. Under
sectian 73S(a] {3) of1he Act. critical
circumatances exist if we determine tbat
there ia either a history of dumping. or
the importer knew or ahould have
known that the exporter wu •elliDs the
merchandise at leu than fair value. aml
if there have been maalift imports of
tbe merchandise over a ftlatiVely abmt
period of ti:ma.
There am currently no findings of
dumping iD. the United States or
elsewhere of oscilla1:ing fam by PRC
ma.nufacti:.-aa. However, it is our
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inputs is tantamount to the unlawful
selection of Hong Kong. Taiwan, Japan.
and the United States as surrogate

countries in this case. rather than thote
countries which meet the comparabllilJ
test of eection 773 (c) {4) of the Act.
All respondents state tJuat the
Department's methodology is in
accordance ~th app1icable law. '11iey
contend that It is reasonable for the
Department to inmpret eection 113 f c)
"(1) (BJ as requ!ring the Department to
determine the extent to which factor
inputs are ''muket driven.. in

I
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constructing the foreipl market value of
the goods.
Finally. some respondents conteod
that the Department's use of actual
acquisition prices is consistent with
Jong-standing administrative practice,

dting Fmal Determination of Sales at
Less than Fair Value: TaPereci Roller
Bearings and Parts '11iereof. Finished or
Unfinished. From the Hungarian
People's Republic. (SZFR 17428. May 8.
1987) (TRBs from Hungary) and Fmal
Determination of Sales at Lesa Than
Fair Value: Sparklers from the Pt!ople's
Republic of China, (58 PR 20S88. May &.
1991) (Sparlclers). as well as other cases.
DOCPotdt:iaD
Where an input was somced from a
market economy country and paid for in
a market economy currency, we have
used the actual price paid for the input

standard practice to impute knowledge
determining whether the ava:ilablt!
cf dcmping under aecticm 135 (a) {3) (A)
information permits a determination of
(h1 of the Act when the estimated
FMV under section 113 (a). Once the
cargins are of such a magnitude
Department has determmed a country to
(normally 25 percent or greater ill
be an NME. respondents maintain that
purcbaae prices transactions and 15
there is nothing in the Act to require tbe
percent or greater iD. ESP transa~)
Department to take an "all or notbint'
that the importer should realize 1hat
approach and base FMV entirdy on
du:npi!Jg exists with regard to tbe
values derived from a aurrogate COUDtl'J. in calculating FMV.
subject men:bandise. All of the J1U111b1a
Under sectiaD m(c) (1) of the Ad. if
Some reapandmts mpe that. before
far the respondema me below .25
both
·valamg factor.a in the surrogate
percent. and for those who also sell on
economy, the Department must first
(A) tbe Jll8ldumdile mds iutulipticm la
an ESP basis, the ma.pw are below 15
determme that the available iDfmmaticm expaNd Ina a llGlllll8dalt CX11111117, ucl (B)
percent. Tberefom, we find that
does not permit FMV to be dflennined
tbe ·~ a'lltllmi17 fbldl tbat
kn=>wleclge of dumping by the importer
under cmastmcted value metlmdolnaiea. rnDable tnfftrmattop dan DOl pemit . .
fmeip market value of the :merdaadiae lo .
cu:not be imputed and we do not need
AccordmalN. the use of actual
be detenDiDed mu1s aablec:ticm (a)
to conaider whether there .lmve beea
acquisitian price.I for mater.ial iDputa
mauive Unporta. Accordiagly, we
we are directed to apply the factma of
purcbued falllll .market eccmamJ
determine that c:ritiml c:iranaat.ancea clD countrieammDa lhe atabllQI)' mandate
praductiOll metJaodolosr.
not exist with napect to imports of
of um, Cll Actual coats. to tbe extent
Under tbe factors metbodoloa. the
osi:illaq faaa from the PRC.
possible. to caJcnJate FMV.ud{,ZJ
Departmmt ii directal bJ aac:tion ?n{c)
(4) to CODBCnlet a WIJue for the sab;ect
surrogate values on1J to the at8Dt that
VeD&c:aticm
the DeparbDeDt fimla that available
merdumdiae byvalaing the factors aed
Purscant to .ectioa "8{b) of the Act.
infmmatioD does AOt permia.FMV to he
to produce tbe merc:bandise in a market
we verified.iDformalio.u used in readiiq determined lllldm- nbaec:tioa (aj of
eommmy wlaicla ia "at a level al
our final detelllliDaticma. We used
ecaaomic de9elopmeat comparable to
SectioD 773. lD AJIPOl't of this poeitioa.
standard verification proceclur88.
theae reapondeata mer to CUnaNat1
that of the 1IOD1D8l'ket llCOllOID)' coantrJ'"
indudins examjn•ticm of Nlevant
and la ... sipffiomt padacer of the
Metals • Minerala Jmpad • Export
accounting l'8COl'da and orisinal aoun:e
comparable men:bmMtia•
Corp. v. U.S. 874 F. Supp.1483. U88
documents provided by the reapcmdeata. (CIT 1987) (quotiaa Oumrical PJaducts
nu. pnMaicm for the valuation of
Corp. v. U.S.. 615.F. Supp. Z89. Z93 {Crl'
fac:tara of pradudiaD WU intended to be
IDtenl8ted Party Commeata
1988), Uld Tec:hnoiarportex v. U.S..
ued when the NMB va1aea for
Comment!
7118 P. Sapp. 1198 {Cl' 1991)), where tbe
individael lnpat facton are unreliable.
Petitioner contends that the
err stated that. ,l)he reason for tbia
i.e., not market-baaed. See. e.g.. S. Rep.
Department'• preliminary determination proviaioD m., the qenc:y can acquin
. No. 93-1Z98, 93d
Zd Seas. 17'
metbadolog. which utilized
an aocurate reading of the ac:tuJ costs
(19'/4). Jn l8Ch situatiom. Congrea
reapondenW actW prices for in.pats
of a compaDJi>pll'BtiQsm a statedirected the Department to identify en
controlled ecoamDJ."
produced in market economy coantrlea
apPropriate madtet economy 1R11TOg&te
and paid for in market economy
Additicmally. aame NSpOndents
coantry for TahuitiOD of the NME
c:arren:ies. ia C0111tm17 to law. Petitioner ccmtemf that tbe statute does Dot compe1 factors. Prices mthe sunogate camitry
atatea that the Depaztmeat imp&opedr
the analysis proposed by petitioner.
are then used to calculate FMV. The
cboae to~ and match'" die facton of arsuinl that tb8 parpoae of sedioD ...
FMV is then compared with the USP to
production methodology requhed by law 773{c) is to arrive at the best estimate of determine whether dumJ>inl is
ill thw proceedinp with elements of a
what the totzl c:ost of production plus
occmrins·
.
CODBtructed value methodolog:y.
"nle statutt! and the legislatiw history
profit woald be for the merchandise
Petitioner arpea that. oace
of the NME provision do not explicitly
uder consideration iD a market-based
determillatiODB are made that a COUlltl'J
ecmomy. Respondents cite the
address the situation in which en ~'ME
ia u mm and the facton of produc:ticm
legislative lllato17ofthe1988
producer imports eome lnputa from
methodology must be med. the
amendments to the Act (a Rep. '11. 100th ma:dcet economies. In this aituation. the
Department must use aurropte countrJ
Department's task is to determine
Cong.. tat Sees. 108) in noting Consren'
values for an factor inputs. in
intent that the Department ahoaki use
dispositive c:onareaaional intent by
accorc!anc:e with aecticin 773(c) of the
proj9ctins. as well u it can. how
actual tranaactlon p!jces even in
AcL Moreover, petitioner upea that
Congress woald have dealt with thia
ncmmarlcet econOIDJ countries. where
using the pricee of market economy
sucb prices fairly reftect elements for
particular situation if Consreu had

eons..
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spoken. Georgetown Steel CorporaJioR
v. Uniled. Stmesp am E.2d.130S.. l3U
(Fed. Ci.t..1986}...Therefme.. the.
Departmenth.u determined that if an.
NME producer z:eports. prices that am
niaBet-based.. it ia appropriate. to use
those prices instead of a sunogale
value... See Lug Nuts. Sparklers. 'I'R& ·
from Hungary. and Preliminary Results
of Antic:lnmping Duty Admmistrativw
Review: Tapered Roller Bearings and
Parts Thereoffrom the. People: a. Republic
of China, (5& FR 50309. Odober 4. 19&1)
(TRBs from the PRC}. Thia approach. ia
based on the following rationale..
In general. the purpose of the
antidumping statute is to "detennhae
margins . . accurately as. possible."
Rhone.PoulezJc. lru:- v. United.States.
899F.2d1185.1190(Fed..Cir.1991). Mme
specifically, in the case ofa mm
operating. in an NM:&. the purpose or
section 713(c:J is to determine what the
firm's prices m costs would be if sw:h
prices or costs were determined by
market forces. Requiring the use of
IUIT08llte values iD a situatioD where .
actual market-based prices incm:red by
a particular firm am available would. be
contrary to the statutory purpose. Where
we can determine that an NME
producer's input prices are marbt
determined. accuracy, fairness, and
predictability are enhanced bJ' asiDg
those pricea. Therefore. using surropte
values when market-based. values. are
available·woul~in fact. be CODb:arJ to
the intent or the law.
In additimi. the Soala of accuracy..
fairness. and predictability should. apply
whether a country'a ecmiomy is market
or nonmarket oriented. ID 1111tidumping
proceedings concerning imports from
market eCODOJD)' countries. the
Department mes the price of'importecr
inputs when caicn•ettna FMV using
constructed valae methodology. The fact
that it is more accurate to use en actual
input value for merchauctise sourcecf
from a third country should not cbanae
simply because 'the country under
investigation is an NME. Different
treabnent of en imported input based
solely on whether the input is imported
into a market or nonmarket economy
country ia illogical.
The simplest example of a value
based on market principles in a
proceeding involving 1111 NME is a price
paid in convertible or market economy
currency for an input sourced from a
market economy country. A number of
the factors involved in these
investigatiomr have such values and the
Department hu nsed them to calculate
FMV.
The petitioner has argued that the use
of L'ie input prices for materials somced
from Japan. the United States. Hong

f
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Kong. aml Tmwan is. in effect. an
unlawfDl selection mthase-c:.acmtrft::s as
sarraptes. lioweve!'; then input- values
are mrt sun agate ftlues. They IH'8' ~
actual IDlilrilet based. prices incurred. by
the respwdems in pradaci:ng the- subject
JJllECbamiie md. a 9Udi. are tne most
accmate ami appn:ipriate-values fur
these pvticnlarfactors. fur the pmposes
of calculating-~

Commezzt2

Pmticmerci:tes O.S. T~repmta
in contending thattbe PRC mamtaim an
extensive subsidr sptem. which. ill
tum. pmvides the osc:illatirqr filllls ami.
ceiling.fens industries wtth· export

subsic:la Undermrnarmlihul~sin::e
thtt PRC i&an.NM1t.a11l.wi0ned impmts
from tha1 cmmlryaJ:e"DQlsubjectta the·
U.S. coWitenailing duty 18'\'L Hmire.wr.
petitioner-claims. that the Depai::tmmt
bas. in effect. tzeated the PRC. &ma
industries in the same waJ' drat it''9Ullid
treat indmtrie&operaliqm amadmt:
economy witll respect ta the S1la:timl
of inpats aomced frum market ecmmmy
countries. Thus. the Department's
rationale for excluding the PRC from the
cmmtervaiJins duty law ao lonaer
applies. According!.y. pet.itioner calls for·
the Department to self-initiate.
countervailing dlltJ investigation with
respect to the abject men:handi•e..or
altemativeiJ, tu determine- the subsidJ
element ref1sted mthe ·export pri'2& of
the sub,iect mercbanclile.. so that
petilioneJ.:.may receive appropriate
protection from umairly traded subiect
merchandiseDurable, Esteem. and Shell state that.
since the courts have held that the
.
countervailing dm, law ia not
applicable to nonmarket economies
(citing. Geolptown Steel Corporalioll v.
United States, 810 F.2d 1308 (Fed. Cir.
1986)). and as all parties agree that the
PRC is still an.NME. the Department is
judicially pm:luded fiom self-initiating 1t
countervailing duty investigation.
Durable and Esteem assertthat there is
no evidence an the record to suggest
that the PRC govemment ia providing
export incentives to fens manufacturers.
Shell adds that there is no need to
adjust FMV for any effects of alleged
subsidies because, under the
Department's methodology, all PRC
sourced inputs are valued according to
the surrogate country values.
-cEC and Wing Tat claim that
petitioner's argument improperly
characterizes the Department's
methodology in this case. These
respond~nts contend that the
.
Departmenfa methodology does not .
alter the Department.. conclusion that
the PRC is an NME. and as an NME. the
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PRC is na1 covered: by the U.S.
coantervcriling daty law.

DOC Positiart
The issue of whether the
countervaifmg duty law applies to fans
from the PRC cannot..andshould no.t. be
resolved in an antidumping proceeding.
We note thatthe petitioner in these
investigations. on October 17, 1991. filed
a countervailing duty petition on
oscillating fans and ceirmg fans from the
PRC. We will address this issue in the
context of the countervailing dulf
proceedings.. based Oil the record. in
those cases.

Comment3
Petitioner contends that acme of the

respondenta.baw.~edan ·

absence o£centralgovermnat contmL
or economi~ independence &om PRC
government ent.ities..Petiticmer further
asserts that.. while the Depaz:tmat Ill&)'
have verified. the existem:e o£ basiness
licenses for certain mspoadents. it did.
nof ftrify the indepmd.....,..af the
respondmts. at.the scnm:e af imJ ~
contraLi.e. the PBC.FtE• mast
agencies.~. pelitiDlll!l"11f81118S
that the Depmtmmtmust pa:www that
central 8l1ft!l'llllU!B camml nists Widz
respect 111 prodactiml amt. sales of the
subjechw I 111ise lmli BiDSltt.
cauntl:T-wicfe dmoph1g margins sbnJd
be calculatmtfareacb.clasaGl"kindof'
merchandise..·
Both Dmafde mnl £steem assert that
they have established in this case mcord
that the,- are non-PRC companies. that
they ~not-owned. iD part arm whol~
by girn:ernment authorities in the PRC.
and their factories are not regulated by
PRC goyemment authorities. They
furth2r contend that all raw-mate~
purchasing. pricing. and sales decisiaas
are made by their offices outside the
PRC. and no PRC Sovernmental errtity·
plays a part in these decisions.
Respondents CEC. Shell. Wing Tat..
Wuxi, and Xinhui argue that
documentation supportina their
respective economic independence from
central government control and from
other- manufacturen was fully -¥erifie~
and that they have satisfied the test. as
set forth in Sparklers. for detemining
that an exporter iD en NME is entitled to
a separate. company-specific margin.
CEC and Wing Tat add that the
verification confumed both a dejure
and de facto absence of central control.

DOC Position
Our analysis of the evidence
presented. by eacli respondent
demonstrates both.de jure and de facto
absence of central control. as described

·
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in our Memorandum dated May 28, 1991 · the Department's position in the
Comments
("Company Specific Dumping Margins").· · preliminary determinations. They cite a
Petitioner agrees with the selection of
Since the preliminary determinations, nc number of NME cases such as Lug Nuts, Pakistan as the primary surrogate
additional information has been brought Final Determination of Sales at Less
country, but sussests that the
to the Department's attention to change
than Fair Value: Tapered RoJJer
Department consider using an average
these findings. Furthermore, this issue
Bearings and Parts Thereof, Finished or of factor values from Pakistan and India
was sufficiently addressed at
Unfinished, From the Socialist Republic to reflect information from a larger
verification. Therefore, the respondents
of Romania. (SZ FB 17433, 17431, May &
sampling of ceiling fan and oscillating
have overcome the presumption in favor 1987}; and Barbed Wire and Barbless
fan producers.
cf a single country-wide rate and we
Fencing Wire From Poland: Final
All respondents agreed with the
have calculated a separate margin for
Determination. ofSales al Less Than
selection of Pakistan as the surrogate
each respondent.
Fair Value, (56 FR 29711, 29712. July 22,
country. Durable and Polaray state that
1S85), where information concerning
Comment4
India would be less appropriate as a
general expenses incurred in the
surrogate because Indian manufacturers
Petitioner states that the Department
selected surropte country was
do not export oscillating fans.
unlawfully failed to make circumstance
insufficient to allow a breakdown of
of sale (COS) adjustments and ESP
DOC Position
expenses into dUeet aiad indirect selJini
.
deductions in its preliminary
expenses,
and
the
Department
refrained
We are continuing to use Pakistan as
determinations and must make these
making
COS
adjustments
or
ESP
the
primary surrogate country for these
from
adjusbnents in the final determinations.
investigations, for the reasons cited
Petitioner cites Funai Electric Co. Ltd. v. deductions. CEC and Wing Tat further
United States, 113 F. Supp 240 (Crr 1989) argue that, In the Funai.decision. the CIT above under "Foreign Market Value",
and in our preliminary determinations,
sustained the exercise of discretion by
(Funa11, to support its contention that
though we have used some Indian
the Department in making COS
COS adjusbnents must be made even
sunogate data where Pakistani data
adjustments to constructed value. They
when SGa:A expenses in a cor.structed
was unavailable. There is no need to
contend that the Funai decision did not
value are based OD the statutory
average factor values from other
conclude that the Department is
minimum of ten percent..
potential surrogates. u auagested by
required to make COS adjustments.
Shell states that the statute calls for
petitioner, as we have no reuon to
maldns adjustments based OD the
DOC Position ·
believe that the use of Pakistani values
differences in circumstances of sales.
Shell notes that in NME cases, the
We have made no adjustment to FMV by themselves is less representative of
surrogate costs than the use or average
Department does not consider or collect
for U.S. "1ling expetlaes since we bad
information on any sales to other
no information on the specific amount of factor values.
markets, and thus. there is no COS data direct selling expense1 included In the
CommentB
available to offset the adjustments to
surropte country which was used as
According to petitioner, section
USP on FMV. Similarly, Shell contendl
the basis for determining FMV. It would
773(e)(t)(B) of the Act specifies that an
that the Department cannot make
be unreasonable to make an upward
amount. not a rate, must be added for
adjustments to ESP because the
adjustment to FMV for the sellint
profit found to be usual among fan
Department has no information to
expenses incuned on U.S. sales without
producers in the surropte country.
distinsuish between foreip direct and
making a conesponding downward
Consequently, petitioners claim that the
indirect eellins expeiiaea to make
adjustment to account for the selling
Deparbnent erred in calculating SGaA
corresponding adjustments to FMV.
expenses embodied In the ten percent
and profit for FMV by using a surrogate
Finally, Shell cites Zenith Electronit:tl
SGaA.
percentage rate, rather than an amount.
Corporation v. United States
Slip
Similarly, we
not made
Polaray finds fault in petitioner'•
Op. 9168 0uly 29. 1991) for the
arzument for two reasons. Pint. Polaray
proposition that the Department may not adjustments to ESP for Hlling expenses.
since we were unable to isolate the
argues that section 773(e) seems to
make COS adjustments if the
selling expenses from total SCA.A on tbe equate rate and amount because the
adjustments reduce the constructed
minimum "amount" is expressed
value seneral expenses to less than the . FMV 1ide in order to make
corresponding offset adjustments to
explicidy as a "rate." Second. Polaray
statutory minimum amount, as it would
FMV. See TRBs from the PRC at 50310.
contends that SGaA must be expressed
in these investisations.
One of the goals of the antidumping
as a percentage because it is an expense
Durable and Esteem state that to
statute is for the Department to make a
that is not direcdy related to sales and
make adjustments to USP without
fair comparison between USP and FMV. must be allocated over all saleL
corresponding adjustments to FMV
See, e.g., The Budd Company v. United
. CEC and Wing Tat argue that, while
would be patently unfair and result in
States, 748 F.Supp. 1093, 1098 (CIT 1990). the statute does indicate that amounts
the comparison of incomparable prices.
Though-nction 772(e) of the Act directs
Absent evidence as to the amount of
rather than rates should be used. in
the Department to make adjustments to
direct and indirect sellmg expenses
order to derive these amountS, the
ESP for sellins expenses. where there is
incurred by producers in the surrogate
Department must use percentage rates.
Respondents cite Department precedent
country, they argue that it would also be an indication that both ESP and FMV
include selling expenses, and where
unfair to make adjustments solely to the
where the Department has used rates
there is a lack of information on the
U.S. price on ESP sales transactionL
calculated in the surrogate as the basis
record to make adjustments to both
for derivins SC&A and profit figures
Because respondents d~ not control the
sides of the equation, to adjust one side
submission of the relevant information.
(e.g., Sparklers at 20589), and state that
and not the other would not be a fair
it would be unfair to penalize them for
the use of surrogate-based profit and
the absence of information in the
comparison. Jn such a situation. it would general expense percentage rates in
administrative record.
be inconsistent with the statutory
NME cases has been upheld by the CIT
CEC and Wing Tat argue that there la
scheme to adjust only one side or the
in Chemical Products Corp. v. U:iited
extensive administrative precedent for
clumping equation.
Slates, 650 F. Supp. 178. 183 (CIT 1986).

err
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SbeJ.l. Wuxi. and Xin!mi. a1sa note that
seMion.773(e)(t)(B) of. the:Act
specifically calla for the Department to
obtain and apply surrogate rates for
general expenses and: profit a&
expressed in percentage terms. Ther
contend that applying a calculated
amount for each respondent would be
unreasonable because of varying costs
of manufacture incurred in producing
each respondent's range.of models. and
would result in variable amounts of
general expenses and profit attributable
to eadr model.
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With nspectta.Suramerica, petitioner
notes that the De~ is appealing
the decision and is not following the
decision. pending the resolution of the
appeal Furthermore, in at least eight
other cOurt deci9ii>ns. the Department's
practice bas been sustained. See. e.g.. ·
KoyO' Sei1UJ v. Urrited Siatn, err Slip
Op. 9?-BZ'ij"nne-27; H9I) (KOJ'O seilcot.
CitroS1Jt:0PaulisttrS.A. v. United States.
104 F. Sapp. tWS.
t988J.

car

DOCPosition
We agme with Jatilioner. There ia
nothing mtbe statute. tbe legislatiTe
DOC Position
history, o'.r tbe mgulatiam reqlliring that
petitimms establistl affirmatiwly that
We agree with respondents. Th&
they have the mpport af a majority of
peti~readiagaf the word
"aumunl" ill -=timi %73(e)(t){B)"afthe
the damntic prudm:ers of the
merclumdie. mmaay cases. mcb •
Act is incoDsistent with the intent of the
statute.. To do as the petitioner anggeeM
rHi i euit!mt woalct IJe:·m cmeraas as~
would require a fixed a111D11Dt forprafit
predude aa::e• to import-relief under .
and SC&A for each and every pl'Oduct
the mtidumpin! chaty laws. This position
produced by each and every respondent. has bem m:imtiy·upbeld by the-Court of
disreprdiug completely thevariable
lntematioaal Tradein~Seiko. anti
cost structure of each producL Thi$.
. theDepmtmmtha appaletl
approach contradicts the methodology
Smamer:ic:a and is.ewaitiilg a decision in
required under ~ction 713(•). where the· that case.. We note tbat JIG mf!IDbesif of
amount for SG4A and prQfil is
the domestic indust17 lraft. ecpzwucd·
oppoaitimr tu these petitians. Tberefme.
specifically defmed as being not less
than a percent or cost..
we ha"-1111 basis for-determining that
the pditiamr Tacks stam:tit• ·
Commem7
Ceifmg ram responchmts Shell and
Xinhai argue that. as petitioner has not
demonmatetl tb&t it.aa:oUnts forthe

Commenta··
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investigations. pe.titionft' states that the
Department did not even attempt to
verify whetherin fact tlse PRC price! for
thes£" inp1rts' Were'market driven.

DOC Position
W-e disagree witri respondents. As we
stated in the Luo Nm detennination, a
respmtdmt mast caren:ome the
presumption of state- control with
respect tv the- pEices and costs of 8' giYen
NME sourced input. Respondents
evidem:e ~ &Jcu119 CIR th& currency
used amt in some caes. the location of
the~ Where an inpatis
produced in m NME. the mere fact that
a tnmsac:t:i.on is cansumnated in a
market ec:anmny c:mnmqr ilf mJt. in and
of itself. widmce that m inpat was
valued acmrdiag'IDmaricet"principles,
See also '"FonriSD Mazket 'Value-.••
Commerrt9
All respondents claim that the
Department incorrectly applied the
surrogate profit percentage reported by
the-U.S. Embassy in Pakistan in
calculating FMV. Accotdmgto
respondents. the Department should
have applied the pnfitpercentage to the
cost ofmannfactare. instead of to the
cost of productimr. because the Embassy
reported the-profit n percentqe of the

cost of manufac:tme.

Shell and Xinbui argue tbiat. in
DOC l'o8ition.
accordancewi:th Luo Nuts. the·
Subsequent tcttn&prelimhrarr
maj~ Of domestic: produc:tion or·
Department should value c;ertain
ceiling W.. th& Department ia required . material inpma or services aomced from. determinations. the U.S. Embassy in
Pakistan confirmed that the surrogate
to inwstip1- whether th. petitioner-has. the PRC. but pUrcbased. in convertible
profit percentage was calculated on the
standing to iepreaent the cipmestil: ·
currencies, based.on the-price ill the
basis of the. cost of maDufactming plus·
ceillilaf.an.i.nctu.mJ, htac:cmdancewith
convertible- cw:req actually paid for
Surameiica de Aleaciann LtzazinaJJm
those items. becauee market forces are · · general mtpenses. a defined by section·
713(~}(B) of the Act. We have
·.
CA. v. Uaited slates; 146 F; Stipp. 13&;
at work in determining the prices.far.
calcalated profit accordingly.
152 (QT 1990). appeal ducketed..
goods and services obtained through
consolidated-no. 91~015, :-1050.-1055,
convertible currencf markets in the
CommentlO
PRC.
·
'·
.
September 20. October 16. and Oc:.lober
Duracle and Esteem claim that thir
19, 1990, r:espectively (Suramerica),.. Shell
Similarly; CEC and Wing Tat alsO cite
Department misclassified their direct ·
and Xinhui argue that there are at least
Luo Nuts and argue that purchases of
labor costs at the preliminary
materials from Hong KOng-owned · · ·
two other major domestic producers of
determination and assert that all direct
ceiling fans wlu) have'not joined: with .
companies prod:Ucing iii the PRC me
labor should be classified as unskilled
petitioner in bringing this proceeding.
made inc:anvertible cmreacy.
labor. They contend that. at their
Thus they contend that the petitioner.
negotiated at arms-length in Hoag Kong.
respective verifications, the Department
does not represent the majority of the
and free-of PRC 8ftCZUDteal
determined that all direct labor involved
U.S. industry and. therefore, the petition
involvement. Tberefo~ they claim that
·in producing the subjltct merchandise
must be dismissed with respect to
these prices ceflect madcet fmces anct
was unskilled labor.
ceiling fans.
should be used to calculate FMV. as in
Petitioner·states thatno other U.S.
Luo Nut&.
DOC Positios
manufacturer of ceiling flins has·
Petitioner contends that the.
We agree with respondents and have
expressed opposition to the petition and
Department must use surrogate values
reclassified all direct labor for Durable
cites a number of previous cases,
for these inputs or; where the surrogate
and Esteem as unskilled labor.
including Polyethylene Terephthalate
information is not available.: BIA.
Film. Sheet and Strip from Japan (56 FR
because these inputs have not been
Comment
1!
.16300. April 22.1991) and Sodium
demonstrated to be driven by market
CEC
and
W"mg Tat argue that the
Thiosulfate from. the Federal Republic of forces. In Luo Nuts, the Department only
Department should use their-actual
Germany (SS FR 51749. December 17;
used PRC costs for those PRC inputs
SG&A expenses to calculate FMV
1990). in which. the Department did aot
which the Department verified to be
require the petitioner to estal-lish
market driven, and refused to use PRC · because: (1) The majority of these
afrmnatively that it had. the support of a · costs where it could.not verify that they· &xpenses are incuned in market
economy countries: and (Z) it would bl!
majority of the producers in its industry. were market driven. In these·
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.consistent with the Department's
methodology of using actual acquisition
prices for goods purchased from market
economy counbies to -.se the actual
percentage rate for SGllA incurred
outside the PRC in market economy
counbies. Both CEC and Wing Tat claim
that the use of actual SGllA expenses
would be niore appropriate because
virtually no SGllA expense-related
~ctivities take place within their
production facilities in the PRC.
CEC adds that, if the Department uses
a surrogate value for CEC's SG&A
expenses in the final determination, the
surrogate value should apply only to
that portion of CEC's SG&A expenses
that are incurred in the PRC. CEC claims
that this methodology would be
consiatent with the Departmenfs
treatment of inputs purchased from
market economy counbies in the
preliminary determination.
DOC Position
We are using the statutory minimum
of 10 percent for SG&A because the
surrogate SGlcA rate for Pakistani
producers of the subject merchandise ·
was below the statutory minimum.
Furthermore, with respect to CEC and
Wing Tat, we could not determine what
percentage of their SG6:A expenses waa
free of NME influences because the
costs of certain components of SGllA
were incurred in the PRC.

Comment12
Durable contends that it bas properly
excluded certain purchase price salea
from its U.S. sales listing because these
sales were outside the POL acconting to
Durable'• date of sale metbodoloSY fLe.,
purchase order date is the date of sale).
These sales include transactions where:
(a) The country of origin stated on the
purchaae order was amended: (b) the
original purchase order ahowed a
landed cost, rather than the FOB selling
price; and (c) the terms of aale for a
particular transaction did not change,
but the s&le waa included in a revised
purchase order for other sales where
prices were amended. In each of these
instances, the original purchase order
waa within the POL and the
documentation reftecting the
amendment, indicating the change
described above, was outside of the
POI.
Petitioner asserts that these sales
should be included because customers
had been negotiating with Durable for a
long period. parties had met. offers were
· made, and acceptances had been
communicated during the POL Petitioner
concludes that respondent has seized on
the broadest possible interpretation of

I
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the Department'• date of sale teat to·
push these sales beyond the POI.

DOC Position
With respect to the country of origin
change, the price and quantity of the
merchandise were set when the
customer sent the purchase order to
Durable. Although the Department
recognizes that the "country of origin",
under certain circumstances. can
represent a vital contract term, in this
case the change in "country of origin"
designation was purely the correction of
a clerical error. Jn fact. Durable does not
even manufacture the subject
merchandise in the country identified on
the original purchase order.
Accordingly, these sales are properly
considered sales within the POI and
have been included in our calculations.
With respect to the aales where the
customer recorded the "landed" cost on
the purchase order, we determined that
the underlying unit price of the
~erchandise did not change. The only
.difference between the original and the
amended purchase order appeared to be
the party paying the movement
expensea. Since the essential terms of
sale-price and quantity-did not
chanse. these sales should have been
reported. Since we bad no transactionspecific data. we are aasiping to tliese
sales the highest transaction 11U1J1iD
calculated for Durable as ~
For the transaction which was
included in documentation that ·
established changes.for other sales, we
determine that this sale should be
included in our analysis because the
essential terms of sale, price and
quantity, did not change. Since we bad
no transaction-specific data, we are
assignins to these sales the highest
transaction marsin calculated for
Durable as BIA.

Comment13
Petitioner contends that the
Department bas not established that the
price of market-economy sourced power
cords pw-..based by Durable from a
related party is an arm's-leDBtb price,
and. therefore, should use information
provided in the petition as BIA.
Durable claims that the power cords
were purchased at a price that is
substantially identical to the arm'slensth price reported by other
manufacturers in this proceeding. In
addition. Durable states that the power
cords represent a relatively small
percentage of the overall raw material
cost of the oscillating fan.

DOC Position
Durable did not identify the power
cord purchases as related party

transactions until verification and did
not provide information to substantiate
its claim that these were arm's-length
transactions. Accordingly, we are using
the power cord value provided by·
petitioner as BIA in calculating
Durable's.FMV. ·

Comment14
Citing Final Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value:.Circular WeldedCarbon Steel Pipe and Tube from
Thailand, (51 FR 3384. 3386, January 27
1986) (Pipe and Tube from Thailand) '
and other cases. Durable claims that the
financing expenses incurred on the
purchase of raw materials from market
economy sources should be deducted
from the acquisition costa because these
expenses are properly classified as
SG&A expenses.
Petitioner contends that these costs
are part of the cost of purchasing the
raw materials and. as such, should not
be deducted in the calculation ofFMV.
DOC Position

In Pipe and Tube from Thailand. the
financing expenses in question appeared
to be those additional interest expenses
charged by the aupplier for the delayed
payment of raw materials. Jn this case.
Durable is claimin& that its coats for raw
materials should be reduc:ecl by an
imputed interest credit, and there is no
evidence on the record that Durable
incurs an additional interest expense.
The proper price for valuing these
market economy inputs is the price
actually paid for them. Since Durable
reported raw material costs of market
economy soUrced inputs net of imputed
interest. we have adjusted Durable's
reported costs to reOect the prices that
Durable actually paid. based on
information obtained at verification.

Comment IS
Petitioner contends that the
Department should recalculate
Durable's labor inputs based on
Durable's monthly production and labor
reports.
Durable responds that its method of
calculating labor hours per unit was
fully verified and is intemally
consistent.

DOC Position
We have used Durable's verified labor
inputs in our fmal detennhiation. We
have no reason to believe that the
methodology used by Durable
incorrectly reported labor inputs. nor to
conclude that petitioner's methodology
is more accurate than Durable's.
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CommentZB
Petitioner alleges that Durable may
not have fully accounted for the cost of
-nolds purchased from a related party.
Durable states that the costs of the
molds in question are properly
categorized as factory overhead
. expenses and are. therefore, included in
the surrogate overhead rate applied in
the FMV calculation.

DOC Position
We agree with Durable that these
costs are properly classified as factory
overhead because they relate to the
manufacture of the product. However.
this point is irrelevant to our
calculations since we are usiq
sunogate country data to calculate
factory overhead.

Comment 1'!
Petitioner arguea·that. the final
determination for Esteem should be
entirely based on BIA for the following
reasons: (t) Super Electric. a related
producer of electric motors used in the
production of fans. failed to cooperate ill
the Department's verification; (2) Esteem
failed to report a number of its U.S.
sales during the POI: and (3) Esteem
failed to report itl weighted-average
material costs over itl entire POL
thereby avoicfilla reporting potentially
higher material costs incurred during the
portion of the POI not included in the
reported data.
Petitioner asserts that. because Super
Electric is a respondent iD this
investigation. itl non-cooperation is far
more serious and material than. if Super
Electric were a mere sapplier of electric
motors to Esteem. However. if the
Department were to UH BIA oDlJ for the
vah1e of the electric motors. petitioner
contends that the motor values should
be based on information contained In
the petition.
Esteem contends that rejectins its
response is inappropriate because Super
Electric'• DOD-cooperation does not
reflect the same depee of DOD·
cooperation as if Esteem and its whollyowned subsidiaries bad not cooperated.
However. Esteem concedes that. u
Super Electric did not participate In the
Department's verification. BIA must be
used for valuing the motor input. To
value the motor. Esteem proposes using
(a) the value of verified motor inputs
from other respondents. (b) Super
ElecU'ic's transfer price to Esteem. or (c)
the weighted-average coat of motors
purchased by Esteem from Taiwan.
Regarding the omitted sales. Esteem
claims that. because the omission of the
purchase order was due to an
inadvertent computer error and thes~
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sales were reported and verified- by the
they should be included in
the Department's final determination.
With regard to weighted-average
material costs. Esteem states that it
reported raw material purchases from
market economy sources only for a
portion of the POI in order to stay within
the same fiscal year for ease of
calculation and verification of costs.
Moreover, Esteem points out that it did
not produce the subject mefcbandise
over the entire POI.
D~artment.

DOC Position
We agree with respondent that
rejecting its response and basins its
margin entirely on BIA is not warranted
in this case because it substantially
complied with the Department's request
for information.
However. because Super Electric did
not fully cooperate at verification. we
have valued the motor inputs using
information contained in the petition as

BIA.
Regarding the omitted sales which
were brought to the Department'•
attention at the onset of verification. we
believe that these omissions were
inadvertent and we are accepting the
reported 1alea data for these sales in the
final determination.
With respect to Esteem'• reportins of
weighted-average material costs. the ·
documentation examined at verification
demonstrated that Esteem'• reported
costs for market economy inputs were .
representative of the cost of materials
purchased durinl the entire POL We
found no evidence that material
purchases during the months not
included ill Esteem'• weighted-average
were consiatendy either higher or lower
than the reported coats. Therefore, we
are accepting Esteem'• reported cost
data for calculating FMV.

Comment IS·
Petitioner argues that certain tooling.
product development. and
·
manufacturing liaison costs claimed by
Es.teem as indirect selling expenses
should properly be classified as '
manufacturing costs.
Esteem claims that on the cost side.
these expenses would be· properly
classified as factory overhead or SCl:A
expenses. Esteem argues that. since the
Department used surrosate values for
factory overhead and SG&A expenses, It
would be unfair and duplicative to
include tooling. product development.
and manufacturing liaison costs in the
amounts already included in the
Department's calculation of factory
overhead and SG&A. In addition.
Esteem adds that on the price aide. these
costs would have no effect on the

I
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margin if the Department does not
deduct indirect selling expenses frnn
U.S. price. as in the preliminary
determination.

DOC Position
We agree that these costs are properly
classified as factory overhead becausP
they relate to the manufacture of the
product and not the sale of the product.
However. this point is irrelevant to our
calculation of FMV since we are using
aurrosate country data to calculate
factory overhead.

Comment19
Polaray claims that its import and
export declaration fees and its "other
bank charges" were included in its
reported SGl:A expenses. Polaray
arpea that if the Department considers
these expenses as direct selling
expenses, they should be deducted from
the surrosate SGl:A•ttributed to
Polaray. to avoid double counting.
Concerning "other bank charges.".
Polaray claims: (1) that these charges
were verified with the same degree of
completeneu as the other charges: and
(2) that the verification report ii
incorTect iD its statement that the "other
bank charges" for certain observations
were equal to a certain percentage of .
the sales value. Polaray claimll that this
percentqe results from incorrecdy
dividiq "other bank charges" in New
Taiwan dollars by the sales value in
U.S. dollars.

DOC Position
"Other bank charges" are not an issue
because we are not making COS
adjustmentl for the final determination.
See Comment 4. With respect to import
and export declaration fees. no evidence
was provided at verification to indicate
that these expenses should be treated as
anything other than movement expenses
or that to treat them aa such would
result in double counting. For purposes
of the final detenninations. we are
considering import and export
declaration fees· as movement expenses
for all respondents. including Polaray.

Comment20
Polaray claims that the verification
report iJ incorrect in stating that the
date of sale is the date of the shipment's
confirmation, and that the verification
confirmed that the date or sale is the
date of the order confirmation. Polaray
also claims that the statement in the
report that the payment dates "could not
be quantitatively established" is
misleading because it implies that
Polaray'• credit expense could not be
established. Polaray states that. since its
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reported credit expense is based on the
actual credit expenae pa.id by Polaray to
iis bank, the actual date that the
customer pays the bank is irrelevant.
Finally. Polaray claims that the
Department properly verified .the Jabor
data reported by Polara_y.

DOCPas-.11
At verification we 'Car.finned: :(1) That
Polaray .used 'tM date t>f the order
mn:fimtation 1lS the Ute al S"d!~ t?) the
actual beak clmrges that Pobny paid to
the bank and repcrted es its 'CI'edft .
expense (however. this 17oin1 is ·rn:rt
relevant here since. as &lated previously.
we are not making COS c.djustmentsJ:
a.'ld {'3) that tJre ~pcrte<J iabor hCm'S tied
to the produciicm repms. Cancrntins
labor times. we&."!! i:s!ng the revised
data plllMded at 'ftMC?Bfic?l.·
CommeZJ.t 21 ·
Coucem:iz?g JIGlai:ay's ··uoot a!sta•
for molded plastic pa«a. J1etitioner
arguea that ~he Deo,iart.1!8r.t 'Eho~ not
accept the pr.ice quolell ;inm:ied at
verificalian • evidmce dmt Polamy's
own PRC.based shoot msti are
comparable to .market prices charged by
non-PRC 11*-ned companies. Pl!51ioaer
alleges th3t these dOCllDlm~ wen1
"manufaetmed"' solely u ~for
Polaray'• pasition.
Polara_y claims that 1he.Depanm.ent
should me the submmract (shootJ t:Ostl
for plast:ic: materials nported by
Polarar. based oa its .claim 1hal tile
Departmen1 verified that theflllast:ic
material shoot costs in Polaray's
response were comparable to market
prices cbalsed by non-rRC mmed
companies. Shnld the D•rtmmt
cAoo&e not to ue PDlanty's actmd
reported c:osts. PollmlJ states that the
price quataticma from amelcted
suppliers ill Taiwan provided at
verification should be used. Polmay also
argues tbat petitianeroffeis no
substitute .data and no re&SOD to distrust
the data previded at 'Wlriicaticm.

DOC Pasition
ID .the absence of an acceptable
surmgate value for Polara7'1 shoGtcosts
and in lu~eping with our hierarchy for
valuing PRC-sourced inputs (see
"Valuation.Memo"), we are using the
Taiwan market economy price quo&es
provided at verification to value
Polaray'a shoot costs. Furthennore,
petitioner has offered no alternative
data.

Comment2Z
Wuxi claims that the Departme~t used
incorrect surrogate values for ce.rtaiD
material inputs in the preliminary
detennination and should mal<e
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app..'"Opliate coi:rections iR the fmal
determinatima. Wuxi stales .that {aj the
material eepaned . . "befMlil\gs" is
actually ".boUew-rouDdied .metal;iieces"
and sho'Dld :Dat be Nlued .as beariap.
(bJ •lot insulatal:s .and w~ am
actua.IJ.f Jamina.ted cardboa:ld ttieces
and ahowd .DGt be v.a.laed • ~
plastic parts•:. and (~-the~
value .rar oscillatiag iaJu capac:ims u
tm11J18 .IJeca..i.se it repJe9811!1 tlle ivalue
for .a muclalarger.and ~
capacitor than the type used hy Wm in
its oscillating fans. Moreover. Wuxi'•
experience is that there is a significant
price diffenmce between capad.tDtB of
c!ifferem mtinp.
Petitioner .a:tales thllll Wmi has :ca1
demcmstraled uy orelatiaD&hip betweea
a capacitw'.a .size and rating. audm
price. Petitioner adds that. .in.its
experience. there is little mffermce iD
priiae betwem capamars elf .different
ratinp 21Dd. therefore. w.uxr.. .argument
with respect tocapacitos:s is Wl'Ol28-

DOC Position
We agree with Wm with respect to
the iDpat«igiDa!ly classifiedaa a
"bearing". end the sMlt insulata.-s and
wedges. We verified that a ball or roller
be~ ii not used in Wui'a fam and
have valued the hollow metal ring CJD
the basis of its weight and the 'IW'l'Og&te
vabae for the metal Dlpat. TIM! val'lle of
the ~gt imulatom and wedps ii
included in 11se ulue assiif!lled to "other
haniware parts" ill our FMV calcu'latioa.
Since Wmi's capacitQl' ill producedm
the PRC. we Yaiued the-cost cf this input
on the basis ol the su:rropte -value
reported for a capacitor used bl an
oscilla=s fan produced ill P.aldstan, in
eoccidu.ce with our FMV methodology.
No other .mformaticm was available to
sugeat that this sarrogate value wn
inaccun: te. nor was aDJ altemative
surrogate value provided for our
consideration.
Camment23
Petitioner alleges 1md I.be :pacl:ing box
used by Wuxilor its US. ales proved .to
be PRC-aewa!d at verifica lion. despite
Wuxi's contention that 1he boxes are
dual-sourced. Consequently, petitioner
asserts diat the cost of this pa~
materiai .ahonld be based on the
surrogate value.
Wuxi cmtends 4ha!. because it
demonstrated at vecificatian that i% atso
obtains pa:king boxes from market
economies, :the actual price paid should
be used in 'C&lca:lating FMV.
DOC Pasitian
We agree with Wuxi We verified that
padc:ing boxes were obtained from
market economy sources. as well !IS
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PRC sources, during the POI. WMre we
had dual -sources of inputs. we used the
price of the market economr SCIW'GeQ
input Lo calculate EllV.
Camment2f

CEC atgues that the Departmst
incorrectly calculated CEC'a Jabor ~sts
for pur;:oses al' the preliminary
determination.
DOC Position
We~with CEC.At the
preliminazy .dmrmi.DatiGQ. labor was
double-counted. Fa the final
determim:ticm. w.e have gk:ulated
CEC's reported laboreo&ta by
mul!iplyi.Qs CEC's.reported skilled and
unslr.filed labor times by the .ap.Plic;a.We
Pakistani labor riltes.

Comment25
CEC argues 11-.at the anrrogate-.based
valuation of CEC'a -c:eiJiQs fen
componmta was overstated because the
Departmeal -did not .r.educe l12e value of
PRC-tea.reed materials by CEC's
reported material purchase discomd and
scrap TeVenue perceutqe. CEC states
that the Department's May 21.1991
Memorandum indicates that the
Departme_nt would nduce the total cost
of materials (i.ev the swn of tke values
of market econemy •aurced materials
and PRC-sourced materials) by the
purchase diacouat and scrap revemie
percentage.
Petitioner argaea that CEC'.s attempt
to average its discount on some mw
materials over its msts of all r.aw
materials mast be rejected. Petitioner
couti!Dds I.hat CEC's methodo&ogy is
faulty in that not all components are .
used. .or me used in equal amounts. in
all .fans. Petitioner daims that CEC'.approa;h "COuld Teduce the mst of
madtet-valued inputs on the basis Df
discounts c:>n inputs that will be wlued
in a surrogate economy. Finally.
petitioner argues that CEC'a ·claim that
the Department sbonld reduce the
s:ll'l'ogate-based wiue of .PRC-sowud
materials to aa:ount forpmchase
discounts and scrap revenues should be
rejecM!d on t.'u! grounds that. -.lthough
the factors to be "UBed we the
respondenrs. the values to be used .are
those Iound iD the surrogate. Petitioner
claims that to reduce the value of .the
input below the 'Value in the scrroga!e
country coutravenec the statute.
CEC amt ends 1ha t because il does not
employ a sophistica1ed accounting
system and does not maintain records
that tie its purchase discount.amounts to
particular material purchases. it
allocated its purchase diseoont amount
over its· total raw materials P'.ll'Chase~ to
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arrive at its reported discount amount.
CEC argues that this allocation
methodology is reasonable and is
consistent with the allocation
methodology.accepted by the
Department in Certain All-Terrain
Vehicles from Japan: Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value. (54 FR 4864. January 31,
1989).

DOC Position
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Comment27
Shell states that customer-specific fan
models with identical model codes vary
in some product features and, therefore,
also in cost, as verified by the
Department. Thus. Shell contends that
separate FMVs should be calculated for
these customer-specific fans. rather than
averaging the costs of all models with
the same model codes. as in the
preliminary determination.

For purposes of the final
determination. we applied CEC'a
reported purchase discount and scrap
revenue percentage to those inputs
sourced from a market economy
country. At verification. we confirmed
that CEC receives discounts on some
raw material purchases. We examined
CEC's methodology for calculating the
purchase discount and scrap revenue
percentage and found it to be
reasonable. Concerning CEC's claim
that the discount should be applied to
PRC-sourced inputs; we did not reduce
the surrogate values by the reported
discount amount because PRC prices
were not used in this case.

DOC Position

Comment26

Corr.ment 28

Petitioner argues that the Department
should consider two types of defective
merchandise provisions that Shell
offered to specific customers as
discounts and deduct from Shell's USP
expenses related to these provisions.
Shell states that these provisions are
exclusive wammty provisions extended
to two customers, such expenses are
already included in the report&d per-unit
warranty expenses, and malcins an
additional deduction for these
provisions would result in erroneous
double-counting of expenses.

Shell contends fiat. si.'lce a related
transportation company in I long Kong
arranges for Shell"s ocean freight and
inland freight. the Department should
di!ll'egard the amount Shell paid to the
related company and adjust these
reported movement expenses to reflect
the amou:it paid by the related
traz:spcrtation company to unrelated
transportation service companies.
Petitioner asserts that the
Department's concern in related party
transactions has been whether or not
the respondent is benefitting fro:r. L'le
relationship by obt11inir.g a lower than
arm's-length price for the good or
service. Accordingly, petitioner holds
that. because Shell's actual verified
expenses are not lower but higher th:m
the arm's-length price, Shell does not
receive ar. unfair benefit from its related
party and, therefore. the reported
expenses shoulJ be used wi~hout
adjustment.

DOC Position
Shell was unable to demonstrate at
verification that these er.elusive
warranty provisions were in lieu of
usual warranty procedures and that all
ex;>enses related to them were included
in the reported warranty expense.
Consequently, we agree with petitioner
that these exper.ses should be
considered as discounts. We have
accounted for the expenses incurred on
sales to one customer, the specifics of
which cannot be described here because
of the business proprietary information
involved in the adjustment. We made no
adjustment for expenses related to the
second customer because the
adjustment to be made. aca>rding to the
business proprietary information
developed at verification. would be
eiquivalent to a COS adjustment, which
we are not making, as discussed abo\·e
at Comment 4.

We agree. Shell demor,strated at
verification that fan models sold to
purchase price customers L'l.cluded
customer-specific ph1·sical differences
with associated cost differences.
Therefore, we have compared purchase
price sales to model- and customerspecific FMVs. Since the ultimate U.S.
customer is not known at the time of
production' for ESP sales, we have
compared ESP sales to model-specific
FMVs only. averag!ng the costs of any
models where SheJl has reported
customer-specifc data for more than
one version of the model

DOC Position
Based on the infon::ation developed
at verification, we hsve determined that
the transportation company is related to
ShelL as defined under section 773(e)(4)
of the Act. However. under section
773(e)(2) of the Act, only when the
Department has evidence that the
amount reported does not fairly
represent the amount usually reflected
in sales in the market under
consideration of the merchandise under
consideration, will the Department
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consider basing the amount on other
information. fa this instance, the
services provided through the related
Hong Kong transportation company are
charged at a price greater than the cost
of providing the services. Consequently,
there is no basis for rejecting the price
charged to Shell by its related party.
Accordingly, foreign inland freight and
ocean freight deductions from U.S. price
should reflect the prices charged to Shell
by the transportation company. Since
Shell did not report foreign inland
freig!:t and ESP ocean freight based on
the charges from L'le related
transportation company, we have
recalculated these expenses using
information developed at verification.

Comment29
Shell claims that the Department
should exclude from its margi.'1 analysis
certain "obsolete" fan models sold on an
ESP basis during the POI. Shell a!leges
that inclusion of these sales would
distort the Department's margin
calculation due to the artificially low
price of these sales.

- DOC Position
We disagree. Notwithstanding its
characterization of the models as
••obsolete", Shell provided no evidence
that these sales were anything other
than normal transactions.·Moreover.
Shell reported contemporaneous sales of
the same model at other prices.
Consequently, there is no basis to
exc!ude these !!ales from our margin
calculation.

Comment30
Petitioner alleges that Shell
consistently under-reported the labor
input ior components of its fans and that
the higher, verified figures should be
used in L'ie final determination.
Shell states L'i&t the labor times
examined at verification reflect only one
indi"'idual's one-mon~ labor report.
while it calculated labor time as an
average among all workers. by
manufacturing process, over an entire
year. Shell contends that this sample is
too small for the accuracy of its reported
labor input to be contested, partic-.ilarly
as the Depart."Ilent was unable to check
further labor examples due to the time
constraints imposed by the
Department's "streamlined verification"
procedures for these investigations.
Therefore, the reported labor time
should be used in the final
detennina lion.

DOC Position
We have used Shell"s reported labor
time inputs in calculating FMV. We
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agree with Shell that our sample ia too
small to assume that it baa undenitated
its labor mputs across the board. Due m
time restrictions at verification. we-were
unable lo fully test all ar Shell'• labor
input calculations. .Moreover, the
petitioner has not offered any better
altemalive to Shell's methodology.
Therefme. we have accepted Shell's
reported labar inputs.

Comment31.
Shell claims that. in the prelimiruuy
determination. the Department
incorrectly applied a arrogate value to
account for the painting and
electroplating of its ceiling fans models.
when. in fact. the CGBts for these nonPRC socrced materials were already ·
included in the separate, non-PRC input
cost total .t'eported.
DOC Position

We .agree. We coDfumed at
verification that the paintilJ8 .and
eiectroplatiag materiala in question
were non-PRC aoun:ed and included in
its non-PRC cost totala.

Comment32
Petitioner asserts that Shell's input
freight amount for non-PRC sourced
material inputs should be calculated on
a POI buia. rather than the calendar
year basis u reported by ShelL
Shen respondi that the reported
amount ia more representative than the
narrowa time frame of the POL

DOC Positiazl ·· ·
The Department's normal practice is
to base movement expenses on t!Mt
period most closely .related to the POL
Shell provided no substantiation for its
contention that aDDual expenses are
more teprnentative. Consequently, we
agree 111.ith l>'rtitioner md have used the
POI-based amount far calculating FMV.
Co:nment.33

In the final determination. Wmg Tat
claiml that the Department should
reduce its gross materials 1:0st by the
company'• repor1ed cash or purchase
discount amount to arriw at a net
materials coal

DOCPosition
Far pmpClleS of the finai
determination. we applied Wing Taf'.a
reported purchase diacount to those
inputs far wbicb we accepted .aclual
acquisitiml costs iD caicalatiug FMV. At
verification, we .ccmfirmed that Wing
Tat receives a discount onaome raw
material purchases. We examined Wing
Tat's methodology for calculating the
purchase discaunt perceatase ud found
it to be11eUODable. We did.not.

I
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however, reduce the surrogale values b:r
the reported discount amount becau1e
P.RC prices wen not used.

Comment31
WiDg Tat argues tlsat the Department
&bould exclude tlte sales of what ii
considers to be industrial ceiling fans
bec:auae {l) industrial .iana are •
specifically excluded from 1he scope of
the investigation. and {.Z) Wing Tat'11
fans are clearly industrial. lnits postverification submission of August 9,
1S91, Wing Tat cites testimony at the
U.S. International Trade Commission
hearing as evidence that the petitioD21'
did not intend to include industrial
ceilir.g fans in the acope of the
investigation. \"'Ving Tat has prOtVided
information for the record explaining the
numeroua differences between its
industrial and decorative ceiling fana
(e.g., industrial fans Jaave metal blades,
decorative fans have wood blades:
unlike decorative fans. industrial fans
are non-reversible 4llld do not have a
light adaptation; industrial fans operate
at higher RPMs 6an decorative fans,
etc.).

I
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Comznellt.36
Petitioner states 1ha1 beca11SeXinhui
was unable to demonstrate the country
of origin for a number 4f fQreip
purchased material inputs, the
Department 11hould val11e theae inpma
on the basis of suno.sate couney inputs
or petitioner's costs.
Xinhui contends that it provided .the
documentation requested at verification
to demonstrate that the country of Orijin
for these inputs was not the PRC.

DOC Position
We agree with X"mhui. WhileXinhui's
normal accounting records did .not
indicate the country .of orlgin for these
inputs. Xinhui located adegaate
documentation ar physical evidence at
verification to establish that these
ir.puts we~ in fact. manufacbued .in

market eccmomiea. nus canfirmatian
was detailed in 'the verification report
ar:ad examples of the·evidence nviewed
were availahle to counsel for petitioner
s.s part of tlle verification exhibits
released under the admiaistr.ative
protective order.

DOC Position

Scuipensjon of liquidatiaa

Wa agree with respondent and are not
including Wmg Tat's sales of industrial
fans for purpOBes of our final
determination. 'nie petitioner -did not
intend to include industrial fans in the
scope of the investigation. and given the
evidence on the record. the Department
has determined that the ceiliDg fans
identified by Wing Tat are not within
the scope of investigation for ceiling
fa:ns. (See Me:narandum dated October
lS. 1991. •Tfle Definition of Industrial
Fans lor the Final Determination.j

We are directing the U.S. 'Customs
Service to continue to suspend
liquidation af all entries of osa11ating_
fans t except for those of Durable and
Polaray) and ceiling fans (except for·
those of SheD .and XiDhw1 from the PRC.
and to begin suspension of liquidation of
all oscillating fans entries of Esteem.
and ceiling fans entries af' CEC. that a."t!
entered. or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption on or after the date of
publication of ibis notice in the Federal
Register. The U.S. Customs Service shall
require a cash deposit or bond 1!q1J8i to
the titimated amoant br which the
foreign m;aii;et value aceeds tbe United
States p.cice aa ahown below. The
suspension 4f liqWdation will remain in
effect .until further notice. With respect
to oscillating fans of Durable, and
ceiling fans of Shell, anf bond or other
security ordered in the p11eliminary
antidumping dutj determination is
hereby released.
The weighted-average dumping
mar:;ins are as follows:

Comments
Xinhai atates that it 'has demonstrated
that its trading company. CilME. .is not
re1ued to its US. customer and its
ciealings with the customer are
conducted in .u arm'a-length buyeracllcr relationship.
DOC Position

At verification, we noted thatGDME
referred
U.S. customer u a "joint
venture" pa:rtner in a promotional
brochure. Other than this reference. we
.found no evidence of aDJ relationship
between the customer ami either Xinhui
or GDME. Furthermore. we hne no
basis let dispute the .respcadem'.a
assertion that a mare accara1e
translation al the Chinese word at issue
is "cooperative"' rather thau "'joint
ventm&" Therefore, we bave treated the
customer as aa UDJelated party.

tom

I. Oscillating F Dura!Jle Eleclriclll Mlllll FKtllly Lid.I
hrawind Lid.I~ lndusllieL..Es1M111 lnelullrills ltd/HASM Man!f.
fadUring Co.. t.ld./...._ Ploducla
Carp.•·-·-·---···

1
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Manufacturer/producer/exporter

Mostar%
Percent-

Polaray Industrial Corporation/Paragon Industries (Chine) Inc./Poloray
Industrial (Hong Kong) Corporation.
0.00
1.43
Wuxi Electric F—
an
Alt Others0.99
H. Ceiling Fans:
CEC Ermines) Manufacturing (Internsbone) Company. Ltd./CEC Industries (Shertzhen) Ud./ CEC (USA)
Texas Group.
. 2.70
Shell Electric Mfg. Pins) Co./SMC
Electric Mtg. (Sari Hue) Co./SMC
Marketing Corporation_... 0.47
Wing Tat Electric Manufactunng Co..
Ltd./ Chma Miles Co.. Ltd.
—
t.65
Xirtttui Swat Motor Factory/Goingdung ► scrunsty and Equipment
0.00
Impost a. Export C43M.
2.16
All Otters
De mimeo.

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 735(d) of
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
determinations.
These determinations are published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1673d(d)) and 19 CFR
353.20(a)(4))..
Dated: October le, 19n.
Eric I. Garfinkel.
Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
(FR Doc. 9I-23787 Filed 10-24-111; 3:45aml
II1LL.m0 CODE 31110-01-D
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303(a)(2). imports or such merchandise
from the PRC materially injure. or
threaten material injury lo. a U.S.
industry.
The petitioner has stated that it has
standing to file the petitioner because it
is an interested party. as defined in 19
CFR 355.2(i), and because it has filed the
petition on behi!lf of the U.S. industry
producing fans. If any interested par.ty,
as described in 19 CFR 355.Z(i) (3), (4),
(5), ~r (6). wishes to register support for,
or opposition to, this investigation.
please file written notification with the
Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration, room B099. U.S.
Department of Commerce. 14th Street
a.:d Constitution Avenue. NW..
Washington. DC 20230. ·

I. Analysis of Petition
In 1964 decisions involving carbon
steel wire rod from Czechoslovakia and
Poland. 49 FR 19370 (May 7. 1984),
("Wire Rod'') the Department
determined that it would not impose the
market-based concept of a subsidy on a
system where subsidies have no
meaning and cannot be fairly identified
or quantified. We further concluded that
Congress could not have intended to
apply the countervailing duty ("CVD")
(C-570-816)
law to nonmarket economy ("NME")
countries. The Department's
lnitiatio.n of Countervailing Duty
determinations are subsequently upheld
Investigations: Oscillating Fans and
by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ceiling Fans From the People's
Federal
Circuit. (Gea~etoH•n Steel
Republic of China ("PRC")
Corporation v. United States. 801 F .Zd
AGENCY: Import Administration.
1308 (Fed. Cir. 1986.)) Thereafter,
International Trade Administration.
Congress rejected legislation which
Department of Comn:erce.
would have overturned Geo~etown. See
H.R. Rep. No. 576, lOOth Cong. Zd Sess.
EFFECTIVE DATE: November 13. 1991.
6~ (1988).
.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
ln the cases which gave rise to
Elizabeth A. Graham or Carole A.
Georgetown, petitioners alleged that the
Showers, Office of Cou.'ltervailing
producers of the products in question
Investigations. Import Administration.
benefited from subsidies despite the fact
U.S. Department of Commerce, room,
that they were operating in a NME
B099. 14th Street and Constitution
country. Thus, petitioners did not allege,
Avenue, NW.. Washington. DC 2023il:
and the Department did not have to
telephone (202) 3n-4t05 or 377-3217.
decide. whether the CVD law could be
INmATION:
applied to a particular sector of an
The Petition
economy, notwithstanding the fact that
On October 17. 1991. we received a
tl:e economy as a whole was a
petition in proper form filed by Lasko
ncnmarket economy. In the instant case,
Metal Products. Inc. on behalf of the
petitioner has alleged that regardless of
United States industry producing
the.nature of the PRC economy. the FRC
oscillating fans and ceiling fans ("fans"). fans sector operates substantially
Petitioner alleges that manufacturers,
pursuant to market principles and that
producers or exporters of fans in the
the CVD !aw should apply. Therefore.
PRC receive bounties or grants within
the Department must decide (1) whether
the meaning of section 103 of the Tariff
the PRC fans sector does. in fact,
Act of 1930. as amended ("the Act").
operate in a market setting: and (2) if so,
Since the PRC is not a ''country under
whether the CVD law can be applied to
the Agreement" within the meaning of
this sector. In order to answer these
section 701(b)(3). the International Trade questions. we must start with the
Commission ("ITC'') is not required to
fundamental principles set fo1·th in Wire
determine whether. pursuant to section
Rod and in Ceof1Jelown.

In Wire Rad. we contrasted typical
market economy systems with typical
NME systems:
Despite the varying degrees of regulation.
state ownership. and 1tate intervention (in
market economy countries). we can still
identify a bounty or grant. This is primarily
because private ownership of resources has
remained the Nie. rather than the exception.
and these governments have not tried to
suppl:int the market as the allocator of
resources. A countervailable action in a
market economy is a distortion. lt encourages
a producer to sell abroad rather than in his
home market or, in the case oh domestic
subsidy, gives preferential treatment to an
industry or sector of the economy. In either
situation. the subsidy ii identifiable as
differential treatment: different from lhe
n-.arket or different from other firms or
1ectors. Subsidie1 in market economy
systems are exceptional eventL They can be
discerned fro:n the background provided by
the market system.
No such background exists in an NME. By
market standards. the nonmarket
environment is riddled with distortions.
Prices are aet by central planners. "Losses"
suffered by production and foreign trade
enterprises are routinely covered by
government transfera. Investment decisions
are controlled by the state. Money and credit
are allocated by central planners. The wage
bill is act by the govemmenL Access to
fcreign currency is restricted. Private
ownership is limited to consumer goods.
In sum. the salient characteristics
which set market economies apart from
ncnmarket economies. and which may
render the application of the CVD law
possible. are the prevalence of private
ownership and the fact that
governments do not replace the market
as the allocator of resources.
We have reviewed carefully the
petition to determine whether the
evidence it contains indicates that the
PRC fans sector operates more like the
market economy or the nonmarket
economy described in the Wire Rod
decisions. Among the alleged facts
provided are:
• Of the 14 known producers. six are
foreign-owned or partially foreign·
owned. six are collectively·owned,
and two are state-owned:
• PRC-sourced inputs (which are
relatively few) are purchased at
negotiated prices. i.e., they are not
provided through or as a result of a
central plan:
• Pricing and production decisions are
made without any government
interference.
These alle{?ed facts indicate that the
PRC fans sector is characterized by
private and collective ownership. Based
•
on past antidumping ("AD")
investigations of imports from the PRC.
we have found certain collectively-
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owned enterprises which operate like
privately-owned enterprises in tenns or
their ability to retain profits and make
investment decisions independent of the
government. (See, for example the public
verification reports in the AD
investigation of chrome-plated lug nuts
from the PRC.) Therefore, the alleged
facts indicate a prevalence of private or
private-like ownership in the PRC fans
sector.
Moreover, the fans producen
allegedly procure inputs and market
their output without government
intervention. Therefore, the sovemment
does not appear to be directing the flow
of inputs or the output of this sector.
Instead. as petitioner has put iL the
evidence indicates the fans producen'
"responsiveness to the forces of supply
and demand." i.e.. market forces.
Based on this, we determine that
petitioner has provided sufficient
infonnation to indicate that the PRC
fans producers operate in an economic
environment which differs significantly
from the nonmarket economic systems
we found in Wire Rod. Therefore. for
purposes of this initiation. we conclude
that it is appropriate to investigate
whether the CVD law applies to fans
producers and. if so. whether fan
producers in the PRC receive bounties or
grants within the meaning of section 303
of the Act.
In recent AD determinations involvins
the PRC. we determined that it was
appropriate to ascertain the market
orientation of a sector by analyzing the
prices and costs incurred b)· each
producer within that sector. See, Final
Detenninationa of Sales at Lesa Than
Fair Value: Oscillating Fans and Ceiling
Fans From the People's Republic of
China ("Fans") (58 FR 55271. October 25,
1991), and Final Determination of Sales
at Less Than Fair Value: Chrome-Plated
Lug Nuts from the People's Republic of ·
China ("Lug Nuts") (56 FR 46153,
September 10. 1991). By virtue of our
initiation of this investigation. we are
reconsidering the appropriateness of
that approach established in Fans and
Lug Nuts.

II. Allegations of Bounties or Grants
Petitioner lists a number ofpractices
by the PRC Government which allegedly
confer bounties or grants on
manufacturers, producers or exporters
of fans. We are initiating an
investigation of the following programs.
1. Benefits for Foreign-Invested Export
Enterprises.
a. Reduced Tax Rate for Export
Enterprises
b. Tax Exemption for Profits Reinvested
in China

c. Duty Drawback and Excise Tax
Exemption for Imports of Machinery
d. Exemption from Required Payments
to Employees
e. Reduced Site-Use Fees and
Exemptions
f. Priority Access to Credit
8· Priority Access to Electricity, Water.
Transportation. and Communication
Facilities
2. Benefits for Enterprises in Special
Economic Zones.
a. Reduced Tax Rates or Exemptions
3. Multiple Exchange Rates.
We are not initiating on the programs
listed below because the requirements
of section 303 of the act were not
fulfilled in the petition.
a. Benefits provided by provincial
authorities. Petitioner alleges that
provincial sovemmenta in China heavily
subsidize goods produced within their
jurisdiction. Since most of the fan
producers are in the Guangdong
province, petitioner believes that they
benefit from provincial programs.
Petitioner has not provided sufficient
documentation to support its allegation
of the existence of provincial subsidy
programs. Therefore. we are not
initiating on this program.
b. Tax exemption for repatriated
profits for foreign-invested export
enterprises and for enterprises in
special incentive zones. Petitioner
alleses that if foreign investors in export
enterprises remit their profits abroad.
the amount remitted shall be exempted
from income tax. The Department has
previously determined that such an
exemption from income taxes does not
confer a bounty or srant upon
manufacturers. producers, or exporters
in the country subject to an
investigation because the exemption
only applies to income received by a
foreign entity.As a result. the exemption
would bestow no benefit on the
enterprise in the subject country. (See
Bicycle Tires and Tubes from Korea:
Final Results of Administrative Review
of Countervailing Duty Order. (48 FR
32205. 32201, July 14, 1983).) Therefore.
we are not initiating on this program.
Initiation of Investigation
Under 19 CFR 355.l3(a). the
Department must determine. within 20
days after a petition is filed, whether the
petition properly alleges the bases on
which a countervailing duty may be
imposed under section 303 of the Act,
and whether the petition contains
information reasonably available to the
petitioner supporting the allegations. We
have examined the petition on fans from
the PRC and find that it meets the
requirements of 19 CFR 355.13(a).
Therefore, we are initiating a
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countervailing duty investif!alion to
determine whether Chinese producers or
exporters of fans receive bounties or
grants. In accordance with 19 CFR
355.15(a) of the Depnnment's
regulations, the Department will make
its preliminary detennination on or
before January 10, 1992. unless the
investigation is terminated pursuant to
19 CFR 355.17(a) or (b) or the
preliminary determination is extended
pursuant to 19 CFR 355.15(b) or (c).
Scope of Investigations
Imports covered by these
investigations constitute two classes or
kinds of merchandise: (1) Oscillating
fans: and (2) ceiling fans.
The merchandise subject to these
investigations are oscillating fans and
ceiling fans. Oscillating fans are electric
fans that direct a now air using a fan
blade/motor unit that pivots back and
forth on a stationary base ("oscillates'").
Oscillatms fans incorporate a selfcontained electric motor of an output
not exceeding 125 watts.
Ceiling fans are electric fans that
direct a downward and/ or upward flow
of air using a fan blade/motor uniL
Ceiling fans incorporate a self-contained
electric motor of an output not
exceeding 125 watts. Ceiling fans are
designed for permanent or semipermanent installation.
Window fans, industrial oscillating
fans. industrial ceiling fans. and
commercial ventilator fans are not
included within the scope of these
investigations. Furthermore. industrial
ceiling fans are defmed as ceiling f~ns
that meet six or more of the folloWJnB
criteria in any combination: a maximum
speed of greater than 280 revolutions per
minute (RPMs): a minimum air deliver
capacity of 8000 cubic feet per minute
(CFM): no reversible motor switch:
controlled by wall-mounted electronic
switch: no built-in motor controls: no
decorative features: not light adaptable:
fan blades greater than 52 inches in
diameter: metal fan blades: downrod
mounting only-no hugger mounting
capability; three fan blades; fan blades
mounted on top of motor housing: singlespeed motor.
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule
(HTS) subheading under which
oscillating fans are classifiable Is
8414.51.0090. The HTS subheading under
which ceiling fans are classifiuble is
8414.51.(>030. Although the HTS
subheadings are provided for
convenience and customs purposes. our
written description or the scope of this
proceeding is dispositivo.

or
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This determination is published
pursuant to section 702(c) of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1671a(b}).
Dated: November 6. 1991.
Eric I. Garfmlcel.
Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
[FR Doc. 91-27291 Filed 11-12-81: 1:45amJ
BIUJMG CODE .........

I Wednesday. November

13, 1991
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE COMMISSION'S HEARING
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

CERTAIN ELECTRIC FANS FROM
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA

Inv. No.

731-TA-473 (Final)

Date and Time

October 29, 1991 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main
Hearing Room of the United States International Trade CollQllission, 500 E
Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.
In Support of Imposition of
Antidumping Duties
McKenna & Cuneo
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Lasko Metal Products, Inc.
Edward V. McAssey, Executive Vice President
Andrew Stanley, Vice President of Sales
Peter Buck Feller
Lawrence J. Bogard
Linda Menghetti
Gihan Fernando

)

)- -OF COUNSEL
)
)

In opposition to the Imposition of
Antidumping Duties:
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
China Chamber of Commerce for Machinery & Electronics
Yuxi Electric Fan Factory
Xinhui Electric Motor Factory
Jeffrey Anspacher, Senior Economist, Law and Economics Group

B-25.

Thomas R. "Graham

)

Roger Banks

)

)--OF COUNSEL

O'Connor & Hannan
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
CEC Electrical Manufacturing (International) Co., Ltd.
Wing Tat Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Patrick MacGrath, Managing Director, Georgetown Economics Services
Donald Dinan

)

Guy Smith

)

) - -OF COUNSEL

Brownstein, Zeidman and Schomer
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Encon Industries
Ken Romano, Vice President, Finance
Ron Wisla

)--OF COUNSEL
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APPENDIX C
CERTAIN SALIENT DATA OF U.S. PRODUCERS ON THEIR OPERATIONS
INVOLVING OSCILIATING FANS, CEILING FANS, BOX FANS,
WINDOW FANS, AND CERTAIN OTHER ELECTRIC FANS
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Table C-1
Oscillating fans, box fans, window fans, and certain other electric fans:
Certain salient data of U.S. producers• U.S. production facilities, 1988-90,
January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
1988

Item

*

*

*

*

January-June- 1990
1991

1990

1989

*

*

*

Table C-2
Oscillating fans, ceiling fans, bqx fans, window fans, and certain other
electric fans: Certain salient data of U.S. producers' U.S. production
facilities, 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
1988

Item

*

*

*

*

January-June-•
1990
19.91

1990

1989

*

*

*

Table C-3
Incom~-and-losJ experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
oscillating, box, anc:l window fans, fiscal years 1988-9-0, January-June 1990, and
January-J\Ule 1991

January-June-Item

1988

*

*

*

1989

1990

*

*

1990

*

1991

*

Table C-4
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
oscillating, ceiU.ng,- box, and window fans, fiscal years 1988-90, January-June
1990, and January-June 1991
Item

1988

*

*

*

1989

*

1990

*

*

January-June-1990
. 1991

*
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APPENDIX D
COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF
CERTAIN ELECTRIC FANS FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL, AND
EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS
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COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF
CERTAIN ELECTRIC FANS FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL, AND/OR
EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS
The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe any actual or
anticipated negative effects of imports of certain electric fans from The
People's Republic of China on their existing development and production
efforts, growth, investment, and/or ability to raise capital. Casablanca
indicated***· Fasco ***· The responses of the four producers which supplied
comments are as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX E
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING CHINESE PRODUCERS/EXPORTERS
OF CERTAIN ELECTRIC FANS

Table E-1
Certaln electrlc fans:

Certaln sallent data of Chinese producers 1 /exporters' production operations ln Chlna
Provlnclal
location

Types of fans
produced

Other products produced
on machinery and equipment
used to produce fans

Chinese manufacturer
Producer/exporter

Home
office

CEC Electrical Mfg. (Int 1 l) Co., Ltd.I

Hong Kong

CEC Industries (Shenzhen)
Ltd.

Shenzhen2

Celling

***

Durable Electrical Metal Factory Ltd.

Bong Kong

Durable Electrical Metal
Factory Ltd.

Guangdong ·

Osclllatliia, box,
non-oscillating

***

Esteem Industries Ltd.3

Bong Kong

BASH Hinufacturlng Co.,
Ltd.

Guangdong

Oscillating

***

Guangdong Machinery ' Equipment Import
' Export Corp.

Chlna

Xlnhul Electric Motor
Factory

Guangdong

Celling

***

Polaray Industrial Corp.

T.. lvan

Parago~

Guangdong

Osclllatlng

***

Name

Industries (Chlna)

Ltd.
Shell Electric Mfg. (Holdings) Co., Ltd,6

Hong Kong

Slen H~a Electrlc Co.,
Ltd.

Guangdong

Celllng

***

Wlng Tat Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd./
China Hiles Co., Ltd.

Hong Kong

Song Gang Chlna Klles
Electric Fan Factory8

Guangdong

Celllng

***

Wwci Electrlc Fan Factory

Chlna

Wwcl Electric Fan Factory

Jlangsu.

Osclllatlng, celling, box, vlndov

***
tJ;j

I

w
N

Sales of subject and nonsubject fans
as a share <percent> of total sales-Osclllatlna Celling Box
Wlndov Otber

Source of purchases of
component parts used
ln sublect fans

Co., Ltd.

•••

***

***

***

***

***

CEC (USA) Texas Group, Inc.9

Durable Electrical Metal Factory Ltd.

***

***

***

***

***

***

Paragon Industrie•IO

Esteem Industries Ltd.

***

***

***

***

***

***

Holmes Products Corp.II

Guangdong Machinery ' Equipment

•••

••• 12

***

***

***

***

None

Polaray Industrial Corp.

***

***

***

***

***

***

None

Shell E.lectric

•••

***

***

***

***

•••

SMC Marketing Corp.13

Wlng Tat Electric

***

***

***

***

***

***

None

Wwci

***

"'**

***

***

***

***

None

CEC Electrical Mfg.

1
2
3
4

(Int 1 1)

Afflllated U.S. importer

Engaged ln the business of deslgnlng, manufacturing, and marketing electric ceillns fans and celllng fan accessories.
CEC manufactured celling fans in Hong Kong from April 1983 to Hay 1987. Production vas transferred to Chlna ln Hay 1987.
Jointly ovned by *** and***• both Hong Kong-based trading companies. *** ls ovned in part by ***·
Established in February 1989 and began production in late 1989.

Footnotes continued on next paae,

Footnotes to table F-1--Continued

s ***·

6

Parent firm to the SMC Group of companies involved in manufacturing and trading.
~ A cooperative joint venture in which the followin1 firms hold ownership: ***· ***·
Began production in 1987 and commenced full-scale production in 1989.
1 Established March 26, 1984, Ln Fort Worth, TX.
Established Ln 1987 as a joint venture of Windmere Corp. and Paraaon Sales, Inc.
11 Established ln 1983 as a U.S. importer of subject fans from the Far East. *** percent owned by ***·
l2 Guangdong also makes industrial celling fans. When industrial fans are added, celling fans total *** percent of total sales.
13 Maintains offices and warehouse facllltlas in California and Texas.

g

Source: Ccmpiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.$. International Trade CC1111111ission and-from information contained in the
public records of the U.S. Department of CC1111111erce.
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APPENDIX F
U.S. IMPORTS OF CERTAIN ELECTRIC FANS BASED ON
IU;SPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES OF.THE U.S.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
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Table F-1
Certain electric fans: U.S. imports from China and all other countries, by
types, 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
Item

1988

1989

January-June-1990
1991

1990

Quantity (1.000 fans)
Oscillating fans:
China
....
All other countries
Total
Ceiling fans:
China
All other countries
Total
Box fans:
China
All other countries
Total
Window fans:
China
All other countries
Total
. . . .
Other electric fans:
China
....
All other countries
Total
. . • .
Total, all electric fans:.
China
. . .
.
All other countries
Total
.....

548
3.462
4,010

950
4.246
5,196

2,304
2.460
4,764

2,290
2.392
4,682

2,539
1.947
4,486

1,028
4.365
5,393

2,204
4.718
6,922

2,972
3.792
6,764

2,255
2.462

2,282
2.632
4,914

***
45
***

***
43

***
186

***
185

***

***

***

0

0

0

0

0

***

***

***
***

122
122

293
?36
·. 529

293
230
523

383
175
558

***
***
***

***
***
***

5,319
5 286
10 605

***

***
***

***
895

*** .

22
543
565 .·

***
***

***
***
***

***

***

4, 717

115
410
525

Value Cl.000 dollars)
Oscillating fans:
China
All other countries
Total
Ceiling fans:
China
All other countries
Total
Box fans:
China
All other countries
Total
Window fans:
China
All other countries
Total
Table continued on next page.

5,332
49.493
54,825

9,579
59.090
68,669

31,945
35.038
66,983

32,266
33.853
66,119

33,141
26.943
60,084

20,298
115.594
135,892

45,637
135.503
181,140

73,039
127.181
200,220

53,705
82.165
135,870

54,355
83.031
137,386

***
762

***
748

***

1.721

***

1. 720

***

***

***

***

1,053
3.111
4,164

0

0

0

0

0

***
***

4 038

4 715

***

***
***

2 667

***

2,667
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Table F-1-Continued
Certain electric fans: U.S. imports from China and all other countries, by
types, 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June 1991
Item
Other electric fans:
China
. . .
All other countries
Total
.. . .
Total, all electric fans:
China
. . . .
All other countries
Total

1988

1989

***
***
***
***
***

4.440

1990

January-June-1990
1991

111
3.049
3,160

1,716
1.380
3,096

1. 356

***
***

170.355

***
***

***
***
***

202.428

1,716
3,072

2,269
829
3,098
90,818
116.581
207,399

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX G
U.S. MARlCET PENETRATION OF IMPORTS
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Table G-1
Oscillating fans: U.S. producers' U.S. shipments, U.S. imports from China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and all other sources, apparent consumption, and ratios of
imports to apparent consumption, 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June
1991
1988

Item

January-June- 1990
1991

1990

1989

Quantity (1,000 unitsl
U.S. producers' U.S.
shipments .
U.S. imports from- China . . .
Taiwan
Hong Kong . . .
Subtotal . .
.
All other countries
Total imports .
Apparent consumption

.
~

U.S. producers ' U. S .
shipments . . . .
U.S. imports from- China . . .
Taiwan
Hong Kong .
Subtotal
All other countries
Total . . . . .

***

***

***

***

***

1,256
11,322
1,107
13,685
1,521
15,206

1,875
10,205
885
12,965
611
13,576

4,366
6,072
484
10,923
1,079
12,002

3,764
5,426
404
9,594
428
10,022

3,758
5,985
211
9,954
729
10,683

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

···As· a share of the quantity
of aRRarent consumt)tion (Rercentl

***
***

..

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***

Value (1,000 dollarsl
U.S. producers' U.S.
shipments . . . .
U.S. imports from-China . . .
Taiwan
Hong Kong . . . .
Subtotal
.
All other countries
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption

.
.
.

•

***

***

***

***

***

12,333
133,274
7,462
153,068
13,320
166,388

18,736
124,615
3,328
146,679
9,335
156,015

41,867
75,655
4, 775
122,297
9,189
131,486

38,075
68,700
4,290
111,066
3,973
115,039

39,138
67,275
1,885
108,297
7,006
115,303

***

***

***

***

***

As a share of the value

of aRRarent consumRtion (Rercentl
U.S. producers' U. S.
shipments . . . .
U.S. imports from- China . . .
Taiwan
Hong Kong .
Subtotal
All other countries
Total . . . .

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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Table G-2
Ceiling fans: U.S. producers' U.S. shipments, U.S. imports from China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and all other sources, apparent consumption, and ratios of
imports to apparent consumption, 1988-90, January-June 1990, and January-June
1991
January-June-1990
1991

1990

Quantity Cl.000 units)

u .s.

producers' U.S.
shipments . .
U.S. imports from- China

1989

1988

Item

780

.. ..

2,664
8,755
2,193
13,612
424
14,036
14,816

.

Taiwan
... .
Hong Kong . . . .
Subtotal
.
All other countries
Total imports . .
Apparent consumption
U.S. producers ' U. S .
sbipwmts .
.
U.S. imports from- China . . .
Taiwan . . . . .
Hong Kong . . . .
Subtotal
.
All other countries
Total . . .

. .

.

. 763

629

344

4,123
4,915
3,331
8,186
6,145
3,883
830
l,322
l,07Z
13,630
12,137
8,044
1,004
1,763
1,044
14,634
9,089
13,201
9,433
14,230
l2,39Z
As a share of the quantity
of aRRaxent ~OD§UJ!l>tion (;eercent}

293
3,070
4,2&2
416
7,769
833
8,601
8,894

5.3

5.0

4.3

3.6

3.3

18.0
59.l
14,8
91.9
2.9
94.7

26.8
53.2
§,6
88.5
6,5
95.0

33.8
42.3
Z.4
83.5

35.3
41.2
8.8
85.3
11.1
96.4

34.5
48.1
4, 7
87.4
9,4
96,7

12.l
95.Z

Value (l 1 00Q dollars}
U.S. produce.rs ' U.S.
shipments
.
U.S. imports from.- China • . .
Taiwan
.. . .
Hong Kong . . . .
Subtotal
.
All other countries
Total imports
.
Apparent consumption

.

.

94,343

.

.

u. s. producers' U.S.
shipments . . . .
u.s. imports from- -

China . . .
Taiwan . . . . .
Hong Kong . . . .
Subtotal
.
All other countries
Total . . . . . .

.

55,580
251,015
53,854
360,450
9,861
370,311
464,654

89,125

79,323

43,350

36,539

115,185
78,036
72,969
142,258
218,658 137,863
20,927
9,642
2Z.080
360,923 236,826
224,872
26,887
20,688
45,763
406,686 263,113
245,560
282,099
486,Q02 307,063
:;!Q0",26~
As a share of the value
of a;e;eaient consumotion (;eercentl
93,142
257,259
34,296
384,997
26,J.42
411,13§.

20.3

17.8

12.0
54.0
11.6
77.6
2.1
79.7

18.6
51.4
6 9
77.0
5 2
82.2

,,,__

16.3

14.l

13.0

23.7
45.0
5.6
74.3
9 4
83.7

25.4
44.9
6.8
77 .1
8.8
85.9

25.9
50.4
3.4
79.7
7 3
87.0

Note.--Because.of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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APPENDIX H
PRICE DATA REPORTED BY MASS MERCHANDISERS
THAT IMPORT FOR THEIR OWN ACCOUNT
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Table H-1
Oscillating and ceiling fans: lileighted-average prices reported by U.S. producers for sales
to retailers 1 and weighted-average purchase costs reported by mass merchandisers for direct
imports from China, 2 by products, January 1988-June 1991
<Per f anl
U.S.
Chinese
price
price
12-inch oscillating fan

Period

*

*

*

*

U.S.
Chinese
price
price
16-inch oscillating fan

*

*

*

